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PURPOSE: The purpose of this item is to present the Finance/Government Operations and
Economic Development Committee with options to implement the recommendations contained in
the Nonprofit Needs Assessment conducted by the Virginia Tech Institute for Policy and
Governance. This item additionally addresses the Board of Supervisors’ requests to (1) develop
criteria and identify nonprofit organizations providing core services as an extension of services
provided by the County government; and (2) develop a definition of “life sustaining services.”
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Finance/Government Operations and Economic Development Committee (FGOEDC): At the
November 14, 2017 Meeting, the FGOEDC recommended (4-0-1: Buona absent) to the Board of
Supervisors (Board) that (1) staff be directed to pursue direct funding arrangements in FY 2019
with the six nonprofits identified according to the criteria included in the November 14, 2017
Finance/Government Operations and Economic Development Committee Meeting Action Item
and refer the total funding for the competitive non-profit grant process to the FY 2019 budget
process for the Board’s consideration; (2) that the Board of Supervisors request that the Loudoun
County Human Services Network (LHSN) form a subcommittee for creating a human services
strategic plan and appoint County staff as voting members of such a subcommittee, reporting back
to the Finance/Government Operations and Economic Development Committee on its progress on
a periodic basis; and that (3) the Board of Supervisors allocate $30,000 from FY 2017 Fund
Balance as a donation to the Community Foundation for the purposes of providing a consultant for
the Human Services Strategic Planning process.
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Staff: Staff concurs with the FGOEDC recommendation.

BACKGROUND: At the September 20, 2017 Board Business Meeting, the Board voted to
forward the results of the Nonprofit Needs Assessment1 to the FGOEDC for further discussion (90). The Board also directed staff to present the FGOEDC with options to implement the
recommendations contained in the assessment (9-0) and to develop criteria and identify nonprofit
organizations that provide core services as an extension of the current level of services provided
by the County Government (9-0). Finally, the Board directed staff to develop a definition of life
sustaining services (9-0).
At the direction of the Board, staff has developed a plan to implement the recommendations
contained in the Nonprofit Needs Assessment. Staff developed the recommendations that are
included in this item after reviewing and analyzing the recommendations from the consultant
(Attachment 1) and examining best practices in the fields of human services and grant-making. A
focus group of nonprofit stakeholders, the Assessment Steering Committee2, County staff, and
nonprofit leaders provided input through extensive feedback sessions during the assessment
period. The consultant recommendations, best practices, and stakeholder input have been
contextualized in Loudoun County’s operational framework to determine the final implementation
options presented in the sections that follow.
ISSUES:
1. County Grant Program Improvements
Based upon feedback from the research team from Virginia Tech and key stakeholders, as well as
best practices in nonprofit grant funding, staff intends to incorporate the following principles into
the FY 2019 nonprofit grant program and process. These recommendations represent an effort to
significantly strengthen the County’s coordination and collaboration with nonprofit partners, and
to ensure opportunities for local funds to be leveraged in the most effective manner.
Funding for core services: Staff recommends establishing a direct funding process with nonprofits
providing core safety net services that meet the critical safety, health, transportation, and
emergency shelter needs of those most vulnerable and disadvantaged in the community. These
select providers would not participate in the annual competitive grant funding application process,
but would be evaluated annually to ensure high quality performance and compliance standards.
This small group of core safety net nonprofits typically have professional management, are
integrated to some degree with County departments, and include elements of services for which
the County could be responsible if the nonprofit did not provide the service. Components of the
services provided by the nonprofits in this group may also be scalable and shared with the County.
1

September 20, 2017 Business Meeting Item 3, Nonprofit Needs Assessment Findings and Recommendations
Included representatives from the Health Services; County Administration; Juvenile Court Services Unit;
Department of Management and Budget; Department of Family Services; Department of Mental Health, Substance
Abuse, and Developmental Services; and the Loudoun Human Services Network.
2
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As part of this process, several decisions need to be considered. The initial funding amount would
be determined based on maintaining current levels of service, with one year arrangements to be
reviewed on an annual basis. Outcomes would be tracked through required monthly reports as part
of the arrangement and reviewed by County human services department staff throughout the year,
as part of the annual arrangement review and renewal process. Organizations whose performance
does not meet agreed upon standards or stated outcomes, or who no longer meet the funding
criteria, would be recommended to return to the competitive grant process.
Organizations providing services that meet these core services should be identified for funding
through a modified process based on specific criteria that could include the following:
 The provider has substantial experience in delivering critical direct care services in the
areas of safety, health and emergency shelter to vulnerable populations in Loudoun.
 The provider has a demonstrated record of high quality performance and organizational
and fiscal stability.
 The provider must be the primary or only source of a critical safety net service provision
that cannot be administered by a local government entity.
 The provider meets an identified critical human service need that improves health, safety,
security and independence for vulnerable residents and positively impacts the community.
 The provider is currently the best point of entry to safety, health and/or emergency shelter
services that they provide to the community.
Pursuant to the aforementioned criteria, staff has identified the following providers as eligible and
recommends direct funding for FY 2019. Staff will develop and submit a modified funding process
for core services that meets all procurement guidelines for Board approval for subsequent Fiscal
Year funding:


HealthWorks for Northern Virginia (allocated $189,000 in FY 18) - HealthWorks for
Northern Virginia is the sole Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) in Loudoun
County and has been a longstanding community partner. As an FQHC, HeathWorks offers
services to all persons, regardless of the person’s ability to pay and has established a
sliding fee discount program. Additionally, they provide comprehensive primary care
services. There is no other entity currently serving Loudoun County or neighboring FQHC
that can meet these requirements.



Loudoun Free Clinic (allocated $88,242 in FY 18) – Loudoun Free Clinic has provided
free medical care to low-income, uninsured adults in Loudoun County for nearly 20 years.
Loudoun Free Clinic is highly supported by the community as they are committed to
providing quality medical care to patients that are facing difficult challenges.



Northern VA Dental Clinic (allocated $25,000 in FY 18) – Northern VA Dental Clinic
provides dental services at a significantly reduced rate to low income Loudoun County
adults. Northern VA Dental Clinic is the only dental clinic in Loudoun County that
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provides this service for adults, as the Health Department’s dental program is limited to
children.


Blue Ridge Speech and Hearing (allocated $68,590 in FY 18) – Blue Ridge Speech and
Hearing Center provides a wide range of diagnostic and treatment services – at a reduced
cost – to individuals with speech, sensory or hearing impairments. The Center was
founded in 1964 and is the only nonprofit providing these services in Loudoun County.



Loudoun Volunteer Caregivers (allocated $43,466 in FY 18) - Loudoun Volunteer
Caregivers provides a wide range of support services for elderly and disabled adults,
including, but not limited to, the following services: transportation to medical
appointments, grocery shopping, errands, household chores, special outings, and help with
managing personal financial affairs.



Loudoun Abused Women’s Shelter (allocated $88,221 in FY 18) - Loudoun Abused
Women’s Shelter (LAWS) provides a full array of comprehensive services to adult and
child victims of domestic and sexual violence. Besides providing emergency shelter,
LAWS also delivers assistance to victims at the Community Services Center where they
provide counseling, legal services, support groups, parenting classes, advocacy, and
community outreach. LAWS also operates the Loudoun Child Advocacy Center. The
Center is a public/private partnership among Loudoun County agencies and organizations
dedicated to child victims of abuse and/or neglect.

Staff recommends that organizations receiving funds through direct funding arrangements, totaling
$502,519, would be supported through local tax funding separate from the competitive grant
process. The nature of the services provided by these six nonprofits to the community are
significant, and over the past years since the current program was established, these six nonprofits
are consistently allocated approximately 50% of the total funds. Although perhaps appropriate and
necessary, this situation does make it more challenging for the County to vary priorities in the
grant program from year to year.
Staff further recommends that the current total amount available for competitive grants be
maintained for the competitive grant process going forward. This would ensure that the full budget
for competitive grants, $1,090,700, would be available for nonprofit grant awards, consistent with
the consultant findings and recommendations. The separation of core services nonprofits from the
competitive grant program improves the effectiveness of the program given the changes described
below.
Areas of Need categories: As part of the improvements made to the overall nonprofit grant
program, staff analysis and nonprofit feedback identified the need for broader categories that ask
nonprofits to anticipate the impact (or outcome) their programs will have on the community. To
that end, staff recommend the following Areas of Need and the corresponding goals:
 Prevention and Self-sufficiency: Services focused on assisting individuals and families in
becoming and/or remaining independent and stable, and providing tools, skills, strategies,
and resources to individuals and families.
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Crisis Intervention and Diversion: Services provided to individuals and families in crisis
to overcome immediate problems, and reduce or prevent further penetration to more
restrictive and expensive higher level services.
Long-term Support: Services that focus on assisting individuals who have continuing, longterm support needs to remain healthy, safe, and independent in the community.
Improved Quality of Human Services: Services and opportunities provided to individuals,
organizations, and communities that enhance the quality, accessibility, accountability and
coordination of services provided by community organizations.

Organizations will be asked in their grant applications to align their outcomes with the area of need
categories, showing the link between their services’ direct impact and the broader goal of the
category they have chosen. The 4-5 performance measures nonprofits choose as part of their
application will be tracked through quarterly reports to the County. These reports, and the
outcomes from the previous year’s final report, will be reviewed as part of scoring criteria in
evaluating the next year’s application. In this way, the County can track the progress being made
in these important Areas of Need and can easily identify the impact of the funding provided
through the grant program.
Funding levels: Staff anticipates that a revised nonprofit grant program would begin annual
funding levels at zero; funding amounts should be based on application scores, with a minimum
score required for consideration. Funding requests will be reviewed by staff to ensure that County
funding is being leveraged with non-County funding sources for a healthy fund mix that does not
rely predominantly on County grant funds. Applicants entering the funding pool after their first
small grant has been successfully expended should discuss their initial application with staff to
determine the appropriate request.
Eliminate funding amounts separated by Area of Need: Staff recommends that funds for
competitive nonprofit grants be awarded out of the total budget amount rather than splitting the
budget discretely among the pre-determined Areas of Need. The Areas of Need would continue to
be used as guidance to determine which nonprofits fit the goals of the program and should apply,
and will be used to accurately represent the need for services as part of the applications. County
staff reviewers, as the subject area experts, would be expected to rank highest the applications
illustrating the greatest need, thereby allowing the grant awards to mirror the needs of the
community each year. The top ranking applications would be funded at the full amount of their
request. However, poor outcomes could lower ranking scores, resulting in reduced or eliminated
funding in future fiscal years.
Simplified process for small grants and nonprofits: Staff also recommends that the County create
a simplified application and process for any organization applying for a small grant (up to $5,000).
This grant program would also provide a source of funding for organizations who are new to the
County nonprofit grant process that are requesting funds for the purposes of capacity building or
for small-scale innovative ideas or projects. Organizations of any size can apply through the small
grants process, if desired.
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The simpler application would require basic information from organizations regarding their
background and mission, need for the service, project description, budget, and 1-2 performance
measures that fall within the Areas of Need. Applicants for small grants meeting the criteria would
be funded from the nonprofit grants program allocation, with the remainder to be distributed to
those requesting larger amounts of funding. Staff recommends establishing a discrete amount of
the overall budget, such as $30,000, just for this purpose and reviewing the amount each year to
ensure it appropriately meets the community need.
Separate funds for recreation and culture: Staff recommends that the nonprofit grant program
focus solely on funding for human service nonprofits. Funding for some of the recreation and
culture-based nonprofit organizations could potentially be accomplished through the Board’s
established Restricted Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) grant process.
TOT is received from a 7 percent tax levied on most hotel/motel/bed and breakfast stays in the
County.3 Of the current TOT, three percent is restricted and must be:
“Designated and spent solely for tourism and travel, marketing of tourism or initiatives
that, as determined after consultation with the local tourism industry organizations,
including representatives of lodging properties located in the county, attract travelers to
the locality, increase occupancy at lodging properties, and generate tourism revenues in
the locality.”4
In order to qualify for this grant program, organizations must demonstrate that the funds will be
utilized to support or increase tourism in Loudoun County. The Board also set several priorities
to guide the grant process:




Funding opportunities for marketing agriculture-based businesses (e.g. craft beverages,
agritourism, lodging, artisans, and equestrian).
Funding opportunities for the promotion of special events with significant draw from other
jurisdictions/regions.
Funding opportunities for marketing cultural or outdoor recreational opportunities and
assets to drive visitation.

It is also important to note that some nonprofit organizations which previously were included in
the Recreation and Culture category under the current Areas of Need may now fit into one of the
recommended revised Areas of Need and remain eligible for the nonprofit grant program.

3

The County does not collect TOT revenue from hospitality facilities located in the towns of Leesburg, Middleburg,
or Purcellville. Also, the County ordinance implementing this tax exempts facilities capable of lodging fewer than
four persons at one time.
4
Code of Virginia §58.1-3819(A): http://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title58.1/chapter38/section58.1-3819/
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2. Human Services Strategic Plan
After discussion with key stakeholders and a review of the research team’s findings, staff
recommends establishing a special interagency workgroup to develop a comprehensive human
services strategic plan. This plan would assess existing human services and new services or
resources needed. The resulting strategic plan will provide a roadmap for implementing improved,
coordinated systems of care that meet the human service needs of Loudoun County residents.
Staff recommends that the Board request that Loudoun Human Services Network (LHSN) partner
with County human services staff led by a designee of the County Administrator for the purpose
of creating a human services strategic plan. More specifically, staff recommends the Board request
that the LHSN create a subcommittee for the purpose of creating a human services strategic plan
and appoint County staff as voting members of this subcommittee. Previously, County staff had
been ex-officio members of the LHSN. It is envisioned that this subcommittee would provide
periodic updates to the FGOEDC regarding the progress of this effort. At the close of the strategic
planning process, the subcommittee would recommend a plan for continuation of the group, if
needed, or for creating a new group to implement the plan. During FY 2018, efforts would be
undertaken to convene a committee, release a Request for Proposal, and contract with a consultant;
the subcommittee could then begin the three to five year strategic planning process for human
services in the county during FY 2019. Given the scope of the planning effort and depending on
the duties required, the cost estimate could be up to $30,000 for a consultant. It is the LHSN’s
recommendation that these funds be given to the Community Foundation for the purposes of
selecting and managing the consultant associated with this effort. The final strategic plan would
be approved by the subcommittee, endorsed by the Board, and disseminated to the community. It
is envisioned that implementation and monitoring of progress toward goals will be the shared
responsibility of the County and the LHSN over the course of the three to five year timeframe set
forth in the strategic plan.
The following human services issues and strategies could be considered as part of the Strategic
Planning process, based on the Nonprofit Needs Assessment’s findings and recommendations.







Nonprofit funding: Consider ways in which the nonprofit grant program could be more
responsive to growing and shifting needs of the community as identified. This would
include providing feedback on when and how to increase funding to meet identified needs.
Awareness: Support and build upon the Faces of Loudoun campaign through the County
website and Public Information Office; better coordinate with Loudoun County Public
Schools, community groups, and businesses on service awareness; and review strategies
for increasing individual and private sector support for nonprofits.
Shared resources: Plan for how best to share resources among nonprofits (e.g., website,
mobile application, universal list of services), including universal trainings for nonprofits
(e.g., volunteer, first aid/CPR, mandated reporter, grants, etc.).
Co-location of services: Consider models for co-location of human service providers.
Human Services database: Determine if there is a need for a centralized human services
database to improve data-sharing among all service providers and determine where gaps
and overlaps exist.
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Single point of entry model: Consider models that coordinate service referral through a
single entity.
Human Services directory: Work with the Information & Referral provider to create a
shared directory or database of all human services agencies serving Loudoun County.
New nonprofits: Determine how to connect new or start-up nonprofits with existing
nonprofits to ensure services are not duplicated and resources are shared when possible.

In addition, the subcommittee could consider whether to address specific identified needs for
affordable housing, homelessness, affordable childcare, youth services, aging services, and
behavioral health (see Consultant Recommendation 5) as part of the strategic planning process.
3. Administrative Improvements
As part of the Needs Assessment process, staff has developed a list of administrative improvements
to be made based on recommendations from the Nonprofit Needs Assessment. Staff anticipates
that implementing these recommendations will provide additional transparency and consistency to
the grants process, will give nonprofit applicants additional guidance and support, and will increase
accountability for County funds.
Funding model: Staff will continue to examine and refine the inputs for the funding model created
by the Virginia Tech Research Team. Additional peer jurisdictions and factors may be
incorporated into the model to provide better comparative data. This information may be used to
provide a benchmark for funding.
Grant process: Staff would like to begin the nonprofit grant application process earlier in the year
to provide more advanced notification to nonprofits before the start of their fiscal year. The current
process releases the funding applications on March 1 for an April 1 deadline, with funding
recommendations going to the Board in June. In future fiscal years, staff plans to release grant
applications in December. Completed applications will be due in January, with announcements of
awards in April following the Board’s adoption of the budget. For FY 2019, staff plans to release
the grant applications in January or February 2018, due to the extensive changes to the grants
process.
The application manual will be updated to include the scoring criteria to be used in reviewing
applications. Additional guidance will be added to the applicant manual to help nonprofits
determine if their requests would be eligible, and if so, how best to present their requests both
programmatically and fiscally.
Grant applications will be reviewed and scored by County staff representing the relevant human
service department(s) and Management and Budget. Scores will be averaged and discussed to
determine the final application score and recommendation for funding.
Outcomes and reporting: Mid-year program reports are currently required, but additional emphasis
will be placed on the progress toward performance measures from the application’s evaluation
section. Quarterly program reports will now be required to ensure a nonprofit agency’s progress
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toward anticipated outcomes. The outcomes from the previous year’s final report will be reviewed
as part of scoring criteria in evaluating the next year’s application. This increases accountability
associated with receiving County funds.
Grants training: County staff will provide and strongly recommend that all applicants attend a
grants and outcomes training session prior to applying. Staff will also explore the need to provide
some additional training to help nonprofits seek outside funds from other funders.
4. Definition of Core Safety Net Services
Over the last year, the Board has discussed various changes to the nonprofit grant program.
Specifically, the Board has highlighted the need to differentiate between those services needed to
maintain safety, health, security and independence versus those services that enhance quality of
life. As a result of discussions with key stakeholders from the nonprofit community and County
agencies, staff would like to offer the proposed term and definition of core safety net services:
Those services that assist vulnerable and disadvantaged individuals and families in
meeting a critical need for safety, health, security and independence.
FISCAL IMPACT: A facilitator for the human services strategic planning would need to be
contracted to convene the process. The cost estimate, depending on the duties required, could be
up to $30,000 for a consultant. The fiscal impact of establishing direct funding arrangements with
identified organizations is $502,519, which could allow the full $1,090,700 existing nonprofit
budget to be available for the competitive portion of the nonprofit grant awards.
DRAFT MOTIONS:
1. I move the recommendation of the Finance/Government Operations and Economic
Development Committee that the Board of Supervisors direct staff to pursue direct funding
arrangements in FY 2019 with the six nonprofits identified according to the criteria
included in the December 5, 2017 Business Meeting Action Item and refer the total funding
for the competitive non-profit grant process to the FY 2019 budget process for the Board’s
consideration.
I further move the recommendation of the Finance/Government Operations and Economic
Development Committee that the Board of Supervisors request that the Loudoun County
Human Services Network (LHSN) form a subcommittee for creating a human services
strategic plan and appoint County staff as voting members of such a subcommittee,
reporting back to the Finance/Government Operations and Economic Development
Committee on its progress on a periodic basis.
I further move the recommendation of the Finance/Government Operations and Economic
Development Committee that the Board of Supervisors allocate $30,000 from FY 2017
Fund Balance as a donation to the Community Foundation for the purposes of providing a
consultant for the Human Services Strategic Planning process.
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OR
2. I move an alternate motion.
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I. Executive Summary
To support and inform considerations for restructuring Loudoun County’s nonprofit grant program, the
Virginia Tech research team began an assessment process in late 2016. The assessment process has been
overseen by a Project Management team representing the Loudoun County Department of Management
and Budget and by a steering committee representing county human services offices and the nonprofit
community. The assessment has involved the following data gathering processes:

•
•
•
•
•

Review of Loudoun County human services related assessments, Loudoun demographics
and background of grant program (Attachment 1 - Loudoun County Nonprofit Assessment
Context Report)
Interviews with Loudoun County human services stakeholders (Attachment 2 - SemiStructured Interview Summary)
Needs Assessment Survey of nonprofits, public agencies and funders (Attachment 3 Nonprofit Needs Assessment Survey Summary)
Three focus groups with Loudoun County nonprofits, human services agencies and
business leaders (Attachment 4 – Focus Group Summary)
Peer Locality Comparative Practice Review (Attachment 5 – Comparative Research
Summary)

Assessment Findings
Loudoun County has a strong foundation of nonprofit agencies and leaders from which to
continue to build its human services continuum of care. Against the backdrop of rapid population
growth and increasing diversity, the assessment identifies opportunities for building a vigorous
cross-sector human services network. The assessment identified specific areas where resources
are lacking and gaps exist, needed improvements in the nonprofit grant program funding level
and process, the need for improved collaborative relationships among nonprofit and public
human services agencies, and areas of possible duplication or inefficiency in the provision of
services.
Human Services Needs of Loudoun County Residents – There were no identified needs where
either the county or nonprofits are not providing some level of services. However, gaps in
service provision were identified within all areas of priority human services. Significant gaps
exist in the areas of affordable housing, affordable childcare, substance use disorder
treatment, transitional services for youth/young adults (age 18 – 24), immigrant services and
basic life skills.
In addition to specific areas of human services, sufficient, well-coordinated continuum of
services for several target populations have significant gaps, including services for low-income
and vulnerable youth, survivors of human trafficking and domestic violence 1, immigrant
service workers, and elderly residents wanting to age in place in Loudoun County. Service
areas such as supportive housing, access to affordable housing, mental and behavioral health
The Domestic Violence Steering Committee was noted as a well-functioning coalition of public agencies and
nonprofits for emergency response; however, transitional and longer-term housing, employment and mental
health supports for survivors of human trafficking and domestic violence are lacking.

1
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services, transportation, health care access, disability services, employment, and food security
are top priority needs areas with strong nonprofit and public agency service providers.
However, population growth, increased diversity of the Loudoun population, and human
service need complexity among residents has far outpaced the ability of nonprofit and public
service providers to meet the needs of residents.
Resource Gaps, Needed Efficiencies and Duplication – The assessment identified categories
of resource gaps including funding, coordination of services, training, backbone services and
awareness of need. To address resource gaps, significant new funding is needed. While the
current assessment enabled a broad examination of human service needs, specific need areas,
such as affordable and supportive housing, youth services and health care access, will require
a more in-depth study to determine how best to leverage cross-sector service provision.
Stakeholders strongly advocated for increased centralized intake and coordination of service
provision, as well as shared physical space for collaborating nonprofits and public agencies.
Sharing and coordinating resources such as transportation capacity, volunteers, space and
core backbone functions – grant writing, legal and accounting -- is another way that resources
currently available within some agencies can be more fully leveraged. High quality, consistent
and culturally competent training is another resource needed for agency staff and volunteers.
The assessment did not identify any significant areas of unnecessary duplication of services.
The research team defined unnecessary duplication of services as more services than are
needed to meet the demand, resulting in inefficient use of resources and capacity. Necessary
duplication, on the other hand, occurs when the needs of individuals and families are complex
and require more specialization in service provision, geography or transportation limits access
to services, or program regulations limit services based on eligibility criteria. Areas with
necessary duplication of services include primary care, mental and behavioral health,
employment services and youth services.
Some duplication of services was observed in the areas of food security and literacy services.
This duplication is created by startup nonprofits and faith-based organizations offering
services without awareness of or coordination with existing, established services. This
duplication presents problems with consistency and quality of services. In these service areas,
standards and coordination are needed to reduce redundancy while improving service
provision.
Coordination among Public and Nonprofit Sectors – There is a strong foundation for
increasing coordination among public and nonprofit agencies. However, the assessment did
not identify human services areas that should be substantially shifted from public
responsibility to nonprofit agency responsibility. There are a number of critical service areas
where it is recognized that public agencies cannot fully meet service area needs and that
market, policy and program forces will not enable agencies to meet these service gaps.
In these areas, locally driven collaborations between public, nonprofit and private agencies
are considered to be the only means by which needs can be more effectively met. These
need areas include mental and behavioral healthcare, health care access, affordable and
accessible childcare, affordable housing and transportation. These areas represent complex
Page | 2
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human services needs that are challenging for many local governments to address. Those that
are most successful have established processes to develop and sustain cross-sector
collaborations and funding mechanisms that leverage public, private and nonprofit funding.
Areas such as youth services, employment, food security, immigration and cultural services,
and aging services have some support with nonprofit and public agency leadership and service
provision but are lacking sufficient coordination and awareness. In particular, immigration
and cultural services are fragmented and limited in scope and lack consistency in delivery
among volunteer organizations. In these areas, among others, stakeholders support
establishing a central coordination of services between public agencies and nonprofits.
The assessment also identified a significant lack of awareness among agencies (both nonprofit
and public), as well as the general population, of the range of services available, as well as of
the limitations and restrictions that public agencies have in meeting the needs of residents.
Addressing gaps in knowledge and awareness should be a goal of an overall public relations
campaign.
Loudoun County Nonprofit Grant Funding and Process – Overall stakeholders reported
dissatisfaction with the current grant process and with the level of funding provided through
the grant program. While the current areas of grant funding are consistent with the areas of
need identified in this assessment 2, a primary critique of the grant process is the lack of
flexibility for the grant program to target growing areas of human services needs with
adequate levels of new funding. Additionally, stakeholders recommend that funding should
be more directly connected to outcome measures and performance.
Loudoun County stakeholders were not able to specifically recommend funding levels for the
nonprofit grant program but consistently noted that funding has not kept pace with the
population or economic growth of Loudoun County and perhaps should be doubled.
Stakeholders further suggested that funding levels and priorities should be determined
through ongoing community assessment on the front end, and by outcome measures and
performance on the back end, to determine which agencies continue to receive funding.
A significant number of stakeholders pointed to other local government models of nonprofit
support, and the assessment was expanded to include a comparative review of peer localities’
practices. The peer comparison found that localities share similar processes for allocating
nonprofit funding, combining a formulaic approach with flexibility for administrators and
policy makers to adjust for emerging and urgent human service needs. The comparative
assessment did not find a standard for determining an appropriate level of local government
nonprofit grant support. Based on the input from public and nonprofit stakeholders, the
research team has developed a tool for determining appropriate levels of grant support based
on a combination of socioeconomic and peer locality measures.

Arts and culture is a current area of funding under the county grant program that was not a focus of this
assessment.

2
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Recommendations
Recommendations are based on significant stakeholder engagement and the overall findings of
the assessment. See additional detail for each recommendation in Section IV of this report. 3
1. Increased County Nonprofit Funding -- The funding level formula developed from the
comparative locality and practice review indicates that an annual funding level increase
of $263,000 to $288,000 would bring Loudoun County into parity with a cohort of 12 peer
Virginia localities4.
2. Restructure County Grant Program -- Loudoun County should collaborate with the
Human Services Workgroup (see Recommendation 3) to review and restructure the grant
program with best practice models from peer localities adapted to the Loudoun context.
It is important that this process be iterative, as peer localities have needed many years to
fully establish their models.
3. Community Engagement and Strategic Planning – Establishment of a human services
workgroup or commission (Human Services Workgroup) with representation from the
public, nonprofit and private/business sectors as well as consumers/community
representatives would benefit the county. An initial charge of the workgroup would be to
develop a three- to five-year strategic plan for improving public-nonprofit-private sector
collaboration and to develop and evaluate implementation strategies for
recommendations emerging from this research. An effective size for such a work group
would be 12 to 18 members who operate with an official charter and charge of the Board
of Supervisors. 5 The Human Services Workgroup may also want to consider conducting
network analysis and using the Collective Impact Model of change to inform strategic
planning and building cross-sector collaborations.
4. Human Services Awareness Campaign – Building awareness of human services needs
among individual residents, businesses, organizational funders and service providers
requires a multifaceted awareness and outreach strategy. Efforts should involve
collaboration with the Community Foundation for Loudoun and Northern Fauquier
Counties and the Claude Moore Foundation to continue support of the Faces of Loudoun
campaign and to develop a coordinated information and outreach approach that not only
raises awareness of Loudoun County residents and businesses but also informs how
consumers seek services and understand agency capacities and boundaries.
5. Special Focus on High-Need Categories – In addition to developing a comprehensive
strategic plan for human services, the county should ensure that strategic planning
involves subcommittees or workgroups to evaluate and develop strategies for high-need
Several of the recommendations made as a result of the assessment are similar to recent recommendations
proposed by the Loudoun Human Services Network (LHSN). While members of the LHSN participated substantially
in the assessment, these recommendations were derived independently of those directly prescribed by LHSN.
4
For a full description of the funding formula and funding based on various poverty levels please see Attachment 5
– Comparative Research Summary.
5
It is noted that the LHSN has functioned as a cross-sector facilitator and convener and may serve as a foundation
in formulating the charter, charge and workgroup membership composition.
3
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categories. Affordable housing and homelessness services, affordable childcare and
behavioral health were identified by stakeholders as three high-need categories for
ongoing planning and assessment.
6. Resource Sharing – The county should determine feasibility of and opportunities for
shared physical space(s) for public agencies and nonprofits. While the benefits of shared
physical space, co-location, for human service agencies has been well demonstrated
(Petrova & Wang, 2011), in localities where land and office space is at a premium and
geography presents transportation challenges the advantages and costs of co-location
must be carefully evaluated.
7. Improve Coordination of Services – Loudoun County should develop a detailed plan and
cost estimate for centralizing coordination of services through an incremental process.
Centralized coordination of services 6 would involve a central intake point for services,
centralized information and referral, and tracking of the individual through the continuum
of care. Responsibility for central coordination should be shared between county
government and the nonprofit community.

Homeless service providers have recently enacted federal or state mandates for coordinated entry through
funding from the HUD Continuum of Care grant.

6
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II. Purpose and Background
Over the past few decades Loudoun County has experienced dramatic economic and population
growth and diversification. The county’s infrastructure for human services, as supported by
public, nonprofit and private agencies, has struggled to build sufficient capacity to meet the
demands for increased services associated with the county’s growth. To address these gaps, the
county has partnered with the Virginia Tech Institute of Policy and Governance to conduct a
needs assessment to identify service, resource and funding gaps and develop recommendations
to improve the collaborative ability of Loudoun nonprofits and public agencies to meet existing
and emerging resident needs.
This appraisal supports previous community assessments in establishing that Loudoun County
has a strong foundation of public and nonprofit agencies supporting the human service needs of
county residents. Along with a substantial network of nonprofit leadership, the county’s robust
and growing economy provides additional leverage to this foundation from which to build an
integrated human services system of care.
Current Grant Program: In addition to core services provided by Loudoun County human services
agencies, the county supplements human service provision through a grant program, funding just
over $1 million 7 to community nonprofits. In recent years the grant program has funded the
following areas of services:
•
•
•
•
•

Health and Related Services
Hunger and Homeless Mitigation
Emergency Services
Administrative Services
Recreation and Culture

Applications are reviewed by a committee of senior staff representing the Departments of Family
Services; Department of Mental Health, Substance Abuse, and Developmental Services
(MHSADS); Parks, Recreation, and Community Services; Management and Budget; and the Health
Department. The selection committee follows a formulary and criteria established by the Board
of Supervisors. Applicants for funds are ranked in the top, middle or bottom 33% for each area
of need. Funding allocations are then recommended based on this ranking, with applications
ranked in the top 33% receiving budget increases over the previous year, applicants ranked in
the middle third receiving neutral funding and those in the bottom third receiving reduced
funding. New nonprofit applicants are capped at $5,000 if ranked in the top third of applications.
With this formula, over the past five years approximately 60% of applicants received funding. For
fiscal year 2018, 63% of applicants were funded.
This past year the Board of Supervisors anticipated moving away from the legacy allocation
formula and establishing a zero-based formula with all nonprofit applicants receiving an equal
7

The nonprofit grant program is funded at $1,090,700 in FY 2018.
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opportunity for funding allocations. However, after concerns were raised from the nonprofit
community in general and the Loudoun Human Services Network in particular, proposed changes
were postponed pending the outcome of this assessment.
Socio-Economic Context for Assessment and Recommendations: In conducting this assessment,
the research team has considered the past and continuing growth of Loudoun County and the
relative wealth of Loudoun County residents. Since 2000, Loudoun County has been the fifth
fastest growing county in the United States. Table 1 summarizes population change over the past
three decades and projections through 2040.
Table 1 – Loudoun County Population Change
Year
Loudoun County % Change
2000
169,599
2010
312,311
84.15%
2020
412,538
27.20%
2030
466,606
21.39%
2040
489,221
17.62%

Virginia
7,079,035
8,001,024
8,811,512
9,645,281
10,530,229

% Change
13.02%
10.13%
9.46%
9.17%

Source: loudoun.gov for Loudoun county data and Virginia Employment Commission Labor Market Information
(VEC-LMI).

Along with population growth, Loudoun County has experienced significant growth in housing
units that is expected to continue. Housing unit growth is further driven by expansion of
Metrorail serving the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area. However, as Figure 1 shows,
population growth has outpaced growth in housing units, with this trend expected to continue
through 2022.

Population and Housing Units
450,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
-

2010
Census

2012
Estimate

2014
Estimate
Housing Units

2016
Estimate

2018
Forcast

2020
Forecast

2022
Forecast

Population

Figure 1 – Loudoun County Population and Housing Unit Growth Forecast.
Source: Loudoun County Department of Planning and Zoning, December 6, 2016.
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The increase in housing demand relative to supply has driven the average price of homes upward.
According to the real estate site Zillow, the median home value in Loudoun County is $472,000,
with the median price of homes currently on the market in the county at $577,748 (Augenstein,
2017). For more than five years Loudoun has been touted as among the wealthiest localities in
the nation, with average income reported at $122,092 in 2016 (U.S. Census Bureau, July 2017).
However, the cost of living in Loudoun and its surrounding areas is significantly above the average
cost of living in Virginia and the United States. Cost of living indices are based on a U.S. average
of 100. An amount below 100 means that cost of living in a locality is below the national average,
while a cost of living index above 100 indicates a locality is more expensive. The Loudoun County
overall cost of living is 149.10, with housing cost at 243. Table 2 provides a breakdown by all
measured areas.
Table 2 – Cost of Living Comparison
Cost of Living Index
Loudoun
Measure
County
Overall
149
Grocery
113.9
Health
101
Housing
243
Utilities
107
Transportation
Miscellaneous

108
98

United
States
100
100
100
100
100

Virginia
107
96.4
99
129
98

100
100

95
97

Source: Sperling’s Best Places, www.bestplaces.net/cost_of_living, accessed 8/17/17

Poverty rates are another consideration in examining the context of Loudoun County’s human
services capacity and how resource and funding levels meet the needs of residents. Although
Loudoun County has a relatively low 100% poverty level rate of 4.0%, looking at poverty levels
up to 500% indicates that Loudoun has a substantial number of individuals and families living in
poverty (figures from 2015).
Table 3 – Individual Poverty Rate 2015 Estimates – 100% - 500% of Poverty
Individuals
Poverty
Poverty Level
Poverty Rate Below
Level Income
Poverty Level
4.0%
14,810
100 Percent
$11,770
200 percent
10.6%
39,471
$23,540
300 percent
17.5%
65,395
$35,310
400 percent
27.5%
102,817
$47,080
500 percent
39.0%
145,761
$58,700
Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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An additional indicator of poverty among families is the free and reduced meal (FARM) rate for
Loudoun County Public Schools, which was 17.1% in the 2016-17 school year. The USDA's
guidelines for free and reduced-price meals were obtained by multiplying the year 2017 federal
income poverty guidelines by 1.85. This calculation shows that poverty levels are higher among
Loudoun’s families with school-aged children.
In addition to socio-economic context, an important consideration in advancing human service
delivery in Loudoun is the growth in diversity. Contributing to the overall population growth has
been an increase in residents of Asian and Hispanic/Latino descent. From 2000 to 2014, the
percentage of the total population who identify as Asian or as Hispanic/Latino grew significantly,
while those who identify as White decreased by nearly 15%.
Table 4 – Loudoun County Race and Ethnicity as a Ratio of Total Population
Race/Ethnicity
2000 % of total Population
2014 % of total Population
Asian
5.5%
17.3%
Black
7.1%
7.8%
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
0.1%
0.1%
Hispanic/Latino (any race)
5.9%
13.4%
Two or more races
1.6%
3.5%
White
85.5%
American Indian/Alaska Native 0.2%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

70.7%
0.5%

Along with much of the national capital region, Loudoun County’s increase in population diversity
significantly outpaces other Virginia and U.S. localities. This trend is expected to continue in the
county and throughout the region. The Loudoun County Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Title VI
Plan reports, “From 2000 to 2014, Loudoun’s foreign‐born population more than quadrupled,”
and in 2014, foreign-born citizens comprised 24% of Loudoun County’s population.
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World Regions of Birth of Foreign Born Population
Oceania, 0.3%

Africa, 6.10%

Latin America,
31.8%

Europe, 8.6%

Asia , 51.9%

North America,
1.3%

Figure 2 – Loudoun County Population by World Region of Foreign Born Population
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010‐2014 American Community Survey; Loudoun.gov.

For additional detail on Loudoun County demographics and socio-economics, please see the
Context Report provided in Attachment 1.
Past Assessments: Over the past decade, an array of studies have been conducted in Loudoun
County to evaluate satisfaction with various county services and to identify current and
anticipated residential needs for future planning and funding efforts. Past assessments are
summarized in Table 5.
Table 5 – Previous Loudoun County Assessments

Assessment
Mobilizing for Action through Planning and Partnership (MAPPS) Themes and
Strengths Assessment Report
(MAPPS) Forces of Change
(MAPPS)Community Health Status Assessment
(MAPPS) Local Public Health System Assessment
Loudoun County Survey of Residents (UVA's Center for Survey Research)
Community Health Needs Assessment / Inova Loudoun Hospital (by Verite
Healthcare Consulting, LLC)

Year Conducted
2013
2013
2013
2013
2014
2016

In reviewing these past assessments, the research team found considerable overlap in findings,
with the following as consistent themes in community service needs:
•

Access and affordability of health care and how healthcare availability is affected by 1)
uncertainty and instability in the Affordable Care Act (ACA); 2) transportation gaps in
public transportation and gaps in the Western portion of Loudoun; and 3) demographic
changes increasing need for culturally responsive care.
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•

Mental and behavioral health conditions and services gaps with a significant need for
safety net services and services for adolescents and young adults.

•

Transportation gaps that impact access to services and employment.

•

Lack of affordable housing growth in coordination with overall housing growth and to
meet the needs of middle income residents, many of whom are employed in public
service jobs and service-related fields.

•

Need for more opportunities for employment mobility.

•

Maintaining educational quality with growth of population.

•

Gaps in youth-related activities and supports, especially as related to addressing
increased risky behavior and gang activity.

Additionally, the assessments highlight the following strengths of Loudoun County:
•

Good quality of life

•

Place to raise children

•

High quality education

•

Safe community

•

Health status

•

Strong job opportunities

These assessments point to the important role of nonprofit agencies in combination with public
agencies in supporting Loudoun’s human service needs. The 2014 Loudoun County Survey of
Residents indicated high levels of satisfaction with county services, including senior, healthcare,
behavioral health and family services.
For additional summary detail on the past assessments, please see Attachment 1 - Loudoun
County Nonprofit Assessment Context Report.
Literature on Human Services Provision: A review of practitioner literature on community level
human service provision identified the following trends that informed the approach to the
assessment and its findings:
•

Cross-Sector Collaboration - Increased focus on intentionally supporting cross-sector
collaboration to address community needs. Cross-sector collaboration among public,
nonprofit and private agencies is needed in most areas of human services to address the
fiscal, capacity and regulatory limitations of public agencies.
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•

Central Intake and Service Coordination - There is a movement toward developing
processes and systems for central intake and coordination of services between public and
nonprofit agencies to move toward a cross-sector integrated system of human services.
However, it should be noted that this ideal is challenged by resource deficits, privacy
concerns and protections and addressing concerns about competition and loss of control
over individual agency functions and operations.

•

Connection between Funding and Outcomes – Increasingly, funders and community
stakeholders want meaningful outcome and impact measures in return for direct funding
of and investment in human services infrastructure.
To achieve this objective,
communities need to reach consensus on appropriate measures and goals, and agencies
must be equipped with the capacity to collect and accurately report on these measures.
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III. Assessment Process and Methods
The Loudoun County Nonprofit needs assessment was conducted in three distinct phases:
Phase 1 (Orientation and Secondary Data Gathering), Phase 2 (Discovery and Primary Data
Gathering) and Phase 3 (Report Review, Finalization and Dissemination). The timeline for
this process is provided in Appendix A.
In Phase 1, the research team met with the Assessment Steering Committee to review
the study’s goals and objectives, the research approach and the timeline.
Representatives on the Assessment Steering Committee include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

David Goodfriend, Loudoun County Health Services
Julie Grandfield, Loudoun County Administration (through June 30, 2017)
John Hetey, Juvenile Court Services Unit
Carol Jameson, HealthWorks and Loudoun Human Services Network (as of June 26,
2017)
Leslie Mazeska, Loudoun Literacy (through May 1, 2017)
Erin McLellan, Loudoun County Department of Management and Budget
Hope Stonerook, Department of Family Services (through July 31, 2017)
Liz Weaver, Loudoun County Department of Management and Budget
Shalom Black, Loudoun County Department of Management and Budget
Glenda Blake, Department of Family Services (as of August 1, 2017)
Johanna VanDoren Jackson, Loudoun County Department of Mental Health,
Substance Abuse, and Disability Services (as of August 1, 2017)
Caleb Weitz, Loudoun County Administration (as of August 1, 2017)

The assessment kick-off meeting was held with the Assessment Steering Committee in
November 2016. The Context Report, which provided a review of previous community
needs assessments, was presented via conference call in mid-January 2017 to inform the
discussion of the assessment process and is provided in Attachment 1.
In Phase 2, Discovery, a mixed methods approach was utilized that included (a) semistructured interviews, (b) a stakeholder survey, (c) in-person focus groups, and (d) a
comparative practice review of peer localities8. Specific methods are outlined in the
following sections, with further details and data collection instruments provided in
Attachments 2-5, along with detailed reports of findings.

All data collection procedures, protocols and instruments were reviewed by and received approval from Virginia
Tech’s Institutional Review Board (IRB).

8
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Methods
The research team used best practice methods for assessment within the resource
parameters available. The research team’s approach to conducting the assessment
involved an iterative process of gathering data on Loudoun County human service needs,
the capacity of Loudoun County public and nonprofit agencies to meet those needs, and
the development of recommendations on how to more fully meet resident and
organizational needs, utilizing community-based participatory approaches (Viswanathan
et al, 2004). The process utilized represents best practices in conducting community and
organizational assessment with methodological strength in utilizing mixed methods and
achieving strong sample responses in all phases of the assessment (Barnett, 2011;
Redman, Snape, Wass & Hamilton, 2007).). 9

Phase 1 - Orientation and Secondary Data Gathering
Beginning in November 2016, the Virginia Tech Research Team started researching
secondary data sources, creating a Baseline Context Report 10 of county demographic,
socio-economic and population trends and establishing a baseline of Loudoun County
nonprofits using the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 990 Master Database (990 List). 11
The initial compilation of the 990 List identified 42,279 Exempt Organizations (EOs) in
Virginia. Of these, 3.7% or 1,617 had Loudoun County addresses (or were documented as
serving Loudoun County residents) 12. Using a multiple step approach, the Loudoun
County 990 List was reviewed and reduced to 320 entities by a steering committee
subgroup and the VT research team. See Appendix B for details about this process and an
overview of nonprofits from the 990 List.

Phase 2 - Discovery and Primary Data Gathering
Methods for Phase 2 (Discovery and Primary Data Gathering) are described in the
following section and include 1) semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders, 2) a
stakeholder nonprofit needs assessment survey and 3) focus groups.
Semi-Structured Interviews – Semi-structured interviews (SSI) served as an initial primary
data gathering tool and were used to inform subsequent focus group and survey
development. In December, the VT research team worked with the county project
Of note, the scope of the assessment did not allow for a statistically representative assessment of resident
human services needs at the population level. This level of assessment would involve surveying a sample of 360
county residents or more, with a preference to survey 1,000 to 2,000 residents, enabling stratification of results by
key demographic and socio-economic characteristics.
10
Phase 1 Methods were previously reported in detail in the Loudoun County Nonprofit Needs Assessment
Baseline Context Report.
11
The 990 List comprises organizations that have filed for tax-exempt status. Data were retrieved on 11/14/16
from the IRS Master File Extract (Exempt Orgs/nonprofits) https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/eo_info.pdf
12
For purposes of this evaluation, non-Loudoun EOs that are LC grantees or are participants in collaborative
networks such as the LHSN (Loudoun Human Services Network) are included in the Master Listing.
9
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management team and steering committee to identify a list of 20 county, public and
nonprofit agencies representing a cross section of key stakeholder groups13. Phone and
email invitations were sent by the research team, resulting in 14 scheduled interviews. At
the request of the project management team, four additional names were added,
bringing the list to 18.
Interviews were conducted in January/February by the research team with 14 human
services nonprofit and public agency program directors, 2 nonprofit funding and support
agencies, and 2 senior county officials. Interviews lasted an hour to an hour and 15
minutes. All but two 14 were held at the interviewee’s workplace.
The interviews covered three primary topics: 1) the needs of Loudoun County residents
in the area of human services; 2) the needs of Loudoun County nonprofits and public
agencies to improve services to residents; and 3) how Loudoun County can leverage
resources to better support agencies in meeting human service needs.
Analysis of the semi-structured interview data utilized the grounded theory approach of
constant comparative analysis, or what has come to be called the constant comparative
method (Bunger, 2013; Corbin & Strauss, 2014; Boeije, 2002). The goal of the analysis
method is to generate themes and theories that explain how aspects of a community or
institutional process function. In the context of this assessment, the objective is to identify
themes and concepts that are repeatedly mentioned by a cross section of stakeholders.
Interview questions and a summary of the results are provided in Attachment 2.
Stakeholder Survey – Building from the information gathered in Phase 1 and the
interview process, a stakeholder survey was developed and beta tested with the
Assessment Steering Committee in March. To maximize representation and response
rate the research team used a combination of targeted sampling and
snowball/convenience sampling. Compared to random sampling, target sampling
identifies specific respondents based on the goal of the study – in this case human services
nonprofits and public agency program leaders and staff, as well as foundation funders.
With this approach, the team requested contact lists of known human services nonprofits,
grant-making nonprofits and public agencies and private sector providers serving
Loudoun County. This list was cross referenced with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
990 List of nonprofit agencies registered in Loudoun County. A recognized deficit of the
target sampling approach was the inability to enumerate nonprofit human services
agencies located outside of Loudoun County that serve Loudoun County residents. To
13
Areas represented included Health and Related Services; Hunger and Homeless Mitigation; Emergency Services;
County Grant Process Administrative Services; Recreation & Culture, Youth Services, Behavioral Health;
Transportation; Employment; Education; Elder Care; Nonprofit Community; Nonprofit Funders; and the County
Administrator.
14
One interview was conducted via the phone and another was conducted at Virginia Tech’s IPG office.
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address this concern, targeted respondents were asked to share the survey link with
nonprofits from outside the county that provide services in Loudoun County. Requesting
a targeted respondent to share the survey with other organizations is snowball or
convenience sampling.
The research team used Qualtrics survey software to develop the online survey. The
survey used a skip pattern to streamline the survey based on the respondent type. The
survey was beta tested by the Loudoun County Nonprofit Assessment Steering
Committee and several nonprofit contacts during the last two weeks of March. The
survey was initially released on April 3, and two subsequent waves of reminders and
respondent requests were sent in April and May. Additional details on survey methods
are provided in Attachment 3.
Focus Groups – Three focus groups with key stakeholders were held the week of May 8
in various Loudoun locations. The first two groups included a mix of nonprofit and public
agency directors/staff. The third group included the Community Foundation for Loudoun
and Northern Fauquier Counties board and key stakeholder members representing
funding agencies and private and business sectors. Participants for the first two groups
were selected based on input from the Loudoun County Project Management Team, after
the research team provided a list of public agency and nonprofit contacts representing a
mix of the human services areas identified through the assessment process, with the aim
to be inclusive and representative of all stakeholder groups.
A list of agency directors and stakeholders was developed from information provided by
Loudoun County and gathered through the semi-structured interviews 15. Sixty-seven
invitations were sent to agency directors/staff and key stakeholders. Forty stakeholders
registered, and thirty-seven attended one of the three sessions. Table 6 shows a
breakdown of agency types represented at each of the focus group sessions.
Table 6 – Focus Group Participants by Agency Type
Focus Group Session
Agency Type
1
2
Nonprofit
8
9
Public
5
4
Nonprofit Funder
Business
Grand Total
13
13

3 Total
% of Total
2
19
51.4%
3
12
32.4%
3
3
8.1%
3
3
8.1%
11
37
100%

Focus groups were scheduled for a 2-hour timeframe that included introductions and a
brief overview of the Loudoun County Nonprofit Needs Assessment project. In each focus
group participants were divided into three sub-groups of four to five participants. An
interactive and modified nominal group technique was used for the focus groups.
15

Interview participants shared coalition, networking and partnership lists.
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Nominal group technique (NGT) is a group process involving problem identification,
solution generation and decision making. The topics of discussion included
•
•
•

Human service needs of Loudoun County residents
Meeting the needs of residents in a continuum of care and community strengths
Recommendations for improving service delivery and the Loudoun County grant
process

Responses to each topic were recorded on flip charts, with participants verifying the
accuracy of responses. Loudoun County human service needs identified by focus groups
1 and 2 were presented to Group 3 for review and additional feedback. Detailed
information on the focus group process is provided in Attachment 4.
Comparative Research – Comparative practice review was accomplished through 1) a
review of literature focused on locality level support of human services nonprofits; 2) indepth review of Winchester One Health and Fairfax County models through interviews
and review of program information; 3) review of the 21 largest peer Virginia localities
based on population to identify local nonprofit grant programs and 4) a survey submitted
to the 21 peer localities, resulting in 16 completions (76% response rate) for most
questions and 12 responses (57%) on questions regarding funding levels for locality grant
programs. Detailed information on comparative research process is provided in
Attachment 5.

Phase 3 Detail – Final Report of Findings
Development of this final report of findings included engagement with the Loudoun
County Project Management team and the Assessment Steering Committee along with
feedback from representatives of the Loudoun nonprofit community. The objective of
this review process is to further contextualize and operationalize the research findings.
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IV. Findings Detail
Human Service Needs of Loudoun County Residents
In determining the human service needs of the Loudoun community, the research team initiated
the process through review and summary of preceding community assessments and built on the
valuation of needs in every step of engagement with Loudoun County stakeholders through
interviews, surveys and focus groups. While the secondary review of assessment and the
interview process did not involve a prioritization of human service needs, the survey and focus
groups processes enabled prioritization of need categories and subcategories.
The human service needs of the Loudoun community and residents as identified in previous
assessment reports and through stakeholder interviews are summarized in Appendix C.
The identified needs categories and specific areas of need listed in Appendix C were included as
need categories in the survey. They are listed below in Table 7. Respondents were first asked to
rate each need category by highest to lowest perceived within the Loudoun community. Then
respondents were asked to rate the categories based on the level of funding needed from
Loudoun County. The results are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7 – Ranking of Human Service Needs in Community and Funding Needed from Loudoun County
Ranking Based on the Need for Funding
Ranking Based on Need Within the Community
Ranking Need Category (N=60)
Ranking
Need Category (N=64)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mental/Behavioral Health Services
Transportation
Housing
Health Care Access
Youth Services
Employment
Childcare Services
Food Security
Immigration and Cultural
Aging in Place

1
2
3
4
5
6/7
6/7
8
9
10

Mental/Behavioral Health Services
Transportation
Housing
Health Care Access
Childcare Services
Employment
Food Security
Youth Services
Immigration and Cultural
Aging in Place

N=64
Note: Employment and Food Security had the same funding need rating score.

Survey respondents expressed difficulty in ranking human service need categories based on the
need for funding, and a significant number responded “do not know” for questions about
perceived need of service area in Loudoun County and perceived need of nonprofit funding to
support. Table 8 summarizes the high rate of “do not know” (DNK) responses by service area and
by question of overall community need and need for grant funding support. These high rates of
“do not know” responses are interpreted to indicate 1) a lack of awareness among nonprofits
and service providers regarding overall community need, especially outside of the service area
provided by the respondent service provider and 2) discomfort with the request for ranking
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service areas in the context of the proposed changes to the Loudoun County nonprofit grant
program, where rankings may result in higher or lower funding levels for specific service areas
and nonprofits.
Table 8 – Service and Funding Need Do Not Know Responses
Need Category
Aging in Place
Childcare Services
Employment
Food Security
Health Care Access
Housing
Immigration and Cultural
Mental/Behavioral Health Services
Transportation
Youth Services

N=64

Ratio of DNK - Level of Ratio of DNK - Level of
Need in the Loudoun
Need for Funding from
Community
Loudoun County
32%
32%
20%
24%
18%
16%
17%
21%
17%
20%
12%
13%
27%
32%
12%
13%
13%
14%
22%
14%

In the comment section following these questions several respondents offered that it was
unreasonable to expect them to rank the need areas in the absence of a complete community
human service needs assessment. A couple others expressed that asking nonprofit leaders to
rate areas of service in which they do not operate creates a sense of competition among
nonprofits for funding and resources. These reactions to the survey indicate a need for increased
communication and furthering the collaborative relationships between the Loudoun County
nonprofit community and Loudoun County government.
In addition to the overall categories, survey respondents were also asked to rate specific service
needs within each category. Rankings based on rating scores are provided in Attachment 3 –
Survey Summary Report. These detailed findings within service areas may be useful in ongoing
planning processes.
During the focus group process, participants were asked to identify human service needs within
the Loudoun community and to rate the extent that the need was being met within the
community on a scale of 0 to 10, with a rating of 0 indicating that the need is not being addressed
at all and 10 indicating that the need is fully met. The combined results across all focus groups
and subgroups are provided in Table 9, where the total number of subgroups across the three
focus groups was 12.
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Table 9 – Human Service Need Areas Identified in Focus Group Ranked by Frequency 16
Frequency
across
subgroups
(N=12)
9
7
7

Extent of
Need Met
Average
Score 17
2.13
3.64
1.58

7

4.33

4
3

4.75
3

3

3.67

3

4.33

3

4.67

3
3

1
1.5

Basic Life Skills

2

2.25

Homelessness Services
Human Trafficking
Transitional Youth (18-25)
Services
Aging Services

2
2

3.25
1

2

1

2

1.5

Literacy/Adult Education

2

2

Child Welfare
Domestic and Sexual Violence
Early Childhood Education

1
1
1

3.5
4.5
5

Human Service Need Area
Affordable Housing
Transportation
Affordable Childcare
Mental/Behavioral Health
Services
Health Care Access
Out of School Programs for Teens
Disability Services for Adults and
Children
Hunger/Food Security
Employment Services (Vocational
Training)
Substance Use Disorder Services
Immigrant Services

Cross Reference to Interview and
Survey Categories
Housing
Transportation
Childcare Services
Mental/Behavioral Health Services
Health Care Access
Youth Services
Health Care Access
Food Security
Employment
Mental/Behavioral Health Services
Immigration and Cultural
Employment/Youth
Services/Immigration
Housing
Cross Cutting * 18
Youth Services/Employment
Aging in Place
Employment/ Immigration
and Culture
Youth Services
Cross Cutting*
Childcare Services

Note that the focus group process resulted in categories of services that were not explicitly listed in the survey
as primary service categories, such as human trafficking, life skills, adult education and domestic and sexual
violence.
17
Focus group participants were asked to rate the extent to which service need is being met with 0 indicating that
the need is not met at all and 10 indicating that the need is fully met.
18
In the process of the assessment, human trafficking and domestic and sexual violence were repeatedly discussed
as interdependent and presenting complex human service needs. Participants in the assessment indicated that
while emergency services are available to victims of human trafficking, longer term supports are needed that
would involve other human services categories, including housing, health care access, mental and behavioral
health services, employment and immigration and cultural services.
16
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Collective Analysis of Need – Across the varying phases and methods of the assessment,
mental/behavioral health services, transportation, housing and health care access, childcare and
youth services emerged as primary unmet needs of the Loudoun community, with stakeholders
indicating a high priority for addressing these needs with increased funding and service
coordination support. Additional areas of unmet need were identified in employment supports,
food security, immigration/cultural supports and aging in place infrastructure and services. There
were no identified human services areas where stakeholders perceive that the needs of Loudoun
County residents are fully being met.
The prioritization of human service needs provided in Tables 7 and 9 should provide guidance in
changes to and implementation of changes in the county’s nonprofit grant-making process.
During all phases of the assessment, stakeholders stated that there is a need for robust
assessment of community need and detailed assessment of needs in the specific need areas.
Resource Gaps, Needed Efficiencies and Duplication
In addition to identifying human service needs, a specific goal of the assessment is to identify
gaps in services and strategic efforts that can increase effectiveness of and reduce duplication in
the delivery of services.
Human Service Gaps - The various phases of the assessment identified many resource gaps
and opportunities for filling gaps with increased coordination among public and nonprofit
agencies, additional resources, training, direct funding and community awareness. Human
service need categories and specific gaps in services and resources are enumerated in
Appendix C along with assessment participant perceptions of actions and resources needed
to address the following gaps in the provision of human services:
• Coordination – Processes and mechanisms to coordinate areas of human services
across public, nonprofit and private sector agencies. This may involve information
technology necessary to connect case records across agencies and agreements and
disclosures needed to share information on individuals.
• Resources and Capacity – Additional public and nonprofit agency resources to enable
coordination or direct delivery of services. A number of nonprofit stakeholders stated
that sharing backbone services such as human resources, legal, accounting and grant
writing would create needed efficiencies among nonprofits.
• Training – Training resources and programs for nonprofit, public agency and (where
applicable) private sector providers. Training resources are needed for both staff and
volunteers.
• Funding – Increased county, nonprofit or private sector direct funding to address
service needs.
• Awareness – Increased awareness among community stakeholders as to service needs
and gaps in order to motivate policy change or resource allocation to address the area
of need.
Efficiencies and Duplication - Specific goals of the assessment are to identify areas where
services provided by county agencies may be more efficiently provided by nonprofits and
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to identify areas of possible duplication or inefficiencies in service provision. Evidence and
perceptions of services that could be reallocated from public agencies to nonprofits and
service duplications or other inefficiencies were explored through all phases of the
assessment. These findings are detailed in Attachments 2, 3 and 4.
The assessment did not identify any service areas that should be moved substantially from
county responsibility to nonprofit responsibility or areas of perceived unnecessary19
duplication. However, there are a number of service areas where gaps in services can be
best met by the nonprofit sector, as well as areas for greater efficiency and effectiveness
through improved cross-sector and agency coordination. These findings are detailed by the
identified human services priority areas.
Mental/Behavioral Health Services – The Loudoun County Department of Mental Health,
Substance Abuse and Developmental Services (MHSADS) is viewed as the principal
coordinator and provider of mental and behavioral health services for the county.
HealthWorks, Friends of Loudoun Mental and Inova Behavioral Health were identified as
significant community partners. While some assessment participants perceive that it is
the responsibility of MHSADS to meet the unmet mental and behavioral health needs of
Loudoun County residents, a preponderance of the respondents and participants
indicated that it is beyond the capacity of MHSADS and the county to fully meet the
demand for services. While additional investment in direct funding and resource capacity
is requested, the assessment indicates that unmet needs can most effectively be met by
increased coordination of services among service providers in all sectors. There are no
perceived duplications in the area of mental and behavioral health services.
Transportation – Transportation issues were identified as infrastructure, service and
coordination gaps. In the area of infrastructure, the primary concern was the lack of
public transportation options and connectivity among the distinct communities within
Loudoun County. While transportation infrastructure 20 is recognized as a complex issue
requiring local, state and federal coordination and investment, assessment participants
indicated that Loudoun County needs to increase advocacy for improved transportation
for all county residents, not just higher income individuals commuting to the metropolitan
D.C area.
In the area of service provisions, there are perceived inefficiencies in transportation
service provided by Loudoun Parks, Recreation and Community Services and other county
agencies and nonprofits that provide transportation for one particular population or area
of need rather than examining coordination of services that would serve multiple
The assessment process asked stakeholders to identify unnecessary duplication of services, duplication of
services in the same geographic area, serving the same population and where the availability of services exceeds
demand, or necessary duplication where agencies serve different geographic areas and subpopulations, and where
the supply does not exceed demand.
20
Transportation infrastructure consists of fixed installations including roads, railways, airways, waterways, canals
and pipelines and terminals such as airports, railway stations, bus stations, warehouses, trucking terminals,
refueling depots (including fueling docks and fuel stations) and seaports. At the local level, this would also involve
public transportation resources and bike and walking paths.
19
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populations and daily living needs. There are no perceived duplications in the area of
transportation.
Housing – Throughout the assessment process, significant concern was raised regarding
the gaps in housing and homelessness services and perceived ineffectiveness of the
housing continuum of care. A recommendation that emerged from the focus group is
that Loudoun County and Windy Hill should lead coordination of housing services. Current
processes are perceived as being too cumbersome. Housing needs should be fully
assessed to determine who should be supported to fill gaps in the continuum.
Assessment participants expressed that some duplication is necessary to meet geographic
needs and complexity of individual and family needs.
For homeless populations, there is a need for coordinated entry and exit to employment
and transitional housing services. Participants further suggested that the county and
nonprofits need to collaborate to raise awareness of the problem. Compared to densely
populated urban areas, the homeless or at-risk of homelessness in Loudoun are not
visible.
Health Care Access - Both primary care and specialty care are perceived to be extremely
segmented, with a perception of duplication in providers but also providers who serve
different segments of the population. Cultural issues as barriers to access can be
addressed through coordination with nonprofits and community groups that support
specific racial, ethnic and cultural target populations. Other access issues, such as
provider shortages and providers who do not accept insurance in general and Medicare
and Medicaid in particular, may be addressed through coordinated outreach to private
providers to ask them to accept a particular quota of Medicaid and Medicare patients.
However, it is still perceived that additional nonprofit capacity is needed to fully address
gaps in access.
Youth Services - Coordination between schools, public agencies and nonprofits is needed
to assess the specific needs for youth services and to raise awareness of the need. While
the general public has a perception that there are many programs, there is a lack of
awareness that participation cost, parental support and transportation are significant
barriers. Types of youth services mentioned include job readiness, mentoring, basic life
skills, increased access to sports and cultural arts, and guidance on healthy relationships.
Stakeholders suggested that this is an area of need that should be fully assessed. Once
the full scope of need is known, public and nonprofit agencies can likely coordinate to
address transportation and cultural needs.
Employment – Employment services are seen as significantly fragmented, with each
program serving a specific population and very little cross-collaboration. Participants
suggest that the business community must be more engaged in employment service
strategies, with a focus on connecting in-demand job skills to service provision.
Childcare Services – As with healthcare access, access to childcare is perceived to be a
“market” problem with too few providers and costs that are too high for many consumers.
While increased coordination will provide some benefit, significantly reducing this barrier
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will require increase in either program or individual family subsidy or both. To assess the
extent of gaps and provide coordination efficiencies, it was suggested that the
Department of Family Services and YMCA should be co-coordinators.
Food Security – Food security and hunger relief is one of the few human services areas
with some perceived duplication. However, community stakeholders feel that lack of
consistency and quality of services is of greater concern, especially for services related to
the nutritional value of food and consistency in backpack and home delivery programs.
Participants suggested that nonprofits should meet baseline standards to receive funding
and that Loudoun Hunger Relief is best positioned to serve as service area coordinator
and to facilitate the development of standards.
Immigration, Culture and Literacy – These service areas are seen by stakeholders as
having no coordination capacity, with most immigration and culture-related services
located outside of the county and a lack of coordination and standards in agencies and
programs offering literacy and basic life skill services. Participants indicated that Loudoun
County Public Schools, Loudoun Literacy Council and Department of Family Services can
serve as collaborative service coordinators, with an initial strategy of engaging a Loudoun
base nonprofit to serve immigration and cultural needs.
Aging in Place – The assessment indicates that there is very little coordination in agingrelated services but that coordination is significantly needed.
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Coordination among Public and Nonprofit Sectors
The assessment sought to address how the county can better support and leverage the nonprofit
sector to create a complete and effective continuum of human services in Loudoun County.
Assessment results indicate that there is substantial room for and interest in improving
collaboration and coordination among public and nonprofit agencies. As noted in Table 10,
survey respondent perceptions of collaborative relationships among agencies, a high percentage
of respondents feel that collaboration works moderately well, but a much lower percentage of
respondents indicate that collaboration works very or extremely well.
Table 10 – Survey Perceptions of Collaborative Relationships among Agencies
Area of Collaboration

Extremely
well

Very well

Moderately Slightly
well
well

Not well
at all

Collectively addressing
current population needs

5%

22%

52%

15%

7%

Communicate awareness of
services provided by all
providers - to improve
referrals among agencies

7%

15%

43%

23%

12%

Communicate awareness of
service provided to funders
and the general public
Coordination of services

3%
0%

12%
13%

42%
48%

30%
28%

13%
10%

2%

5%

37%

37%

20%

Sharing resources such as
volunteers and
transportation
N=60

Survey respondents indicated a strong need for a central agency or increased agency
collaboration to facilitate increased coordination of human services. In response to a question
asking if a public agency or nonprofit agency should provide coordination, 46% of respondents
indicated that coordination should be provided by a coordinating central public agency, 40%
indicated that coordination should be led by a nonprofit agency, and 14% indicated another
arrangement (62 responses). Suggestions for other arrangements included leadership by the
Loudoun Human Services Network, an unbiased agency that reviews coordination based on client
needs and not organizational needs, and a team representing public and private agents (2
responses).
In response to a survey question examining how well current human services coalitions are
working, the most significant response is that by far the largest percentage of respondents do
not know how these coalitions are functioning (Table 11). This response further indicates that
there is significant opportunity for improvement in coordination of human services domains, as
well as a need to increase awareness of existing coalitions.
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Table 11 – Functioning of Existing Nonprofit, For-Profit and Public Agencies Coalitions

Coalition
Aging in Place/Community
Domestic Violence and
Abuse
Food Services
Health Care Access

1-Working
well
0%

3-Working
moderately
2 well
7%
15%

5Coalition
does not
4 exist
5%
5%

Do not
know
67%

15%
7%
6%

13%
22%
6%

16%
18%
26%

4%
2%
11%

5%
4%
2%

47%
47%
50%

Homelessness Coordinating
Council

2%

9%

19%

17%

4%

50%

Mental/ Behavioral Health
Services

5%

11%

20%

20%

9%

35%

6%

7%

11%

22%

6%

48%

Youth Services and
Prevention
N=62

The focus group process further explored the question of agency coordination in particular
service areas and provided a starting point for identifying agencies working with the identified
human services domains and the environment for coordination. Please refer to Attachment 4,
Table 5, for a detailed summary.
Loudoun County Nonprofit Grant Funding and Process
To address this area of the assessment, the research team explored 1) perceptions of Loudoun
County nonprofit grant funding adequacy and consistency among county stakeholders in all
phases of the assessment and 2) comparative practices among peer Virginia localities.
Initiated in December 2016, the assessment process coincided with proposed changes to the
process through which Loudoun County provides direct funding to nonprofit agencies, resulting
in an environment of significant awareness of and attention to the process. During the
stakeholder interviews, participants expressed the following opinions and suggestions related to
the nonprofit grant process:
• Continue flexibility in use of funding; there is great benefit to addressing administrative
costs and to supporting those in crisis
• County funding sends important message -- that an agency is worthwhile
• Many private foundation and government sources restrict use, so unrestricted use is
very valuable
• Needs should be more clearly identified through a procurement “request for
information process,” encouraging provision of information on needs prior to request
for proposals
• Consideration of the Fairfax nonprofit funding model and capacity supports for
nonprofits
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Six survey questions focused on the county nonprofit grant process; responses are presented in
Tables 12-17. 21 Of those responding to this group of survey questions, 63% had previously
applied for grant funding.
Table 12 – Focus of Nonprofit Funding Support
Question
Administration of nonprofits

Strong
Moderate Limited
No
Support
Support
Support
Support
Not sure
28%
28%
30%
9%
5%

Coordination of service
among nonprofits

28%

53%

9%

4%

7%

Coordination of service
among nonprofits and public
agencies
Direct delivery of services

35%
69%

42%
16%

18%
10%

5%
3%

0%
2%

N=60

Table 13 -- Extent That Nonprofit Grant Funding Provided by Loudoun County Supports
Service Delivery by Responding Agency
Area of Support

Strong
Support

Moderate
Support

Limited
Support

No
Support

Nonprofit administrative
functions

25%

20%

25%

30%

Coordination of services
among nonprofits

17%

4%

21%

58%

Coordination of services
among nonprofits and
public agencies

14%

14%

14%

59%

Direct delivery of
services

50%

29%

8%

13%

N=34

It is noted that these survey responses were provided between April 4 and May 29, prior to Loudoun County
announcing the results of the Loudoun County grant program for fiscal year 2018 (Loudoun Now, June 22, 2017).
21
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Table 14 - How Well Has the Grant Process Worked in The Past
How Well Has the Grant
Process Worked in The Past
Extremely well
Very well
Moderately well
Slightly well
Not well at all
Do not know
N=34

Respondent
%
2.70%
16.22%
24.32%
24.32%
24.32%
8.11%

Of those responding to this group of survey questions, 76% were aware of the changes made to
the grant process for Loudoun County for FY2018.
Table 15 - Perception That the New Grant Process Is Better or Worse Than the Prior Process
New Grant Process Is Better or
Respondent
Worse Than the Prior Process
%
Much better
32.14%
Slightly better
35.71%
The same
14.29%
Slightly worse
7.14%
Much worse
0.00%
Do not know
10.71%
N=34

Table 16 - New Grant Process Compared to Prior Process
In providing support to
Loudoun-serving nonprofits the
new grant process is:
More equitable
The same
Less equitable
Do not know
N=34

Respondent
%
39.29%
28.57%
10.71%
21.43%

In addition, survey respondents were asked to assess the likely impact of increased grant funding
versus other strategies on improving human services delivery. Respondents perceive that
increased funding would have the most impact on service delivery.
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Table 17 - Human services delivery in Loudoun County, as collectively provided by public
agencies and nonprofits, would be improved through:
Strategies to Improve
Human Services Delivery
Increased direct funding from
county

1 - Most
impact

5 - Least
4 impact

2

3

80%

9%

7%

4%

0%

39%

39%

18%

4%

0%

37%

31%

24%

4%

4%

Central intake and referral
for families and individuals

36%

32%

20%

10%

2%

Central shared space for
nonprofits & public agencies

31%

28%

22%

9%

9%

Shared resources

24%

44%

20%

6%

6%

20%

44%

16%

15%

5%

19%

33%

30%

13%

6%

Better assessment of
community needs
Outcome expectations for
agencies receiving grants

Shared core functions (legal,
grant writing, accounting)
Improved training of staff
and volunteers
N=56

Building from the interview and survey suggestions and support for changing the grant process,
during the focus group process recommendations emerged for continuing to improve the grant
process and determining appropriate funding levels. These recommendations are outlined in
Section V of this report.
While assessment participants strongly suggest and recommend that the funding level for the
nonprofit grant program be increased, overall participants did not have consensus on the level
of increase, though one focus group recommended doubling the current level of support. To
provide a basis for a recommended level of nonprofit grant pool funding increase, the research
team conducted comparative locality research as detailed in the Comparative Research Summary
(Attachment 5).
This comparative research gathered information on other Virginia localities with human service
nonprofit grant programs, with focus on localities with larger populations. To bring the Loudoun
County nonprofit grant program into parity with 12 comparative localities, and adjusting for local
demographics and economics, the recommended increase for fiscal year 2019 is $263,000 to
$288,000. This recommendation is based on bringing the Loudoun funding level into parity with
the localities in providing nonprofit grant funding for services for residents at 200% to 300% of
poverty level. Funding at 200% to 300% of poverty is recommended based on survey responses
that 86% of responding Loudoun human service nonprofits provide services to individuals up to
250% of poverty, 92% provide services up to 400% of poverty. The formula for determining the
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funding level at tiered levels of poverty, results of the formula, and formula assumptions and
limitations are detailed in Attachment 5 (page 32 – 35).
Raising Awareness of Human Service Needs
The assessment identified areas where raising awareness of need is most warranted. There is a
need to raise awareness regarding human service needs and why these needs are difficult to
meet, even in a county of perceived high levels of resources and wealth.
1. Awareness of Human Service Needs – The following provides details about service areas
where public agencies and nonprofits should increase awareness of need. Please note this
detail is provided as examples of the need to raise awareness and is not inclusive of all
gaps in awareness.
a. Mental/Behavioral Health Services – There is lack of awareness regarding the
availability of services in some areas such as medically assisted treatment, and that
many providers do not accept insurance, , especially Medicaid. In certain areas such
as child psychiatry there is a dramatic shortage of providers. Participants also point
out the lack of awareness of salary restraints put on public and nonprofit agencies
that make it difficult to recruit experienced providers, especially in areas where there
are severe shortages, such as child psychiatrists.
b. Housing – Community stakeholders also perceive that there is a lack of awareness
regarding affordable housing for not just low-income families but middle-income
families. Additionally, as previously noted, there is a lack of awareness regarding
homelessness, as Loudoun County homeless individuals and families often are staying
in overcrowded apartments or in storage units and thus are not visible on the streets.
c. Health Care Access - As with mental and behavioral health, there is a need to raise
awareness that many primary and specialty medical providers do not accept Medicaid
or Medicare. There is also a lack of awareness that Medicaid supports very little
specialty care through the Virginia state plan. For example, Medicaid will only cover
dental care for extractions to treat infections and does not provide for preventive
treatment or any restorative procedures.
d. Youth Services – Participants indicate that there is significant need for supportive
services for youth/young adults aged 18-25, as this age group is experiencing
increased gang activity, sex trafficking and mental and behavioral issues. However,
community stakeholders indicate that there is not currently a means to fully assess
the needs of this age group for prevention and treatment services.
2. Public Agency Constraints – In addition to the human service needs, the assessment
indicates that there is a significant lack of awareness of public agency constraints
regarding the populations that can be served, the services that can be provided and the
extent of need that can be met without waiting lists. It is perceived that if there were
more public awareness of fiscal and policy limitations on public agencies, there would be
more support for the nonprofit community from individuals, businesses and grantmaking organizations.
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V. Recommendation Detail
As part of an iterative process that began with a review of recent Loudoun County assessments,
interviews with stakeholders and survey results, the following recommendations were developed
through the focus group process. Additional implementation strategy detail was added through
consideration of all assessment findings and consultation with the assessment steering
committee and Loudoun nonprofit leadership representation. The following recommendations
are not presented in order of priority, but rather in an order that reflects how the
recommendation may most pragmatically be considered and implemented. It is important to
note that the recommendations will require additional county or nonprofit resources to
implement.
1. Increase County Nonprofit Funding – An increase in county funding provided through the
nonprofit grant program is needed and should be guided by targeted assessment of the
identified service areas. Funding should require specific outcome and performance
measures of agencies receiving funding. The grant program funding should be approved
for a two-year timeframe (based on the availability of annual funding). Stakeholders
recommend initially doubling funding levels and continuing to increase funding as the
county population grows. Funding levels and allocations should be data driven and
outcome based for nonprofits to receive and continue to receive funding.
Recommendation Action: The funding level formula developed as a result of the
comparative locality and practice review indicates that an annual funding level increase
of $263,000 to $288,000 would bring Loudoun County into parity with a cohort of 12
peer Virginia localities.
2. Restructure County Grant Program – The assessment resulted in many recommended
strategies and actions focused on changes and improvements in the Loudoun County
grant making process. Most assessment participants advocated for change in the county’s
grant funding process, while a few did not want to see the process change. Proposed
strategies include changes to the application and award process and reporting and
outcome processes, as well as to how the focus of the grant program is determined.
Stakeholders recommend that the county employ experts on grant making and
management to transform the process from one based in politics to one guided by
professional policy- and decision-makers.
Application Process – The request for proposal and application process should align with
the priorities determined as part of the strategic planning process (Recommendation 2).
With sufficient notice, the grant program should move to a zero-base, where the funding
level is determined in each grant cycle, with past performance under the Loudoun County
grant program or other programs as award criteria. Grant funding should continue to be
allowed to cover administrative costs. Award criteria should also consider cross-sector
collaboration, incentivizing partnerships. While some stakeholders asked that the
application process be simplified, others pointed to the Fairfax grant program application
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process as a model, which is notably more complex than the current Loudoun grant
process. It is recommended that the restructured process create balance with clearly
established criteria for both application and reporting outcomes, without making the
process overly onerous.
Reporting and Outcomes – During the assessment process Loudoun County stakeholders
consistently advocated for meaningful outcome and report measures that reflect overall
county human services goals and objectives. This recommendation aligns with increasing
requirements from most grant makers at all levels and has been implemented by peer
localities. A challenge to creating meaningful measures is to make the evaluation and
reporting process meaningful and valid without being too burdensome. To address this
challenge, the Loudoun County grant program should continue to support some level of
grant funding for administrative functions that would include outcome reporting and
should provide technical assistance to nonprofits on data collection, analysis and
reporting.
Recommendation Action: Loudoun County should collaborate with the Human Services
Workgroup (see Recommendation 3) to review and restructure the grant program with
best practice models from peer localities adapted to the Loudoun context. It is
important that this process should be iterative, as peer localities have needed many
years to fully establish their models.
3. Community Engagement and Strategic Planning – Loudoun County citizens and
institutions should engage and invest in more deliberate cross-sector involvement in
strategic assessment and planning to meet the human service needs of Loudoun County
residents. Loudoun stakeholders and national best practices assert that building a human
services continuum of care requires consistent and progressive engagement with the
public, nonprofit, faith-based and private sectors. Given the considerable economic
growth of Loudoun County, stakeholders feel that businesses, particularly those in the
information technology sector, can contribute more, financially and in-kind, to the
provision of human services and the non-profit sector.
A goal of initial cross-sector engagement should be to develop a 3- to 5-year human
services strategic plan, establishing goals that are supported and achieved through the
grant program and that are measurable through grant program outcome metrics. Other
incremental goals and strategies should focus on increasing individual and private sector
support, again financial and in-kind, of Loudoun human services. The initial assessment of
needs and strategic planning should be followed by continuous assessment and
adjustment of goals and priorities as community needs emerge and change. While
stakeholders and the research team recognize the need for deeper assessment and
strategy development in specific service areas, 22 the process that is recommended here

In the process of the assessment, stakeholders called for robust assessment of the gaps and needs related to
affordable housing, homelessness, childcare, youth services, behavioral health, and aging services.
22
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is to develop a strategic plan for the overall human services system, recognizing the
interconnectivity of needs at the individual and community level.
In pursuing this recommendation there are two process tools and models that the county
and nonprofit sector should consider. The first is inter-organizational network analysis,
which is used to evaluate the strength of relationships among organizations in specific
service areas and the strength of relationships among service areas. This analysis would
confirm areas of current collaboration that are the strongest and weakest, so that
attention could be focused on building stronger collaborative ties where most needed
(Oliver & Ebers, 1998; Clark et al, 2014). Secondly, The Collective Impact Model of Social
Change is a framework to inform engagement processes when the goal is to address
deeply rooted and complex social problems. It is a structured approach to making
collaboration work across government, business, philanthropy, non-profit organizations
and citizens to achieve significant and lasting social change (Kania & Kramer, 2011;
Hanleybrown, Kania, & Kramer, 2012).
Recommendation Action: Establish a human services workgroup or commission (Human
Services Workgroup) with representation from the public, nonprofit and
private/business sectors as well as consumers/community representatives. An initial
charge of the workgroup would be to develop a 3- to 5-year strategic plan for improving
public-nonprofit-private sector collaboration and to develop and evaluate
implementation strategies for recommendations emerging from this research. An
effective size for such a work group would be 12 to 18 members who operate with an
official charter and charge of the Board of Supervisors.
The Human Services
Workgroup may also want to consider conducting network analysis and to consider the
Collective Impact Model of change to inform strategic planning and building crosssector collaborations.
4. Human Services Awareness Campaign – The need for increased community awareness
of human service needs, agency capabilities and agency limitations is multifaceted.
Stakeholders identified that levels of philanthropic giving among Loudoun County
residents is critically low, 1.98% of discretionary income versus 3% nationwide, and that
corporate giving, both direct financial support and in-kind support, can be significantly
increased. Additionally, there is a lack of awareness regarding the breadth of human
services available in the county and regarding the limitations on the availability of and
access to services based on regulatory, policy and fiscal restrictions. 23
Recommendation Action: Building awareness of human service needs among individual
residents, businesses, organizational funders and service providers requires a
multifaceted awareness and outreach strategy. Efforts should involve collaboration
with the Community Foundation for Loudoun and Northern Fauquier Counties and the
An example is the inability of the Department of Behavioral Health and Development Services to provide mental
health services to individuals who do not meet certain criteria, such as a diagnosis of Serious Mental Illness (SMI).
Another is that budget limitations can result in an agency not being able to meet all demands for services.
23
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Claude Moore Foundation to continue support of the Faces of Loudoun campaign and
to develop a coordinated information and outreach approach that not only raises
awareness of Loudoun County residents and businesses but also informs how
consumers seek services and understand agency capacities and boundaries.
5. Special Focus on High-Need Categories – Human service needs are complex, and the
rapid growth and diversification of Loudoun County’s population adds to this complexity.
In addition to an overall strategic plan for human services, special effort should be made
to assess and develop strategies in each category of need.
Recommendation Action: In addition to developing a comprehensive strategic plan for
human services, strategic planning should involve subcommittees or workgroups to
evaluate and develop strategies for high-need categories. Affordable housing and
homelessness services, affordable childcare and behavioral health were identified by
stakeholders as three high-need categories for ongoing planning and assessment.
6. Resource Sharing and Co-Location – The county should support resource sharing among
nonprofits, especially those who serve the same client base with discrete services. The
county should provide joint leadership with nonprofits to explore a shared physical
location that would provide for centralized intake and referral to multiple service
providers. Additional shared client-focused resources could include transportation,
childcare and housing supports. Shared resources that support nonprofits should include
grant writing, legal accounting, human resource and training supports.
Recommendation Action: Determine feasibility and opportunities for shared physical
space(s) for public agencies and nonprofits. While the benefits of shared physical space,
co-location, for human services agencies has been well demonstrated (Petrova & Wang,
2011), in localities where land and office space is at a premium and geography presents
transportation challenges, the advantages and costs of co-location must be carefully
evaluated.
7. Centralized Coordination of Services – Centralized coordination of services would involve
a central intake point for services, centralized information and referral, and tracking of
the individual through the continuum of care. Responsibility for central coordination is
suggested to be shared between county government and the nonprofit community. The
comparative review indicates that centralized coordination of services is an aspiration of
many localities, including Fairfax County and Winchester.
Loudoun County stakeholders further advise that Information and Referral (I&R) services
should be compared to other counties’ models and that a central intake process be
developed across human services agencies to determine the needs of individuals and
families. Central intake processes should be developed to address the complexity of
individual and family needs and to determine the nonprofits that will need to coordinate
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to meet the range of needs. Information systems for nonprofits that allow for
collaborative case management will need to be developed. Stakeholders offered that
central intake would help reduce nonprofit public agency effort and cost in outreach and
engagement, reduce barriers to accessing services and increase meeting client needs.
Stakeholders differed on who should manage a central I&R and intake process and
service. Some advocated for making Loudoun Department of Family Services the provider,
and others suggested that an RFP should be issued for a competitive process to determine
a provider.
Through either approach, stakeholders recommend creation of a comprehensive
directory of human services agencies serving Loudoun County and establishment of a call
center.
Recommendation Action: Develop a detailed plan and cost estimate for centralizing
coordination of services through an incremental process. Centralized coordination of
services would involve a central intake point for services, centralized information and
referral and tracking of the individual through the continuum of care. Responsibility for
central coordination is suggested to be shared between county government and the
nonprofit community, with the goal of achieving an integrated continuum of human
services.
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VI. Conclusions and Next Steps
The assessment of Loudoun County human services needs in the context of the county’s
nonprofit grant program has covered substantial breadth and in some areas considerable depth.
Through review of previous assessments and engaging stakeholders through several methods,
the process has resulted in identification of a wide range of Loudoun County resident human
service needs and specific gaps in meeting those needs. The data presented in this report should
help guide prioritization of community needs and the allocation of funding to meet those needs
over the relative short-term. However, community stakeholders clearly want a continuous
process of assessment and strategic alignment to inform cross-sector collaboration that will be
necessary to solve or reduce the “wicked problems” associated with human services. The
information provided on the need categories should provide a starting point for more in-depth
evaluation of human service need and strategy development.
A wicked problem is a social or cultural problem that is difficult or impossible to
solve for complex reasons: incomplete or contradictory knowledge, the number of
people and opinions involved, the large economic burden, and the interconnected
nature of these problems with other problems (Head, 2009).

The assessment identifies an approach, based on other locality comparisons, for determining the
level of funding increase, resulting in a recommended funding increase range of $263,000 $288,000. This recommendation will obviously require further exploration through the policymaking and fiscal processes of county government.
The findings of the assessment should inform program restructuring of the nonprofit grant
program. As Loudoun stakeholders consider next steps, resources and processes to implement
the recommendations, it is suggested that stakeholders consider the practices of other localities,
with the adaptation of best practices to the unique context and needs of Loudoun County and its
residents.
Loudoun County has a strong foundation of committed public, nonprofit and private agency
leaders from which to build a strong continuum of care for human services with seamless
coordination and cross-sector collaboration. Should the recommendations of this assessment be
accepted and moved toward implementation, within the next year the county will 1) lead
conversations and processes to determine the appropriate and feasible increase in the nonprofit
grant funding pool; 2) establish the Loudoun Human Services Workgroup; 3) restructure the grant
program and 4) proceed with developing priority strategies and implementation plans for
building a robust cross-sector integrated continuum of care for human services.
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Appendix A – Loudoun County Nonprofit Assessment Timeline
TASKS/ MONTH OF PROJECT (Updated
5/30/17)
1. ORIENTATION /SECONDARY DATA
GATHERING
a. Plan and facilitate orientation meeting with
county interdepartmental team
b. Finalize Project Scope and Timeline
c. Project team gathers / assesses data on
county demographics, policies, non-profits
and public agencies
2. DISCOVERY/PRIMARY DATA GATHERING
a. Interviews with key stakeholders
b. Surveys of stakeholders
c. Focus groups – planning and conducting
d. Analysis of data
e. Develop draft report of findings

Nov.
‘16

Dec.
‘16

Jan.
‘17

X

Xi

Feb.
‘17

March
‘17

April
‘17

May
‘17

X
X

X
X

X

June
‘17

July
‘17

X
X

X

Aug
‘17

Sept.
‘17

Oct.
‘17

Nov.
‘17

X
X
X

Xii

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

3. FINAL REPORT OF FINDINGS
a. Disseminate report of assessment findings
X
b. Verification of findings and development of
X
X
recommendation detail
c. Develop final recommendations
X
X
d. Disseminate final recommendations *
X
X
th
rd
*Review of report and recommendations with Steering Committee was changed from September 7 to August 23 ; and presentation to the Board of
Supervisors has been changed from October 3rd to September 20
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990 Data
As part of the secondary data gathering phase, a baseline inventory of Virginia non-profit agencies
was compiled by the Virginia Tech Research Team using the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 990
Master Database.1 The initial compilation listed 42,279 Exempt Organizations (EOs) in Virginia. Of
these, 3.7% or 1,617 had Loudoun County addresses. The list went through two reviews and was
culled to 364. The reviewed baseline list was then cross checked with the Nonprofit Survey listserv
and those entities that were not included on the initial survey listserv were researched further to
determine whether to add them to the survey listserv.
Methods for Reviewing Loudoun County Nonprofit 990 Inventory List
The Loudoun County 990 compilation list of 1,617 served as a starting point for creating the
project’s non-profit data baseline.
Because this initial list was comprehensive and included all Loudoun County nonprofit agencies
filing a 990 form, a steering committee subcommittee was formed to review and cull the 990
Loudoun list to exclude entities who were perceived not providing services, support or funding in
the county’s areas of need.
First, the list of 1,617 was reduced to 931 by the steering committee subgroup who used the
following criteria and procedures as suggested by the Virginia Tech Research team. :
Criteria for including entity in Loudoun serving Nonprofit inventory list, if organization:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

provides services or support in the areas currently funded by the Loudoun County
grant program.
provides services or support in new Loudoun County grant categories under
consideration
provides services or support in areas of need that may emerge from the ongoing
assessment
is a direct service provider or administrator; (eliminate the ones that obviously do
not meet this criteria)

To expedite the review/culling process, the subcommittee utilized the National Taxonomy of
Exempt Entities (NTEE)2 classifications (provided in the 990 data) to first filter and sort the list into
general categories of interest. They then set up the following additional criteria based on NTEE
general categories, for reviewing and eliminating entities from the list3:

1

The 990 list is comprised of organizations who have filed for tax-exempt status; Data was retrieved on 11/14/16
from the IRS Master File Extract (Exempt Orgs/nonprofits)
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/eo_info.pdf
2
The NTEE system is used by the IRS and is included in the IRS 990 Master Data file; it is an industry standard/code
used to organize entities into 27 general categories.
3
Initial 990 list of 1,617 entities sent to Loudoun County on 1.18.17 with recommendations for culling list; culled
list returned by Loudoun County with f/up email description of subgroup’s review process sent 2.10.17.
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v.

vi.

Entities to Include: – religious organizations, historic preservation, cultural
organizations, human services organizations, health organizations, current grant
recipients, sports groups, environmental groups, community service groups (e.g.
Kiwanis, Lions, etc.) Veteran’s groups (e.g. American Legions), foundations
Entities to Cull: – Horseback riding groups, HOA (Home Owners Associations),
schools, PTAs, Sororities/Fraternities, Garden clubs, animal clubs, veterinarian
groups, Moms clubs, Toastmasters, Volunteer Fire Departments/groups, and
other professional groups.

The VA Tech research team then reduced the list of 931 further to 364 by eliminating entities reporting
$0.00 or very low income/assets on their 990 forms. The lack of income and assets indicates that an
entity is not effectively operating as a human service nonprofit. Entities on the resulting list were then
individually researched using entity websites and web based tools (such as GuideStar4) to complete
missing contact information (names and emails); and also to verify entity was providing support/services
to Loudoun County residents.
Reviewed, Baseline 990 List
Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the screened 990 list of 364 Loudoun County nonprofits by sub-locality
and NTEE Service Categories. See Table 3 at the end of this report, for a full list of nonprofits by locality.
As previously described, Nonprofits were screened based on: 1) the likelihood that the organization
provides services to Loudoun County residents and 2) had meaningful reported assets or revenues of
more than $5,000.
Table 1. Distribution of Selected 990 List of Nonprofits by Locality
% of
Locality
Nonprofits
TOTAL
ALDIE
10
2.7%
ALEXANDRIA
1
0.3%
ASHBURN
50
13.7%
BERRYVILLE
1
0.3%
BRAMBLETON
1
0.3%
BROADLANDS
5
1.4%
CHANTILLY
8
2.2%
DULLES
5
1.4%
FAIRFAX
2
0.5%
FALLS CHURCH
2
0.5%
HAMILTON
2
0.5%
HERNDON
1
0.3%
LANSDOWNE
8
2.2%
LEESBURG
107
29.4%
LOVETTSVILLE
4
1.1%
4

GuideStar is an informational service that has a central data base that organizes nonprofit information from IRS
data and other sources. It provides information and reporting on 2.5 million organizations.
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Locality
MIDDLEBURG
PAEONIAN SPGS
PHILOMONT
POTOMAC FALLS
PURCELLVILLE
ROUND HILL
SOUTH RIDING
SPRINGFIELD
STERLING
STONE RIDGE
WATERFORD
Grand Total

Nonprofits
42
6
1
7
34
4
4
1
47
4
7
364

% of
TOTAL
11.5%
1.6%
0.3%
1.9%
9.3%
1.1%
1.1%
0.3%
12.9%
1.1%
1.9%
100.0%

Table 2 summarizes the number of Loudon County serving nonprofits by general NTEE5 category.
Table 2. Number of Nonprofits by NTEE Service Category

Locality
Animal-Related
Arts, Culture and Humanities
Community Improvement & Capacity Building
Crime, Legal-Related
Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines
Education Institutes and Related Activities
Employment, Job-Related
Environmental Quality, Protection and Rehabilitative
Food, Agriculture and Nutrition
Health- General and Rehabilitative
Housing, Shelter
Human Services - Multipurpose and Other
International, Foreign Affairs and National Security
Medical Research
Mental Health, Crisis Intervention
Mutual & Membership Benefit
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grant making Foundations
Public & Societal Benefit
Public Safety, Disaster Preparedness and Relief
Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

5

Nonprofits % of TOTAL
1
0.3%
41
11.3%
8
2.2%
4
1.1%
12
3.3%
14
3.8%
8
2.2%
9
2.5%
1
0.3%
17
4.7%
4
1.1%
27
7.4%
14
3.8%
2
0.5%
2
0.5%
1
0.3%
55
15.1%
3
0.8%
3
0.8%
48
13.2%

The National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) is an industry standard used by the IRS to organize entities into
27 general categories and 600+subcategories called “core codes”.
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Locality
Religion-Related
Youth Development
Not indicated or Unknown
Grand Total

Nonprofits % of TOTAL
30
8.2%
13
3.6%
47
12.9%
364
100.0%

Research Process
Research was conducted on 258 of the 364 entities using a combination of the following:





accessing the entities’ website for contact information (if site could be found through a
web search);
utilizing GuideStar’s on-line data tool for information about organization’s description
of services;
reviewing scanned 990 Forms available through GuideStar site for list of services
provided, financial information, and list of outside organizations supported by entity –
if supported organizations are local or out of the region.

The original listserv provided by the Loudoun Human Services Network included 144 nonprofits results
of the research identified thirty additional organizations to add to the listserv but contact emails were
found for only 15. Surveys were sent to the 15 additional nonprofits, resulting in a targeted samples of
159 nonprofits.
Sublist of Philanthropy, Voluntarism and Grant making Foundations
During the research process other pertinent information was also noted anecdotally, such as whether
Loudoun County Nonprofit funding and philanthropic agencies are lending support locally verses out of
area organizations and what kinds of efforts were supported. Information from scanned copies of 990
IRS forms were reviewed. Of the list reviewed, 10 agencies were noted as offering support only to out of
the area agencies; another 11 were confirmed to support local efforts. The rest either offered very
limited support locally, or did not have enough information to make a determination.
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Table 3. Full Baseline Listing of Nonprofits by Locality

City

Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Aldie

Aldie Heritage Association

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Blewitt Foundation

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Survey/Bounced

Blue Ridge Baseball Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Ebenezer Hosting Foundation For
International Missions

International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security

Researched

Heeling House Inc

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

Iglesia Cristiana Casa Firme

Religion-Related

Researched

Housing, Shelter

Survey

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Survey/Bounced/CorrectedResent

Sumphonia

Religion-Related

Researched

Worldwideword Inc

Religion-Related

Not Researched

Alexandria

Libertys Promise Inc

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Ashburn

Abbas River Ministries

Religion-Related

Researched

Ashburn Girls Softball League

Youth Development

Not Researched

Ashburn Lacrosse Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Ashburn Soccer Club Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Ashburn Travel Hockey Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Ashburn Youth Football League Inc

Youth Development

Not Researched

Ballet Theatre Of Ashburn Inc

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Belmont Sharks Swim Team Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Brad Kaminsky Foundation

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Researched

Brambleton Swim Team

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Briar Woods Crew Club

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Briar Woods Hockey Club

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Brighter Day Care

Na

Survey

Cerebal Palsy Ability Center

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Researched

Champion Way Foundation Inc

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Survey?

Linked Economic Development &
Affordable Housing Foundation Inc
Sprout Therapeutic Riding And
Education Center

Christian Service Charities Inc
Coker Charitable Foundation Inc
Couples For Christ Foundation For
Familly And Life Va
Darcy S Cors Foundation
Developmental Connections
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Foundations
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Foundations
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City

Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Door Of Hope

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Faber Foundation

Na

Researched

Farmwell Station Basketball League

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Gilker-Shoupe Family Charitable
Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Golden Harvest Fund Inc

Religion-Related

Survey

Heal Inc

Religion-Related

Researched

Human Service Charities Of America
Inc

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security
International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security

Inmed Partnerships For Children Inc

Researched
Researched
Survey

Integrated Justice Information
Systems Institute Inc

Crime, Legal-Related

Researched

Jason Learning

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Jude Project

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Little League Baseball Inc

Youth Development

Not Researched

Loudoun Valley Estates Torpedoes

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

National Recreation & Park
Association

Environmental Quality, Protection And
Rehabilitative

Researched

Now I Play Along Too

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Panjab Digital Library Usa

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Smith-Martin Foundation Inc

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Sri Satyanarayanswamy Seva
Sannidhi

Religion-Related

Researched

Step Sisters

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

Stone Bridge Rowing Club

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Team Ashburn Synchronized Skating
Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

The 2 Ridges Basketball League Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

The Radiance Foundation
Incorporated

Na

Researched

The Scholz Family Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

The Washington Redskins Charitable
Foundation Inc

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Researched

Washington Redskins Original
Americans Foundation
Willowsford Conservancy
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Researched

Good Shepherd Alliance Inc

Humble Way

Berryville

Survey

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Community Improvement & Capacity
Building

Researched
Not Researched

Young Khalsa Girls Ykg

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Bluemont Concert Series Ltd

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Survey
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City

Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Brambleton

The Iiibs Foundation

Na

Researched

Broadlands

Journey 4 A Cure Inc

Medical Research

Not Researched

Potomac Field Hockey Incorporated

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Sirad Foundation
The Loudoun Education Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Survey
Survey

This Is My Brave Inc

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Survey?

Dulles South Lacrosse Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Flute Society Of Washington Inc

Na

Not Researched

Lombardi Family Foundation

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Researched

Loudoun South Eagles Baseball Club

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Louis P Busch And Lela Busch
Foundation

Unknown

Researched

Sanatana Abhyudaya Sevasamiti

Religion-Related

Researched

Sewa

Religion-Related

Researched

Vedics Foundation

Religion-Related

Researched

African-American Postal League
United For Success A-Plus

Community Improvement & Capacity
Building

Researched

Andreas Family Foundation

Na

Researched

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Not Researched

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Survey

Dulles South Food Pantry

Food, Agriculture And Nutrition

Survey

Girls On The Run Of Nova

Youth Development

Survey

Legal Services Of Northern Virginia
Inc

Crime, Legal-Related

Survey

Capital Hospice

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

Computer C O R E

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Survey

Lvvaa Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Servants 4 Him Inc

International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security

Not Researched

Herndon

Childrens Science Center

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Survey

Lansdowne

Care Net Foundation

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Researched

Jack Kent Cooke Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Lansdowne Swim Team Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Life Line Inc

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Manhattan Declaration Inc

Religion-Related

Researched

Obraitis Family Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Prison Fellowship Ministries

Crime, Legal-Related

Researched

Chantilly

Dulles

Brenda B Macdonald Melanoma
Foundation
Committee For Dulles Community
Outreach
Fairfax

Falls Church

Hamilton
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Leesburg

Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Prison Fellowship Ministries
Foundation

Religion-Related

Researched

All Ages Read Together

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Survey

Amateur Athletic Union Of The
United States

Na

Not Researched
Researched

American Roentgen Ray Society

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Researched

Americas 9-11 Foundation Inc

Public Safety, Disaster Preparedness And
Relief

Not Researched

Arts For All

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Survey?

Beyond Sports Network Foundation
Inc

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Birthright Of Loudoun County

Na

Survey

Blossom & Bloom Shop Inc

Environmental Quality, Protection And
Rehabilitative

Survey

Blue Ridge Speech & Hearing Center
Of Loudoun County Inc

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Survey

Builders Foundation Inc

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Researched

Care Code Incorporated

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Not Researched

Catherine J Mcginnis Family
Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Catoctin Foundation Inc

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Survey

Youth Development

Not Researched

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Central Loudoun Basketball League
Inc
Central Loudoun Youth Football
League Inc
Charles And Marion Stone
Foundation Inc
Chestnut Street Foundation Inc
Coach James C Jimmy Ping Memorial
Scholarship Fund Inc
Coalition To Salute Americas Heroes
Foundation
Community Foundation For Loudoun
And Northern Fauquier Counties
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Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched
Researched
Not Researched

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Survey

Crossroads Jobs Inc

Employment, Job-Related

Survey

D C Lee Memorial Foundation A Tr

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Survey

Eastern Womens Baseball
Conference

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Eden Garden Orphanage

International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security

Not Researched

Every Citizen Has Opportunities Inc

Employment, Job-Related

Survey

Five Stones Institute

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Researched

For The Love Of Mercy Inc

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched
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City

Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Free And Accepted Masons Of The
District Of Columbia

Na

Researched

Mental Health, Crisis Intervention

Survey

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Survey

Habitat For Humanity International

Na

Researched

Harney Peak Foundation

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Hire Our Heroes

Employment, Job-Related

Researched

I43 Inc

Religion-Related

Researched

Friends Of Loudoun County Mental
Health Inc (A Place For Be)
George C Marshall International
Center Inc

Jack W & Kathleen J Hugus
Foundation

Community Improvement & Capacity
Building
Environmental Quality, Protection And
Rehabilitative
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Joe Cassella Foundation Inc

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Leesburg Girls Softball Club Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Leesburg Korean Presbyterian
Church

Religion-Related

Researched

Little League Baseball Inc

Na

Not Researched

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Loudon Fair & Associates Inc

Youth Development

Survey-Sent Through
Website Form

Loudoun Academy Of The Arts
Foundation

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Loudoun Aces Baseball Club

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Loudoun Arts Council Inc

Na

Researched

Loudoun Ballet Company

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Loudoun Breast Health Network

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Survey

Loudoun Career And Technical
Education Foundation Inc

Employment, Job-Related

Researched

Loudoun Cares

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

Loudoun Citizens For Social Justice
Inc ([Abused Woman's Shelter)

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Loudoun Community Health Center

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Researched

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Researched

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Loudoun Freedom

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Loudoun Heritage Farm Museum

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Loudoun Interfaith Relief Inc

Religion-Related

Survey

Loudoun Library Foundation Inc

Na

Survey

Innovative Solutions Consortium Inc
Izaak Walton League Of America Inc

Loudoun County Emergency Medical
Services Advisory Council Inc
Loudoun Dulles Fop Charitable
Foundation
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City

Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Loudoun Literacy Council

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Survey

Loudoun Museum Inc

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Survey

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Survey

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

Loudoun Youth Inc

Youth Development

Survey

Loudoun Youth Soccer Association

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Louisburg Lodge No 2256 Loyal
Order Of Moose

Na

Not Researched

Lucketts Bluegrass Foundation

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Lucketts Community Center Advisory
Board

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Survey

Lucketts Ruritan Club Inc

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Margaret Paxton Memorial Tr Fbo
Convalescent Children

(Blank)

Survey

Loudoun Storm Boys And Girls
Lacrosse Inc
Loudoun Therapeutic Riding
Foundation Inc
Loudoun Volunteer Caregivers A
Faith In Action Program

Mark Berry Kim Snow And William L
Berry Family Foundation
Mcmunn Family Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched
Researched

Michael Gilcreast Ministries Inc

Religion-Related

Researched

Military Housing & Lodging Institute

Housing, Shelter

S? Researched

Mobile Hope Association

Youth Development

Survey

Muslim Community Center Of
Leesburg

Religion-Related

Researched

Nonprofit Risk Management Center

Community Improvement & Capacity
Building

Researched

Northern Virginia Roller Derby Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Oatlands Inc

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Pensmore Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Prison Fellowship International

Crime, Legal-Related

Researched

Rackham Foundation Limited

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Restoring The Wells

Religion-Related

Researched

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Na

Researched

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Survey?

Na

Not Researched

Revolutionary War Committee Of
Loudoun County Inc
Robert E Dougherty Educational
Foundation
Rotary Club Of Leesburg Foundation
Inc
Rotary International

Researched
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City

Lovettsville

Middleburg

Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Skills Usa Inc

Employment, Job-Related

Researched

Skillsusa Foundation Inc

Youth Development

Researched

Society For Imaging Informatics In
Medicine-Siim

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Researched

Stathis Family Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

The Arc Of Loudoun

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

The Loudoun Medical Group
Charitable Foundation
The Loudoun Symphony Association
Inc
The O Shaughnessy Hurst Memorial
Foundation Inc
Thought Leadership & Innovation
Foundation
Timothy Aycock Melanoma Research
Foundation

Public Safety, Disaster Preparedness And
Relief

Survey

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Survey

Na

Survey

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Researched

Medical Research

Not Researched

T-Ten Instructor Community

Employment, Job-Related

Survey

Union Cemetery

Na

Researched

Usea Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Veterans Transition Forum

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

Visit Loudoun Foundation Inc

Community Improvement & Capacity
Building

Not Researched

Westmoreland Davis Memorial
Foundation Inc

Na

Survey

Willowcroft Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Divine Club Worldwide Usa

Religion-Related

Researched

Iglesia Sequidores De Cristo

Religion-Related

Researched

Joyful Child Atrium

Religion-Related

Researched

Romanian Evangelical Medical
Mission

International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security

Researched

A Place To Be

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

American Water Resources
Association
Anna Mcwane Charitable
Foundation

Environmental Quality, Protection And
Rehabilitative
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Burton Foundation
Charles Hardy Grim And Emily Grove
Grim Charitable Trust
Cherry Blossom Breast Cancer
Foundation Inc
Darin Butz Foundation
Dun Foundation
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Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Not Researched
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Researched
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Researched
Researched
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City

Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Eagle Impact Rugby Academy

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Elizabeth Foundation

Na

Researched

Fagus Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

Graham Family Foundation Inc

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Survey?

Help Our Wounded Foundation

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Researched

High Performance Equestrian
Foundation

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Hollymar Foundation Inc 501 C 3

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

In His Presence

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Researched

Forever Families Adoption Services
Inc
Golden Dreams Therapeutic Riding
Inc

J Preston Levis Charitable
Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Jackson Clinics Foundation Inc

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Researched

James Elssing Kleeblatt Memorial
Foundation Inc

Na

Researched

Island Sunrise Foundation Inc

Kathryn J Clark Foundation Inc
Land Trust Of Virginia Inc
Maggies Earth Adventures Inc

Survey?

Survey?
Researched
Researched

Mcghee Foundation

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Survey/Bounced/Email
Corrected

Meadowkirk Inc

Religion-Related

Survey?

Middleburg Beautification And
Preservation Inc

Environmental Quality, Protection And
Rehabilitative

Not Researched

Middleburg Film Festival

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Middleburg Players Inc

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Middleburg Polo

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Middleburg Spring Race Assoc Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Mlj Trust

Religion-Related

Researched

Scott And Jennifer Andrews Family
Foundation

International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Seven Loaves Services Inc

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

Tara Foundation Inc

Na

Researched

The Sheila C Johnson Foundation Inc

Na

Researched

The Thompson Foundation

Na

Researched

Romanian Christian Enterprises
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Foundations
Environmental Quality, Protection And
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Researched

Researched
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Paeonian
Spgs

Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Unison Preservation Society Inc

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Western Loudoun County
Community Schools Foundation

Environmental Quality, Protection And
Rehabilitative

Researched

Windy Hill Foundation Inc

Na

Survey

Airborne Lifeline Foundation

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Researched

Angel Airlift Mid-Atlantic

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Not Researched

Na

Not Researched

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

National Church Growth Research
Center Inc
Old Dominion 100 Mile Endurance
Ride Inc
Paul And Rose Carter Foundation
The Merge Foundation Inc

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched
Researched

Philomont

Skeen Family Foundation Inc

Potomac
Falls

Algonkian Lacrosse Club Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Cascades Swim Team Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Knights Of Columbus

Na

Not Researched

Loudoun Fuze Lacrosse Club Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Verle And Eleanor Hammond
Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Worship Equippers For Christ Inc

Religion-Related

Not Researched

210 Walnut Place Housing
Corporation

Mutual & Membership Benefit

Researched

Allder Montessori School

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Researched

American Legion

Public & Societal Benefit

Not Researched

Between The Hills Community
Association Inc

Community Improvement & Capacity
Building

Researched

Birds Of A Feather School

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Blue Ridge Center For Environmental
Stewardship

Environmental Quality, Protection And
Rehabilitative

Not Researched

Cannons Baseball Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Dean Titus Ministries Inc

Na

Researched

Faith And Family Foundation Inc

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Fraternal Order Of Eagles

Na

Researched

Friends Of Franklin Park Arts Center

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Geronimo Production Company

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Home School Foundation

Na

Researched

Intercessors For America Inc

Religion-Related

Researched

Tillin Foundation

Purcellville
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Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Jenkins Foundation

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Little League Baseball Inc

Na

Not Researched

Loudoun Wildlife Conservancy

Animal-Related

Not Researched

Love Thy Neighbor Community
Development And Opportunity Corp

Housing, Shelter

Researched

One Thing Foundation

Public & Societal Benefit

Researched

Potomac Elite Volleyball Club Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Purcellville Teen Centerincorporated

Youth Development

Survey

Rickie Fowler Foundation

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Researched

Romania Reborn

International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security

Not Researched

Sadie Smile Foundation

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Researched

Second Chances Animal Rescue

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Sully Foundation Ltd

Na

Researched

Tol Ministries Inc

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

Upper Loudoun Youth Football Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Virginia Regional Transit

Community Improvement & Capacity
Building

Researched

Virginia Rides

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Western Loudoun Basketball League
Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Western Loudoun Lacrosse

Youth Development

Not Researched

Western Loudoun Youth Association

Youth Development

Not Researched

Woodgrove Music And Arts
Association

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Researched

Changing Our Tomorrows

Community Improvement & Capacity
Building

Researched

Loudoun Centre Theatre

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Twentieth Century Consort

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Warriors Incorporated

Na

Researched

Chesapeake Region Volleyball
Association

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Mercer-Lunsford Basketball League

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Pink Polka Dot Productions

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Washington West International Film
Festival

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Springfield

Echo Inc

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Survey

Sterling

Adams Endowment Fund Inc

Religion-Related

Researched

City

Round Hill

South Riding

African Youth Education Impact
B Desh Foundation Inc
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City

Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Benevolent & Protective Order Of
Elks Of The Usa

Na

Researched

Blue Ridge Athletic Association

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Bohol Restoration Group Inc

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Center For Workforce
Developmentinc

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Researched

Childrens Aids Fund International

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Not Researched

Christian Connections For
International Health

International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security
Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Divine Providence Studios Inc

Researched

Educap Inc

Public & Societal Benefit

Researched

Every Child Fed

Na

Researched

Gilliam Destitute Care Ministry Inc

International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security

Researched

Green Meadow Homes Inc

Housing, Shelter

Survey

Hafiz Samiullah Quran Institute

Religion-Related

Researched

Halo Ministries

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Help For Others

International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security

Survey

Hindu Temple Of Va Balaji Temple

Religion-Related

Researched

Iccfa Educational Foundation

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Researched

Institute For Youth Development

Youth Development

Survey?

Keep The Change Incorporated

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Kyrus Charities Inc

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Survey

Loudoun County Junior Golf
Association

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Lower Loudon Boys Football Inc

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Meridians Recovery

Mental Health, Crisis Intervention

Survey

Moment Of Grace

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Researched

National Vaccine Information Center

Na

Researched

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Researched

Nova Cool Cats

Recreation, Sports, Leisure, Athletics

Survey

Nurses Organization Of The Veterans
Affairs

Na

Not Researched

Orphan Foundation Of America Orph

Na

Researched

Pearl Foundation

International, Foreign Affairs And National
Security

Not Researched

Prisms Inc

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Researched

Public Service Research Foundation

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Northern Virginia Sports Association
Inc
Northern Virginia Volleyball
Association
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City

Stone Ridge

Waterford
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Agency Name

NTEE Category

Surveyed/ Or Researched
But Not Surveyed

Rotary International

Na

Not Researched

Ruritan National Corp

Na

Not Researched

Sibelius Guitar

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Spa Swag For Warriors

Human Services - Multipurpose And Other

Researched

Sterling Ballet Company

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Sterling Park Rescue Squad Inc

Health- General And Rehabilitative

Researched

Sterling Park Safety Center Inc

Public Safety, Disaster Preparedness And
Relief

Researched

Sterling Playmakers

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

The Javad K Hassan Foundation Inc

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Wang Teh Inc

Religion-Related

Researched

Westlake Foundation Inc

Education Institutes And Related Activities

Researched

Women Giving Back Inc

Employment, Job-Related

Survey

Let Us Be Hope Inc

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Little League Baseball Inc

Na

Not Researched

Northern Virginia Photography Expo
Inc

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Not Researched

Wat Pa Nanachart Buddhist Temple

Religion-Related

Researched

Cedars Foundations Inc

Philanthropy, Voluntarism & Grantmaking
Foundations

Researched

Journey Through Hallowed Ground

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Quarry Hill Fund

Na

Researched

Share And Care Cockayne Syndrome
Network Inc

Diseases, Disorders, Medical Disciplines

Not Researched

Waterford Foundation Inc

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Waterford Wisp Incorporated

Arts, Culture And Humanities

Researched

Wild Oceans Inc

Na

Not Researched
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Human Services Need Gap Analysis Summary
The human service needs of the Loudoun community and residents are summarized in the following
tables.
Table 1 – Human Service Needs Identified through Previous Assessment Report Review
Secondary Report Source1

Secondary Report Identified Need Area

Inova Assessment (Health care
Focus)

Access to Dental Care
Access to Primary Care
Cultural Competency in Care
Lack of Affordable Housing
Lyme Disease
Mental Health Conditions and Services
Obesity and Obesity-Related Concerns
Substance Abuse and Excessive Alcohol Use
Lyme Disease
Cost of Healthcare
Access to Healthcare (Dental, Preventive Care)
Obesity
Bullying
Drug use
Gang Involvement
Transportation Access and Affordability
Immigrant Social and Legal Concerns
Vaccine Beliefs as Concern for Public Health
Environmental – Food and Water Concerns
Economic and Political – County Nonprofit Grant Program
Transportation and transit
Mental Health
Family Services

Community Health
Improvement Plan (CHIP) 2014
Reports

Forces for Change Assessment

UVa Center for Survey Research

1

Please note that this is a summary review of the Health Assessment Reports. A more complete review is available
in the Attachment 1 – Context Report.
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Table 2 – Human Service Needs Identified Through Stakeholder Interviews
Human Service Category of Need

Specific Area of Need

Age Related

18-24 yr. olds
Elderly patient advocacy
Foster care for older adolescents
Getting at risk kids to recreational and cultural activities
More case workers/elderly patient advocates
Service gaps for 18-24 yr. olds
Affordable
Afterschool
Availability throughout county and for all income levels
24/7 jobs (2nd and 3rd shift jobs)
Low-income and homeless population
Preschooler
Elderly and people with chronic illness/disabilities
Job skills development/training to meet employer needs
Partner with businesses for training
Services to help families emerge from poverty
Unemployment assistance/don't have unemployment office
Vocational track programs for school age kids
Strategic wage advancement programs
Access to healthy foods
Coordination of school based programs
Home delivery
Hunger relief
Affordable health plans
Autism services
Dental care
Disability services
In-home care
Insurance navigation
In-school services
Medicaid and uninsured populations
Overnight care for elderly
Primary care
Transportation to services
Trauma informed care
Access for chronically mentally ill and disabled
Affordable
Elderly – assisted living
Emergency housing
Group homes

Childcare

Employment

Food Security

Healthcare Access

Housing
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Human Service Category of Need

Immigration/Cultural services

Mental Health/ Behavioral Health

Transportation
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Specific Area of Need
Homeless, transitioning
Homelessness prevention
Legal services for homeless and those at risk
One-income families
Rapid rehousing
Security deposit/rent/utility assistance
Advocating for immigrant communities
Bi-lingual/Spanish speaking providers
Employment
Healthcare (elderly family members without Medicare)
Help with integration
Hispanic Cultural Center
Language and cultural needs
Centralized care/Hub for care
Children and adolescents
Chronically mentally ill
Culturally competent therapy
Housing
In-home Mental Health care
Inpatient and intensive outpatient treatment for adolescents
Quality trauma informed care
Stepdown programs
Substance use disorder treatment
Sufficient mental health and licensed health professionals
Teen psychiatrist
Affordable vehicles
Elderly transportation to daily living activities
Individuals with chronic illness/disabilities
Lack of connectivity between localities
Non-drivers
Public
Teen transportation to activities
To health services
Transport for students/for in western part of the county

Institute for Policy & Governance

Architecture
and Urban Studies
College of

Public and
International Affairs
School of

201 West Roanoke Street (0489)
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061
Phone: 540-231-6775 Fax: 540-231-6722
E-mail: ipg@vt.edu
www.ipg.vt.edu
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I. Summary and Purpose
The Loudoun County Department of Management and Budget, on behalf of the Board of Supervisors of
Loudoun County, Virginia has entered into an agreement with the Virginia Tech Institute of Policy and
Governance to conduct a needs assessment to identify the funding gaps and unmet needs within the
County’s nonprofit community in order to understand the extent of this need in Loudoun County.
The assessment will seek to:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify resident service need areas where neither the County nor nonprofits are currently
providing services.
Identify resident service need areas where there are insufficient resources currently provided to
meet those needs.
Determine whether current funding levels for the County’s nonprofit grant process are
consistent with identified needs.
Identify service need areas that are currently provided by the County that could be delivered
more efficiently and effectively by an existing nonprofit organization.
Identify areas of duplication in services among County human services agencies and nonprofit
organizations serving Loudoun County residents.

The assessment will be conducted through a review of past studies and assessments that have identified
service area needs of Loudoun residents; interviews with key stakeholders; surveys of public service
providers and nonprofit service providers; and focus groups.
Recommendations emerging from the assessment will advise on how the County and nonprofit
organizations can:
•
•
•

Consider how current and future resources may better align with and meet resident service
needs.
Leverage Loudoun’s nonprofit sector in creating a complete and effective continuum of services.
Ensure that partners beyond the County government have information and understanding of all
of the funding gaps and unmet needs within the County’s nonprofit community so that they
have the opportunity to contribute resources towards meeting those needs.
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II. Loudoun County Socio- Economic Overview
At the onset of the assessment of the human services support needs of Loudoun County residents and
the current cross sector capacity of public and nonprofit entities to meet these needs, it is important to
understand the current and emerging socioeconomic dynamics of Loudoun County. These dynamics
may have significant impact on the evolving needs of community residents and the capacity of
nonprofits, public agencies and even private institutions to serve these needs (Maxwell, 2012).
Loudoun County, Virginia is one of the fastest growing localities in Virginia and with a 2016 population
estimate of 373,694 is Virginia’s third largest county in terms of population. As part of the metropolitan
Washington, D.C. area, Loudoun’s economy is closely linked to operations of the United States (U.S.)
government. Loudoun’s median household income of $122,294 continues a trend, begun in 2008, of a
number 1 ranking in the nation in median household income among jurisdictions with a population of
65,000 or more (2014, Loudoun.gov). The evolving socio-economic status of Loudoun County appears to
be closely linked with its population growth and related shift in racial and ethnic demographics.
Population Growth: Loudoun County experienced an 84% increase in population between 2000 and
2010 and double-digit growth is expected to continue through 2040.

Year

Table 1. Population Change
Loudoun County
% Change
Virginia

2000

169,599

2010

312,311

84.15%

8,001,024

13.02%

2020

412,538

27.20%

8,811,512

10.13%

2030

466,606

21.39%

9,645,281

9.46%

2040

489,221

17.62%

10,530,229

9.17%

% Change

7,079,035

Loudoun County was Virginia’s fastest growing locality in the 1990s and 2000s, nearly doubling its
population each decade. Population growth in Loudoun, as in much of Virginia during this period, was
driven by people moving out to newly built subdivisions on the edges of the state’s largest metro areas.
Though Loudoun remains the fastest growing locality in the state, according to a January 2016
population estimate released by the Weldon Cooper Center’s Demographics Research Group, its growth
has slowed considerably (Statchat Blog, 2016).
Housing Units: Along with population growth, Loudoun County has experienced significant growth in
housing units that is expected to continue. Housing unit growth is further driven by expansion of
Metrorail serving the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area.
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Figure 1 – Loudoun County Population and Housing Unit Growth Forecast.
Source: Loudoun County Department of Planning and Zoning, December 6, 2016.
Race and Ethnicity: Contributing to the overall population growth has been an increase in residents of
Asian and Hispanic/Latino descent. From 2000 to 2014, as a percentage of the total population,
residents who identify as Asian and those who identify as Hispanic/Latino grew significantly while those
who identify as White decreased by nearly 15%.
Table 2 – Loudoun County Race and Ethnicity as a Ratio of Total Population
Race/Ethnicity
2000 % of total Population
2014 % of total Population
Asian

5.5%

17.3%

Black

7.1%

7.8%

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0.1%

0.1%

Hispanic/Latino (any race)

5.9%

13.4%

Two or more races

1.6%

3.5%

White

85.5%

70.7%

American Indian/Alaska
Native

0.2%

0.5%

Source: Loudoun.gov (original source): U.S. Census Bureau, 2000‐2010 Population Estimates,
September 2011; U.S. Census Bureau, 2014 Population Estimates Program, June 2014; Loudoun
County Department of Planning and Zoning, Population Estimates Series, April 2015
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Along with much of the national capital region, Loudoun County’s increasing population diversity
significantly outpaces other Virginia and U.S. localities. This trend is expected to continue in the county
and throughout the region.
The Loudoun County Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Title VI Plan further highlights that “From 2000 to
2014, Loudoun’s foreign‐born population more than quadrupled”. In 2014, non-U.S. citizens comprised
24% of Loudoun County’s population.

Figure 3 – Loudoun County Population by World region of Foreign Born Population
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010‐2014 American Community Survey; Loudoun.gov.
Considerations of race and ethnicity are important to the assessment in several ways. As the racial and
ethnic make-up of Loudoun continues to diversify, particularly for first generation U.S. residents,
resident service needs may change. Along with the need for new types of services, new and existing
services should be delivered in a manner that is culturally competent and adapted to those with varying
cultural expectations and requirements. Additionally, the leadership and staff of nonprofit providers
should be reflective of the population being served.
Age: The Median age of Loudoun County residents is 35.3 with about 30% of the population under the
age of 18 and 9.6% 62 years and over. Comparatively the median age in Virginia is 37.5 and in the U.S.
37.3. Age is an important factor in mortality (life expectancy) and especially morbidity (quality of life),
key elements in determining the health ranking of localities, in addition to income. Age is also used to
assess economic viability of regions in determining residents who are of working age (typically 18 – 64)
and most likely the net contributors to the tax base, as compared to net consumers of tax funded
services (typically 4 – 17 and 72 and older.) However, in Virginia and many other states these
assumptions are interrupted by varying individual, land use and business tax structures (Burchell &
Listokin, 2012).
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With Loudoun’s comparatively younger population, the assessment will especially consider what areas
of services and supports may be missing for the younger age cohorts, while still also exploring services
and supports needed for all age groups.

Figure 4 – Loudoun County Population by Age
Source: U.S Census Bureau, 2010 Census, Loudoun.gov
Income, Employment and Education: As previously noted Loudoun County has the highest median
household income for localities with populations of more than 65,000. This high-income level is related
to above average rates of employment, in 2015, 77% of Loudoun residents were participating in the
workforce 1, compared with 63% nationally U.S Census Bureau, ACS 2015, Loudoun.gov). Income and
employment rates are supported by high levels of educational attainment with over 60% of residents
having obtained a bachelor’s degree or higher.
Loudoun County unemployment rates have been consistently lower than state and national rates over
the past decade, but have followed similar patterns increasing between 2007 and 2010 and declining
from 2011-2015. A slight uptick in unemployment since August 2016 appears to be related to job losses
in the information, professional, scientific and technical services fields. In these fields unemployment
benefit claimants’ rates far exceed those for Virginia as a whole.

Measured by U.S. Census Bureau Labor Force Participation Rates. The labor force participation rate (LFPR) is the
proportion of people eligible to participate in the labor force that are actually participating in it, by working or
looking for work. It is usually expressed as a percent of the total labor force eligible population in an economy.
Includes individuals at least 16 years old, are not serving in the military and are not institutionalized.

1
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Top 5 Industries with Largest Number of Claimants in Loudoun

Figure 5 – Loudoun County/Virginia Comparison of Unemployment Claimants Rates by Industry
Source: Virginia Employment Commission, Economic Information & Analytics. 12/30/2016
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Unemployment Rates – Past 12 Months

Figure 6 – Loudoun County/Virginia/U.S. Unemployment Rate Comparison
Source: Virginia Employment Commission, Economic Information & Analytics 12/30/2016
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Geography - There are several considerations with regard to Loudoun County’s geography and
proximity to the Washington metropolitan area. Within Loudoun County there appears to be a clear
demarcation in growth and demographics between the Eastern and Western regions of the county.
Population data and projections represented in interactive maps located on the Loudoun County
website 2 indicate the high levels of growth in employment and population in the southeastern portions
of the county. These areas also represent the higher concentrations and growth in immigrant,
Hispanic/Latino (concentrations in northeastern areas of the county) and Asian (concentrations in
southeastern area) populations. While the overall poverty rate for Loudoun County is quite low at 3.8%
of the population, compared with 11.2% for Virginia and 15.1% nationally, like many localities, there are
geographic areas within the county, and subpopulation groups with much higher rates of poverty. The
study will seek to identify these areas and assess the needs of these areas and gaps in services.

Poverty Rates by Race/Ethnicity
Hispanic/Latino
Black/African American
Overall
White
Asian
0.00%

5.00%
Virginia

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

25.00%

Loudoun

Figure 7 – Loudoun and Virginia Poverty Rates by Race/Ethnicity
Source: U.S. Census, ACS 5-Year Estimates, 2010-2014

Another consideration and trend is the urbanization of the eastern region of the county related to job
market opportunities in the Washington metropolitan area. The inter-reliance on the regional job
market is reflected in commuting patterns. While Loudoun County reports increasing rates of Loudoun
residents working and living in the county, from 42% in 2000 to over 47% in 2015, in net, more residents
commute to employment outside the county than those who commute to work in Loudoun (Loudoun
County Department of Planning and Zoning, November 3, 2016). Public officials also report that a lack of
public transportation in the western region of the county limits access to employment and services
(Steering Committee Meeting 1/11/17).

2

https://loudoungis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=0981e916760047d88dfa34d53fc0896a
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Federal government operations are expected to have a continued impact on Loudoun’s housing and
employment markets. With the upcoming transition to a new administration, it is unknown what these
likely impacts may be though some political analysts have forecast that the Trump administration’s
stated intent to expand defense spending may spur additional growth in the Loudoun economy.
However, this expansive effect may be offset by vowed cuts in other areas of government spending
(Global Risk Insights & Forbes, 2017).
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III. Needs of Loudoun County Residents from Recent Assessments
Over the past decade, an array of studies have been conducted in Loudoun County to evaluate
satisfaction with various county services; and to identify current and anticipated residential needs for
future planning and funding efforts. Recent assessments have used a variety of methodologies (surveys,
focus groups, secondary data analyses, key informant interviews, healthcare assessment tools); and
have ranged from evaluating specific service areas such as health care (Verité, 2016) to more
comprehensive, general “livability” studies (UVA’s CRS 2012, 2014). For a list of studies and their
methodologies, see Table 3.
Table 3 – Summary of Recent Assessment Methods
Previous Assessments

Methodology

(MAPPS 2013) Themes and
Strengths Assessment Report
(MAPPS 2013) Forces of
Change
(MAPPS 2013)Community
Health Status Assessment
(MAPPS 2013) Local Public
Health System Assessment

Surveys

2014 Loudoun County Survey
of Residents
(by UVA's Center for Survey
Research (CSR)
Community Health Needs
Assessment 2016/Inova
Loudoun Hospital
(by Verite Healthcare
Consulting, LLC)

Focus Groups
Secondary Data Analysis
Utilized LPHPS Local Public
Health System Assessment
tool; Assessment by 2
workgroups from Health
Council
Surveys

1. Secondary Data Analysis
2. Recent assessments by
other organizations
3. Key Informant Interviews
4. Community Surveys

# of Participants
(Total N)
6,551

Response/
Participation
Rate
11.80%

29 (N=79)

37%

NA

NA

NA

NA

10 (divided into 2
groups)

NA

NA

1,017
(Total N not
reported- only
response rate)
30 Interviews;
600 returned
surveys from LC
Residents
(Total Surveys
returned N=2,232)

9.60%

26.8 % of
returned
surveys were
from LC
residents

Sampling
Convenience

probability
sampling;
results
generalizable
Interviews representing
broad interests
of community;
Surveys Convenience

The following studies were reviewed and summarized by the assessment team; and common themes
identified:
• Inova Loudoun Hospital 2016 Community Health Needs Assessment (CHNA);
• 2014 Community Health Improvement Plan (CHIP) Reports resulting from an ongoing Mobilizing
for Action through Planning and Partnership Assessment (MAPP) strategic planning process; and
• Loudoun County Resident Surveys (2012 & 2014) administered by UVA’s CSR (Center for
Research Survey).
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A. Inova Loudoun Hospital 2016 Community Health Needs Assessment (CHNA)
The assessment was conducted by Verité Healthcare Consulting, LLC (Verité), a nationally recognized
firm located in Arlington, VA. Assessment efforts focused on the following questions:
•

Who in the community is most vulnerable in terms of health status or access to care?

•

What are the unique health status and/or access needs for these populations?

•

Where do these people live in the community?

•

Why are these problems present?

Nine primary areas of need were identified as problematic or “significant”. This categorization is based
on: 1) information gathered from the CHNA Advisory Committee; 2) hospital inpatient discharges and
emergency department visits during 2014; 3) multiple secondary data sources assessing health status
health care access and other indicators; 4) 30 individual key informant interviews; and 5) a community
survey completed by 600 residents living in the Inova Loudoun Hospital community.
Areas of need identified:
•

Access to Dental Care – in surveys, ranked second most difficult service to access; is consistent
with other community assessments (CHIP; CHSA); number of Loudoun County dentists per
capita is below national average.

•

Access to Primary Care – services not well distributed; is an issue in Western part of state and
also for low-income population who lack transportation option, and who are uninsured and lack
accessibility to affordable healthcare; “Access to Care” was identified as the top health concern
of survey participants Conditions for and Care of the Elderly need for additional in-home
health care services, day care services and affordable housing to meet the needs of increasing
aging population (projected to increase by 38.7 % by 2020)

•

Cultural Competency in Care – with increasing diversity, number of undocumented and
uninsured - language is a barrier to accessing services

•

Lack of Affordable Housing – was number one concern reported by 13 % of survey participants;
also reported by the Centers for Disease Control Preventions’ Community Health Status
Indicators

•

Lyme Disease – was ranked as third health concern on health survey; rates of Lyme disease, E.
coli, salmonella and tuberculosis reported by Virginia Department of Health to exceed state
rates.

•

Mental Health Conditions and Services – number of mental health providers is below national
average; “mental health problems” was identified as the fourth top important health issue;
within this category services for adolescents and long-term health services were most frequently
identified as areas of concern.

•

Obesity and Obesity-Related Concerns – lack of exercise especially in adolescent population
was reported as the second top concern in health surveys; and also identified in County Health
Rankings, 2016
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•

Substance Abuse and Excessive Alcohol Use - excessive drinking was reported as a primary
concern in surveys as well as in County Health Rankings, 2013 and 2016; was reported highest in
18-24 age group, declining with age; but remaining highest among higher income levels. These
was specific concern with the use and abuse of alcohol among youth and young adults whose
parents are often absent from home.

B. Community Health Improvement Plan (CHIP) 2014 Reports
The CHIP reports include a series of reports resulting from an ongoing MAPP (Mobilizing for Action
through Planning and Partnership Assessment) community strategic planning effort that began in 2008.
The following report highlights are based on the most recent assessments, conducted during 2013.
1. Community Themes and Strengths Assessment Report - A community - wide survey was
distributed as part of the initial 2008 MAPPs effort and administered again in 2013 to collect
information about quality of life perceptions. Respondents were asked to identify areas they felt
were of greatest importance in creating and maintaining a healthy community. They also were
asked to name the top three health concerns and top three behavior/risks needing addressing by
the county and region. Survey results are consistent with the Inova Loudoun Hospital 2016
Community Health Needs Assessment findings
a. Health Factors Most Important for Community
• Overall, Lyme disease (30%), Cost of healthcare (30%) and Availability of Healthcare
within the county (25%) were among the top concerns on the survey. Within
subgroups, obesity was a concern with: Hispanic respondents, those under age 25,
those without college degrees and un-insured
b. Factors of Greatest Concern to Community’s Well-Being (behavior/risk factor)
• Overall, bullying (42%), drug use (36%) and gang involvement (28%) were selected as
top concerns.
• Within subgroups, not getting needed healthcare was a concern among: Black, Hispanic,
uninsured, single, low income, young and those over age 55.
c. Level of Agreement with Statements about Loudoun County (selected results)
• Those who are Hispanic, black, uninsured, and those living alone, under age 25 and
earning under $50,000 per year were least likely to view the quality of life in Loudoun
as good.
• Hispanic respondents, those in western Loudoun, under age 25, uninsured, and earning
under $50,000 per year were least likely to agree with the statement they were able
to get the healthcare they needed ; these groups plus black respondents and those
living alone also were more likely to view healthcare as unaffordable
• Those most likely to not have a primary care provider: Hispanic (11%), under age 25
(9%) without college degree (9%), no insurance (20%) and household income under
$50,000
d. Access to Care
• Three percent of respondents indicated they did not have a primary provider.
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• Within the past year, 35% of respondents visited urgent care centers; 23% used
emergency departments; 4% used the community health centers, 4 % the health
department, and 2% attended the free clinic.
• Reasons for using these services: 53% indicated doctor’s office was closed or could not
be seen; 43% had an actual emergency; 11% lacked a regular doctor; 8% did not have
insurance; and 6% could not afford medical services at doctor’s office.
• Of those utilizing care outside of Loudoun County, reasons given included: 64% said
their doctor of preference did not practice in the county; 23% needed specialty care
not available in the county; 9% couldn’t get in to see a doctor; 5% said no county
doctors were covered by insurance.
e. Preventative Health Services
• 85% of responders indicated they had seen a primary care doctor within the last year;
subgroup sectors less likely to have seen a primary care doctor include those
uninsured and with a household income of under $50,000, those single with no
children, Hispanic and male respondents, under age 25, without a college degree.
• Eighty percent of responders had seen a dentist within the past year; 5% had not seen a
dentist for at least 5 years. Subgroup sectors less likely to have had recent dental care
include Hispanic and black respondents, those under age 25, uninsured and with a
household income of less than $50,000.
• 79% of responders indicated they had received a preventative health service (such as,
physical exam, blood pressure check, Pap smear, or diabetes or cholesterol test); 3%
said it had been at least 5 years since receiving a preventative health service.
2. Local Public Health System Assessment - The purpose of this report was to summarize the Local
Public Health System Assessment performed in Loudoun County in December 2013. Its main
focus was to provide a foundation of the capacity of and performance within the Loudoun
County public health system. Unlike previous health assessments that focused on specific health
needs this assessment targeted how the local health systems functioned. This assessment aimed
to help identify areas for system improvement, strengthen partnerships, and ensure that a
strong system is in place for addressing public health issues. This information helps to support
the non-profit sector in allocating its resources to the most vulnerable populations. The major
findings from the assessment describing the three greatest strengths, as well as, the three areas
for growth are described below.
a. Areas of Strength:
• Diagnose and Investigate Health Problems and Health Hazards (95.1%),
• Enforce Laws and Regulations that Protect Health and Ensure Safety (95.1%), and
• Evaluate Effectiveness, Accessibility, and Quality of Personal and Population-Based
Services (81.7%).
b. Areas for Improvement:
•
Mobilize Community Partnerships to Identify and Solve Health Problems
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(61.5%),
• Inform, Educate and Empower People about Health Issues (52.8%), and
• Research for New Insights and Innovative Solutions to Health Problems (34.7%).
3. Forces for Change Assessment - The Forces of Change Assessment performed in Loudoun
County in September 2013 helped to identify key “forces” such as legislation, technology, and
other issues that affect the context in which the community operates. The forces are grouped
into the following categories: Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental,
Scientific, Legal and Ethical. The operation of these are critical to understand in the context of
nonprofits as future relationships and collaborations can be developed based on strengths of
these community forces.
Participants, 29 community stakeholders 3, provided detail to these issues as described below:
• Economic: Transportation access and affordability issues since local travel bus tokens have
been deleted, fees have increased, and more frequent bus transportation and routes need
to be initiated to correlate with the Metro train to Dulles Project.
• Social/Legal: Immigration issues in access of care, decreasing safety net services, and
recognition of worth.
• Scientific: Vaccine beliefs that are barriers to vaccine acceptance by residents.
• Social: Insufficient primary care resources.
• Environmental: Environmental concerns especially the potential for food and water
contamination with increased development. Also discussed was the positive impact of
farm markets on nutrition. One group expressed concerns that the growth in viniculture
would promote unsafe driving by intoxicated consumers.
• Political and Economic: Improvement in the grant system to support county agencies
when federal support stops, and restructuring of some human service agencies under
more appropriate departments to improve efficiency.
The report posits that is it imperative for nonprofits to consider these as major indicators to address,
as they are issues that are likely to affect the most vulnerable populations that are using the
resources and services made available by nonprofits.

Seventy nine participants were invited (29 or 37% chose to participate);participants were affiliated with the
following types of organizations: 1 – Business, 12 – County Government, 2 – State Government, 3 – Non-Profits, 2 –
Public Education, 8 – Healthcare, 4 – Public Health, and 2 – Other.

3
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C. University of Virginia’s Center for Research Survey
University of Virginia’s Center for Research conducted phone surveys to Loudoun County residents
in 2012 and 2014. Residents were asked to rate satisfaction with overall quality of life and 12 types
of county services (fire, rescue and emergency management services, public libraries, parks and
recreation, public schools, senior services, the Sheriff’s office, Animal Services, Building
Development, health services, mental health services and family services, transit services).
General trends from the 2014 survey are highlighted below:
• Overall quality of life was highly rated as either “excellent” or good” by 95% of

respondents; Public Safety was rated even higher with 98% indicating they felt “safe” or
“very safe”

• County transit services, mental health services and family services were rated less highly

(75% rated these as either “satisfied” or “somewhat satisfied”) than the rest of the 12
services.

• There were differences in level of satisfaction between non-rural and rural residents when

rating:

-

Health care services - over 25% of rural responders were dissatisfied with health care
services compared to 7% of non-rural residents.

-

Mental health, substance abuse, and developmental services – 85% of non-rural
residents were satisfied with services but only 50% of rural responders rated services as
satisfactory.

-

Family services (affordable housing, counseling, financial assistance) showed similar
trends - nearly 30% of rural residents indicated they were dissatisfied with services
compared to about 16% in non-rural responders.

• Over a third (35.6%) of responders (rural and urban) indicated they used public

transportation (an increase from the 2012 survey which may reflect increased access via
the Silver Metro line); 75% of these traveled by Metrorail.

• Traffic (over 50% of respondents) and regional growth (about 25% of respondents) were

identified as issues that were of highest concern.

D. Summary of Previous Assessment Findings
We found considerable overlap in findings among the reviewed reports as is evidenced in the preceding
summaries. We conclude this section with a bulleted list of common themes and findings found across
studies. As we precede with the assessment, we will continue to link the themes that emerge from our
assessment with those identified in these studies.
A. Community Health Needs and Issues:
1.

Access/Availability/Affordability (Cost) of Health Care and how it is impacted by:
•
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Possible changes in the Affordable Healthcare Act

•

Transportation issues (lack of public transportation in Western areas of county; need for
more roads/highways)

•

Immigration trends (issues with language barriers; cultural competency in care; safety
net agency challenges and need for more services)

2.

Lyme Disease - concerned about the increases in incidents due to county planning goals of
increasing green/natural spaces.

3.

Mental Health Conditions and Services:

4.

•

need for more safety net services due to increasing numbers of lower income residents

•

accessibility/availability/affordability issues

•

how changes in Affordable Healthcare Act will impact services

Obesity and Related Concerns - especially among youth and uninsured, lower income
populations.

B. Non-Health Related Areas
1. Growth Trends - Increasing numbers in subgroups of low-income population with limited
access to health care, transportation, and services.
2. Transit Services/Public Transportation- Areas of county currently not served; is inefficientdoes not go where it is needed.
3. Family Services - Lack of access by some subgroups; satisfaction with - is not as highly rated
as other county services.
4. Affordable Housing - lack of in certain areas of the county.
5. Good job opportunities
C.

Additional factors identified as important when creating and maintaining healthy communities:
1. Access to Outdoor Spaces/safely walking and biking to school and stores
2. Behavioral/Risky Behaviors especially among younger population (Bullying, Drug/Tobacco
Use, Gang Involvement)
3. Excellent schools – maintaining educational quality with growth of population
4. Safe Neighborhoods
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IV. The Context of Community Nonprofits from the Literature
Nonprofit organizations, although rooted in the historical context of charitable organizations that date
several centuries, have only been actively categorized as a ‘sector’ since around 1970 (Hall, 2010). Since
then, the nonprofit sector has clearly created a niche that is key to meeting needs within communities
across the US. Nonprofits can vary widely in scope and scale thus, for the purpose of the Loudoun
County nonprofit assessment a focus on private, public, and nonprofit sectors in relation to services in
five specific areas - health care, housing and food security, emergency services and recreation and
culture - will be the primary area of focus.
To provide the foundation for the assessment and primary data gathering, several issues have been
explored in the academic and general literature: 1) how nonprofits, public agencies and private
organizations collaborate at the community level; 2) how collaborations evolve into sustainable
relationships and networks; and 3) how are nonprofit organizations and initiatives measured in terms of
outcomes and impacts.
Collaborations Across Sectors - Nonprofits are valuable and functional in many forms but may be most
recognized as a safety net when local, state, and federal government services s are overburdened or fall
short (Steinberg, 2006). Nonprofits can step in to assist or fill service gaps left by the public or private
sector providing much needed goods and services (Young, 2006). While the public and nonprofit sectors
align in a number of ways, they also differ in key areas. The public sector is subject to more variation
than the nonprofit sector as its support and funding at times can be closely determined by political
agendas and policy changes. As the political landscape shifts, a similar sequence of events may be seen
within the priorities of governmental agencies surrounding human services. This results in the nonprofit
sector serving as a valuable asset to communities as they may have the potential for longevity in
services and focus. For example, if a nonprofit organization is able to secure long-term funding for a
program or intervention, it can continue indefinitely, regardless of the political and funding atmosphere.
Among the three sectors, the public and nonprofit sectors arguably have more natural motivation for
collaborations as their goals and outcomes may align more readily, compared to the private/for-profit
sector.
Due to the nature of tight funding that nonprofits face, organizations may seek out shorter-term grant
opportunities to help support productivity. Research supports that this is not a viable but rather often
detrimental maneuver on the part of nonprofits as it can lead to unforeseen expenditures and
unexpected resource diffusion (Alexander, 2000). Rather nonprofits should seek consistent sources of
support and plan for periods of funding shortfalls with contingency funding, prior to financial instability,
in order to prevent any cuts to important human services and programming. Private sector
organizations, because they function with the main purpose to make profits, are good allies as they may
have opportunity for collaboration with nonprofits to share physical and financial resources that benefit
identified constituency groups and communities (Austin, J.E, 2000).
The argument that there may not be obvious space for the private sector to collaborate with nonprofits
due to their characteristic differences in financial priorities is false. There are indeed ways in which
private and nonprofit organizations can be valuable to one another. According to a Forbes article titled
“Nonprofit Collaborations: Why Teaming Up Can Make Sense” it is not necessary to know all the reasons
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for forming an alliance as this can emerge and form once organizations build relationships and better
understand each other’s reach and capabilities within communities (Stengel, 2013). In Chicago two
organizations Chicago Youth Center (nonprofit) and Family Focus (for profit) collaborated in order to
share infrastructure and administrative costs. This is a case where aims or outcomes within
organizations may differ but the overarching needs or resources are similar and thus costs can be
shared. In situations where partnerships, across sectors or within the nonprofit sector, are looking to be
formed between organizations that share similar aims or target populations there may be opportunity
to discuss resource, infrastructure, and other types of joint sharing to distribute cost. The types of
nonprofit alliances that can form between or within sector are vast. Annual community
forums/meetings/webinars where nonprofits can gather to discuss their aims and potential
collaborations is a common best practice that provides space for knowledge sharing and capacity
building (geofunders.org).
From Collaboration to Networks – Extensive research on the formation of public sector and nonprofit
networks, indicate that there are key organic factors that lead to development of successful
collaborative networks as well as purposeful strategies that can lead to collaborative network
development and sustainability. Administrative support, program expansion, improved efficiency, and
increased leadership skills are a few benefits identified by successful collaborations (Henttonen et al
2016). Networks can benefit all sectors involved but their organizational networks can become complex
as they lack a higher governing body. Therefore, if governance is necessary for the success of the
network than the collaborations may not produce outcomes that are more successful than their
individual organizational outputs would be (Provan & Milward, 1995). With this in mind, it is important
to understand partner relationships and recognize the factors that lead to stability of collaborations
prior to investing and combining resources that form a more integrated network.
Organizational research indicates that establishing sustainable networks initially requires formal
governance structures and incentives that may include funding and other types of resources. However,
as inter-organizational relationships develop, and knowledge and trust between organizations increases,
there is reduced need for formal structures. However, financial support from the public and private
sectors, particularly in support of nonprofit administrative structures remains necessary for
sustainability (Isett & Provan, 2005).
The normative claim is that network structures once established create political economy/efficiency for
the communities and constituencies that they serve. Once relationships form between organizations
and formal structures and regulation are reduced, transaction costs are likewise reduced allowing for
improved leveraging of resources (Milward & Provan, 1998).
As part of the assessment, this area of empirical and practitioner literature will be further explored
along with the collection of primary data to determine the feasibility of assessing the extent to which
Loudoun County’s support of nonprofits and the Loudoun nonprofit community operates as a formal or
informal, and sustainable network.
Measuring Outcomes and Impacts Measurement is an important part of nonprofit or any
organizational entity as it provides a way to determine if planned processes and aims are achieved in
their outcomes, as this is a crucial part to ensure future funding. Evaluation is the standard method of
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determining outputs and outcomes and can be conducted at the organizational or individual program
level. At the organizational level this can be translated to evaluate several nonprofits collectively to
determine best outcomes across entities. This assumes a one-size-fits-all approach to process when in
reality their execution and thus outputs may differ significantly (Ebrahim & Rangan, 2010).
Eckerd and Moulton (2010) recommended that differing evaluation methods that recognize the diverse
roles of individual nonprofits within a “constellation of various roles” (p. 5). To this end, both process
and outcome based funding incentives have benefit and recognizing the collective importance of
process and outcomes can help to organize and identify the roles of nonprofits in a community. While
there may be theoretical approaches to measuring outcomes and impact at the community level,
including those used in the public and private sectors, literature from nonprofit practitioners’ provide
cautions about the use of applying uniform measures and the individual organization level. These
experts advise that developing and conducting outcome and impact assessments must be tailored both
the unique mission and function of individual nonprofit organization, and to the collective needs of
constituencies and communities served by networks of nonprofits (Larkin, 2013; Anthony, 2015).
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V.

Loudoun County Nonprofit Community

[Note: The nonprofits identified through the IRS database are under review by a subgroup of the
assessment steering committee to determine the subset of nonprofits that provide services to Loudoun
County residents. This section of the report will be updated once that review is complete.]
As the Virginia Tech team begins the assessment of Loudoun County’s nonprofit capacity in juxtaposition
to the needs of Loudoun County residents, and how Loudoun County’s support of nonprofits serves to
enable the nonprofit community to meet these needs, we first must identify the entities that comprise
the nonprofit community. In this effort we have compiled a list of Loudoun based nonprofits from the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 990 database (organizations who have filed for tax-exempt status). 4
Based on this database there are 43,279 Exempt Organizations (EOs) in Virginia. Of these, 3.7% or 1,617
have Loudoun County addresses, or are documented as serving Loudoun County 5. Table 3 summarizes
the number of nonprofits with Loudoun County addresses or report providing services to Loudoun
County residents by sub-locality.
Table 3 - Distribution of Nonprofits by Locality
Locality
LEESBURG
ASHBURN
STERLING
PURCELLVILLE
MIDDLEBURG
ALDIE
LOVETTSVILLE
POTOMAC FALLS
SOUTH RIDING
CHANTILLY
HAMILTON
DULLES
WATERFORD
BROADLANDS
ROUND HILL
LANSDOWNE
STONE RIDGE
PAEONIAN SPGS
LINCOLN
PHILOMONT

Nonprofits

% of TOTAL
423
301
252
143
93
48
43
42
37
35
34
26
25
24
23
19
13
7
6
4

26.2%
18.6%
15.6%
8.8%
5.8%
3.0%
2.7%
2.6%
2.3%
2.2%
2.1%
1.6%
1.5%
1.5%
1.4%
1.2%
0.8%
0.4%
0.4%
0.2%

Data was retrieved on 11/14/16 from the IRS Master File Extract (Exempt Orgs/nonprofits)
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/eo_info.pdf
5
For purposes of this evaluation, non-Loudoun EOs that are LC grantees or are participants in collaborative
networks such as the LHSN (Loudoun Human Service Network) are included in the Master Listing.
4
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Locality
ALEXANDRIA
BRAMBLETON
FAIRFAX
FALLS CHURCH
HILLSBORO
ARLINGTON
BERRYVILLE
HENRICO
HERNDON
RICHMOND
SPRINGFIELD
Grand Total

Nonprofits

% of TOTAL
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1617

0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
100.0%

The National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) is an industry standard to organize entities into 27
general categories and 600+subcategories called “core codes”. Table 2 summarizes the number of
Loudoun County serving nonprofits by general category. It is important to note that a significant
percent (26.2%) do not indicate a service category in the IRS database.
Table 4 – Number of Nonprofits by NTEE Service Category
NTEE Service Category
Not indicated or Unknown
Education Institutes And Related
Activities
Recreation, Sports, Leisure,
Athletics
Religion-Related
Human Services - Multipurpose
And Other
Arts, Culture And Humanities
Philanthropy, Voluntarism &
Grantmaking Foundations
International, Foreign Affairs And
National Security
Community Improvement &
Capacity Building
Youth Development
Health- General And
Rehabilitative
Animal-Related
Diseases, Disorders, Medical
Disciplines
Public & Societal Benefit
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Number in LC % of TOTAL (LC)
417
26.2%
196

12.1%

133
133

8.2%
8.2%

132
116

8.2%
7.2%

104

6.4%

48

3.0%

45
43

2.8%
2.7%

32
28

2.0%
1.7%

26
23

1.6%
1.4%

NTEE Service Category
Number in LC % of TOTAL (LC)
Public Safety, Disaster
Preparedness And Relief
23
1.4%
Environmental Quality,
Protection And Rehabilitative
19
1.2%
Employment, Job-Related
14
0.9%
Mutual & Membership Benefit
12
0.7%
Science & Technology
11
0.7%
Housing, Shelter
10
0.6%
Civil Rights, Social Action,
Advocacy
9
0.6%
Crime, Legal-Related
9
0.6%
Food, Agriculture And Nutrition
9
0.6%
Medical Research
9
0.6%
Mental Health, Crisis Intervention
9
0.6%
Grand Total
1617
1
In addition to the IRS data, the project team received information from the Loudoun’s Human Services
Network (LHSN). LHSN is a joint collaborative network of public and nonprofit agencies. The network
formed in 1999 following a county sponsored planning summit to identify how the community could
better meet the human service needs of the community. Thirty-eight agencies participated. The United
Way convened a follow-up meeting in 2000 for further interagency planning and collaboration with the
goal of strengthening existing agencies rather than creating new ones. Current LHSN membership
includes thirty-seven agencies and four community partners who meet monthly in subgroups; and
quarterly with full membership, to share ideas and information. Over half of the members (21) are also
Loudoun County grant recipients.
Information collected to date on nonprofits serving Loudoun County are summarized in the attachments
to this report. Attachment 1 is a listing of LHSN members, Attachment 2 is a listing of LHSN members
who have received funding from the Loudoun County grant program, and Attachment 3 is a listing of
Loudoun Serving nonprofits from the IRS database.
As the assessment proceeds, we will seek to stratify which organizations: 1) align with the current
service areas of the Loudoun County Grant program; 2) provide services in areas determined to be areas
of ongoing or emerging need; and 3) where these organizations provide services relative to the service
area needs of Loudoun County residents. Additionally, we will identify areas of service gaps where there
are needs but no identified organizations to support the service need.
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VI. Next Steps in Assessment
The assessment will continue in three distinct phases:
1.

Orientation and Secondary Data Gathering – This phase will continue through updating and
finalizing the baseline context report. Additional considerations for the context report include
analysis of the Loudoun County grant making process and outcomes, including how impact of
the grant making process is considered. The project team will seek to meet with a subgroup of
the steering committee to review the Loudoun serving nonprofit organization list provided in
Attachment 3. Once this list is reviewed and corrected where necessary the project team will
code the list according to geographic location, service area (both the NTEE categories and
Loudoun County grant categories) and whether the organization has received funding during the
last couple grant cycles.

2.

Discovery and Primary Data Gathering – This phase will involve:
a. Interviews with key stakeholders – schedule to be conducted January 30th – February 3rd.
Question for the interviews will be developed by January 20th and provided to the steering
committee for review.
b. Surveys of stakeholders – Based on the outcome of the interviews; survey of nonprofit
organizations, public entities, private providers and other key stakeholders will be
conducted to further assess the needs of Loudoun County residents, the capacity for the
public and nonprofit sectors to meet these needs, areas of service gaps and perceived
strengths and weaknesses of the service system. The project team will attempt to contact
each nonprofit organization identified in Attachment 3 to complete a survey. The survey is
targeted for completion in March.
c. Focus groups – Focus groups will be held in March and April to further identify priority
needs, perceived strengths and weaknesses of the current service system and to begin
framing recommendations for Loudoun County’s continued support of the nonprofit service
system.
d. Analysis of data – The data from phase 1 and 2 will be collectively analyzed to provide a
comprehensive context for findings and recommendations. This analysis is expected to be
completed in May.
e. Develop draft report of findings – A draft report of finding will be completed in June that
will include recommendations and supporting findings.

3.

Report Review and Finalization – As a critical step in determining actionable and feasible
recommendations the draft report will be reviewed with key stakeholders and the final report
will be presented to the steering committee and identified stakeholders.
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I.

Summary and Purpose

The Loudoun County Department of Management and Budget, on behalf of the Board of Supervisors of Loudoun
County, Virginia has entered into an agreement with the Virginia Tech Institute of Policy and Governance to
conduct a needs assessment to identify the funding gaps and unmet needs within the County’s nonprofit
community in order to understand the extent of this need in Loudoun County.
The assessment will seek to:






Identify resident service need areas where neither the County nor nonprofits are currently providing
services.
Identify resident service need areas where there are insufficient resources currently provided to meet
those needs.
Determine whether current funding levels for the County’s nonprofit grant process are consistent with
identified needs.
Identify service need areas that are currently provided by the County that could be delivered more
efficiently and effectively by an existing nonprofit organization.
Identify areas of duplication in services among County human services agencies and nonprofit
organizations serving Loudoun County residents.

The assessment will be conducted through a review of past studies and assessments that have identified service
area needs of Loudoun residents; interviews with key stakeholders; surveys of public service providers and
nonprofit service providers; and focus groups.
Recommendations emerging from the assessment will advise on how the County and nonprofit organizations
can:




Consider how current and future resources may better align with and meet resident service needs.
Leverage Loudoun’s nonprofit sector in creating a complete and effective continuum of services.
Ensure that partners beyond the County government have information and understanding of all of the
funding gaps and unmet needs within the County’s nonprofit community so that they have the
opportunity to contribute resources towards meeting those needs.

As a first step in the primary data gathering the project team conducted 18 semi-structured interviews, 14
interviews with human service nonprofit and public agency program directors, two interviews with nonprofit
funding and support agencies, and two interviews with two senior county officials. The interviews covered
three primary topics: 1) the needs of Loudoun County residents in the area of human services; 2) the needs of
Loudoun County nonprofits and public agencies to improve services to residents; and 3) how Loudoun County
can leverage resources to better support agencies in meeting human service needs.
The information collected through the interviews has been aggregated, analyzed and summarized in this report
and utilized in the development of a survey to further gather data for the assessment. A list of the semistructured interview questions is provided in Attachment 1.
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II. Human Service Needs of Loudoun County Residents
To confirm the needs identified in recent assessment reports1, and add detail on additional emerging needs
and more detailed context, the semi-structured interviews explored: 1) the extent to which current needs are
being met; 2) specific service needs that are not being met; and 3) what services are most in demand and
valued.

A. The extent to which identified needs of the community, are currently being met collectively by
nonprofits and public agencies?
The initial topic explored in the interviews is the extent to which identified community needs are being met
collectively within the community. In response to this topic four primary themes emerged from the interviews:
1. Sufficient breadth/lack of depth - There is a sufficient breadth of core services offered within Loudoun
County, but not the depth and capacity to meet population demands. Interview participants
(respondents) noted long waiting lists at both public and nonprofit providers for services specifically
including behavioral health, affordable housing, elder supports - such as housing, in home care and
healthcare advocacy, primary care for low income and coordinated youth activities. Respondents
referred to long waiting lists in key service areas, and that while there are perceived overlap in some
service areas such as food and literacy supports, the quality of these services vary widely due to lack of
coordination, consistent training and deficits in cultural competency.
2. Keeping pace with growth - The County has been challenged to keep up with the rapid growth of the
population over the past twenty years and has not had the capacity to keep pace with the infrastructure2
and capacity needed to efficiently and effectively provide services throughout the county and to all
population subgroups. Respondent’s mentioned the difficulty in keeping pace with the volume of new
county residents, but also the increased diversity of the population with a lack of multilingual and
multicultural service providers. The issue of waiting lists in key areas of housing, healthcare and
eldercare were specifically mentioned by respondents. It was noted that while there are a seeming
abundance of services in particular geographic areas, such as the Leesburg and Ashburn/Sterling regions
of the county, services are deficient or lacking in other regions of the county.
3. Coordination of services among providers –
Respondents indicated that there is increasing
coordination among nonprofit and public providers in the provision of services, but that greater
coordination is needed to provide a more consistent and complete array of services. In particular
service areas such as food supports, literacy and adolescent behavioral health, it was stated that there
are seemingly many new nonprofits to support these service areas but then a lack of coordination of
standards, training and communication is resulting in confusion about where to obtain services and
diffusion in overall quality of services. Particular to healthcare services it was noted that there are

1

See the Loudoun County Nonprofit Needs Assessment Baseline Context Report, Section III pages 11 – 17.
Nonprofit infrastructure refers to local and regional supports providing funding and policy advocacy, training supports,
fund raising supports and other backbone supports that may include legal, accounting and human resources capacities.
Varying forms of nonprofit infrastructure supports will be further explored during the ongoing assessment process.
2
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strong continuums of care for some populations such as the wealthy and fully insured, but greatly
lacking among lower income, underinsured and immigrant populations.
4. Lack of awareness – Another common theme was that there are both misperceptions about available
services and awareness as to services that are available and how to access these services. Respondents
indicated that for services where funding, particularly federal and state funding, comes with rules and
regulations dictating to whom and how funding may be utilized, there is often misinformation and
confusion among both consumers and other community agencies about eligibility and access to
services. This challenge of awareness and perception is experienced by both public and nonprofit
agencies, and was mentioned in areas such as disability, eldercare, housing, transportation, childcare
and healthcare. An additional misperception related to Loudoun County’s high economic state based
on household income - respondents indicated that funders and private citizens perceive that there is
little need in the county for services since the county is “so wealthy”, and do not adequately support
population and nonprofit resources needs. It was also noted that this perception of a wealthy locality
does not take into account the high cost of living which leads to service needs such as affordable
housing, childcare and transportation.
B. Particular Service Needs and Areas Not Being Fully Met and Services Most Valued
Confirming the areas of human service needs of Loudoun residents was a major focus of the interviews along
with exploring additional detail on the area of need and population subgroups who may not have access to
services. Table 1 provides a summary of the responses to this topic area and is generally based on the frequency
of the responses among the interview participants.
Table 1. Summary of Responses
Human Service
Category of Need

Age Related – Needs
that are related to a
particular age group

Specific Need

Additional Detail

18-24 yr. olds

Vulnerable to homelessness gangs
and human trafficking; behavioral
health service gaps

Elderly patient advocacy

Not enough advocates to accompany
elderly residents to medical
appointments for advocacy and to
assist with treatment compliance

Foster care for older adolescents

Too few in-home placements for
older adolescents in foster care

Getting at risk kids to recreational and
cultural activities

Gaps in coordination and
transportation options for getting at
risk youth to activities

Service gaps for 18-24 yr. olds
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Human Service
Category of Need

Childcare

Specific Need

Additional Detail

Affordability

Lack of affordable childcare for lowincome and middle-income families

Afterschool

Increased after school childcare

Availability throughout county and for all
income levels

More access points for childcare on
commuter and school routes

24/7 jobs (2nd and 3rd shift jobs)

Extended child care hours for working
families

Low socioeconomic status and homeless
population childcare services

Childcare that is coordinated with
other services for low income and
homeless population

Preschool

Increased availability of childcare for
preschool populations

Options elderly and people with chronic
illness/disabilities

Need additional options for
accommodated and part-time
employment

Job skills development to meet employer
needs

Coordination with employers on skill
development for jobs that are
available

Partner with businesses for training

Increased coordination with
employers for on-the-job training or
apprenticeships

Services to help families emerge from
poverty

Creation of a plan for increased skill
development and wage growth

Unemployment assistance/don't have
unemployment office

Need to have a county based
unemployment office

Vocational Track Programs for school age
kids

Increased emphasis on preparing
youth for work out of high school

Access to healthy foods

Increased access to fresh healthy
foods rather than processed foods.

Employment

Food Security
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Human Service
Category of Need

Specific Need

Additional Detail

Coordination of school based programs

Need to improved consistency and
nutritional quality among the
programs.

Home delivery

Increased resources for home delivery
of meals to those without
transportation/mobility

Hunger relief

Portion of the population that are
unable to or are afraid to access food
services.

Affordable health plans

Lack of availability of affordable
health plans

Autism services

Too few county based services for
individuals with autism

Dental care

Too few dental providers; lack of
dental coverage for many residents

Disability services

Increased access to and coordination
of disability services. Residents with
disabilities do not meet criteria for
services. Lack of understanding of
public agency restrictions on who can
be served.

In-home and overnight care

Need more in-home providers so that
elderly and disabled can stay in the
community.

Insurance and disability benefit navigation

Increased assistance with Initial
application and renewals for private
insurance, Medicare and Medicaid.

In-school services

Increased availability and
coordination of in-school services.
Wide variability in access among
county schools.

Primary care

Expand partnerships between
providers

Healthcare Access
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Human Service
Category of Need

Housing
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Specific Need

Additional Detail

Transportation to services

Increased transportation to medical
services. Very difficult to align
scheduling of transportation with
appointments.

Trauma informed care

Increased training in trauma informed
care among human service agency
staff and volunteers

Access for chronically mentally ill and
disabled

Increased housing options that are
connected to services

Affordable

Increased affordable housing options
for low- and middle- income families

Elderly – assisted living

Need to establish assisted living so
that elderly residents can remain in
county.

Emergency housing

Year round availability; Leadership in
coordinating services.

Group homes

Need for therapeutic groups homes of
disabled and other foster care youth.

Homeless, transitioning

Need to reduce long waiting lists for
services and better transition services
to permanent housing

Homelessness prevention

At-risk for homelessness
undercounted; mortgage assistance
needed to prevent homelessness

Legal services for homeless and those at
risk

Quality legal supports are needed for
those displaced by abuse and crime.

One-income families

Very difficult for one-income families
to afford housing.

Rapid rehousing

Too few rapid rehousing options in
county.

Human Service
Category of Need

Immigration/Cultural
services

Mental Health/
Behavioral Health
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Specific Need

Additional Detail

Security deposit/rent/utility assistance

Funds to support transition to housing
and staying in housing.

Advocating for immigrant communities

Legal services

Bi-lingual/Spanish speaking providers

Too few bilingual providers.

Employment

Supports so that immigrants can
obtain and retain sustainable
employment.

Healthcare (elderly family members
without Medicare)

Older parents living with immigrant
families do not have Medicare and
have limited access to healthcare.

Help with integration

Increased integration supports –
cultural, employment, legal,
educational.

Hispanic Cultural Center

Large Hispanic community does not
have cultural center.

Language and cultural needs

Increased supports for cross-cultural
differences

Centralized care/Hub for care

Demand for CSB services much larger
than supply; Need stronger continuum
of care

Children and adolescents

Very few services/providers for
children and adolescents. Lack of
psychiatrists to provide supervision.

Chronically mentally ill

Need for housing, school and
vocational supports.

Culturally competent therapy

Increased training for providers in
culturally proficient therapies and
services.

Human Service
Category of Need

Transportation
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Specific Need

Additional Detail

Housing

Need housing options for those with
chronic mental illness that always for
coordination with services.

In-home care

More options for in-home mental and
behavioral healthcare

Inpatient and intensive outpatient
treatment for adolescents

Too few treatment options available
in the county to address increasing
demand.

Quality trauma informed care

Consistent and quality training in
trauma informed care.

Stepdown programs – range of program
from most intensive treatment to
maintenance and prevention.

Increased continuum of care in
programs to address level of need.

Substance use disorder treatment

Medically assisted treatment
providers

Sufficient mental health
professionals/licensed health
professionals

Increased supply and pipeline of
professionals.

Teen psychiatrist

Need to create provider/specialist
pipelines.

Affordable vehicles

Increased access to affordable and
dependable vehicles.

Elderly transportation to daily living
activities

Increased access to transportation
services throughout county.

Individuals with chronic illness/disabilities

Increased access to transportation
services throughout county.

Lack of connectivity between localities

Increased connections between
vehicle and public transportation
options.

Non-drivers

Few options for non-drivers in many
parts of the county.

Human Service
Category of Need

Specific Need

Additional Detail

Public

Increased access to public
transportation

Teen transportation to activities

Increased coordination and
transportation options for teenagers
to activities.

To health services

Increased options for transportation
to health services.

Western population

Few options other than personal
vehicles for residents in western part
of the county.

In addition to the specific categories of service need there was consistent mention of related infrastructure
needs in the areas of: 1) coordination of volunteers and volunteer opportunities for teens; 2) more detailed
assessment of service areas with waiting lists for emergency services; 3) consistent training 3for nonprofit and
public service providers; 4) backbone supports for nonprofits, legal services for low income residents and
nonprofits; 5) website listing all services that are available to residents and service providers; 6) resource person
to visit new residents; and 7) public and recreational facilities that meet multiple needs.

III.

Working Relationships and Resource Sharing

The next topic area of the interviews explored how well community public agencies and nonprofits work
individually and together to meet the needs of Loudoun County residents, how coordination may improve
between agencies, and what resources are or can be shared among agencies.

A. Current Working Relationships Among Agencies - The interviews did not seek to conduct a thorough
review of collaborative relationships among agencies, however several areas of collaboration were
repeatedly highlighted where community agencies work well together in responding to community needs.
Likewise, several areas where collaboration can improve were noted.
Strong Models for Collaboration – The Loudoun Human Service Network (LHSN) and Chamber of Commerce
were recurrently noted as key entities in supporting increased collaboration among agencies. Collaboration
around several particular service areas were noted:
3

Types of training mentioned include literacy, nutritional, trauma informed care, grant writing, fund raising, bookkeeping, human resource management, cultural competency, and mental health first aid.
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1. Domestic Violence - Respondents noted a coordinated response to domestic violence with strong
collaboration among the Loudoun Abused Women’s Shelter (LAWs), law enforcement, Department of
Family Services (DFS) and Loudoun County Department of Mental Health, Substance Abuse and
Developmental Services (MHSADS).
2. Housing - Windy Hill Foundation was noted several times as being a nonprofit leader whose efforts
could be expanded to further address housing needs.
3. Healthcare Access - The Loudoun County Health Department and Healthworks were noted as working
with food pantries and HIV clinics to improve coordination among low income residents.
Service Areas and Agencies that Need to Improve Collaboration - While respondents stated that Loudoun
County has done a good job of identifying community needs, many identified that the next step to improving
service delivery is improved coordination and collaboration among providers.
Specific areas where
collaboration is most needed include:

1.

Affordable Housing and Homeless Services - Volunteers of America (VOA) was noted as a key agency
to improve coordination with other agencies and to provide stronger leadership in the Continuum of
Care Coalition and to provide centralized intake for housing services.
2. Food Security – While Loudoun Hunger Relief was consistently mentioned as a strong agency, working
in collaboration with other nonprofits, this service area has been challenged by many pop-up food
pantries and school back-pack programs that do not coordinate services.
3. Behavioral Health - Respondents noted the demand for services far outpacing the availability of
behavioral healthcare, especially for low income populations. Respondents also noted recent teen
suicides and other behavioral health concerns as resulting in new start-up nonprofits that are not
coordinating with establishing providers, and creating misperceptions regarding how to access care.
4. Disability Services – Respondents noted the need for greater coordination in care of disabled and
elderly residents in the area of healthcare, transportation and vocational supports.

B. Barriers and Opportunities for Collaboration – Respondents were asked to identify barriers to collaboration
and well as to identify key opportunities for improving working relationship among county public and
nonprofit agencies.
Barriers to Collaboration – Respondents noted barriers to working relationships among agencies that will need
to be addressed to improve collaboration. Those most frequently highlighted include:

1. Perception of Competition - A sense of rivalry among nonprofit providers that they are competing with
one another for resources and recognition.
2. Lack of Centralized Access to Services - lack of centralized hub for learning about and accessing services.
This was noted as a limitation of centralized electronic information and no physical location for
centralized services
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3. Lack of Awareness - Limited knowledge regarding services available by consumers and other agencies.
Respondents indicated that the nonprofit community needs to do a better job of understanding one
another’s services and “getting story out to public”. 4
4. Limited Communication and Information Sharing – Communication and information sharing between
service providers is limited and constrained by resources to communicate and coordinate services and
laws such as HIPAA and FERPA that govern information sharing.
Opportunities for Collaborationcollaboration to include:

Respondents identified community strengths and opportunities for

1. Existing Facilitators for Collaboration – the Chamber of Commerce and LHSN were identified as
inspiring information sharing and coordination.
2. County Agency Relationships – the county’s public agencies are viewed as having strong collaborative
relationships that could be leveraged to support broad nonprofit and public partnerships. A specific
recommendation was to cross-train first responders on public and nonprofit resources and best central
point for connecting vulnerable populations to services.
3. Expand Partnerships with Regional Nonprofits – respondents noted that there are nonprofits in
Washington, DC and Fairfax County that serve Loudoun residents and that collaborative relationships
with these agencies should be further explored.

C.

Nonprofit Resource and Capacity Needs – Respondents identified areas in which resources could be
shared or capacity build to support the nonprofit community.
1. Central Hub for Services
o Central nexus to help integrate multicultural population
o Centralized intake and navigator for services as a step in creating a care continuum and to
refer consumers to where they will best be served
o Shared Space and Co-location of services to breakdown silos
o Establish central coordinator of services and capacity building. Need a lead agency for
collecting and disseminating information. (Loudoun CARES? County?)
o Leverage and share backbone services such as bilingual case workers, legal, human resources,
grant making and accounting capacities
Respondents were somewhat split on whether the central access point for services should be a public
agency such as the Department of Family Services or a nonprofit agency such as Loudoun Cares. A
noted challenge to central access point is that consumers look for specific topical areas of services and
may bypass a central intake.

4

At time of the interviews The Community Foundation of Loudoun and Fauquier was finalizing the “Faces of Loudoun”
campaign.
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2. Shared Assessment of Consumer Need
o More comprehensive assessment of consumer needs across varying demographics
o Assessment recognizing/identifying interrelatedness of needs and root causes
o Need common intake assessment and tracking of outcomes
3. Ability to Track Outcomes
o Need to focus more on how resources will "move the needle" for the population
o Outcome based funding that would motivate more collaboration
o Reference to Fairfax nonprofit funding model
4. Communication and Awareness
o County agencies need to educate regarding mandates and limitations in populations served
and eligible services
o Help nonprofits examine how they are meeting their own needs and how they can collaborate
o Build awareness of both need in community and what nonprofits and public agencies are
doing to address
o Identify where agency missions overlap to help make collaborative relationships work
o Find ways to talk and work together
o Reach out to smaller, start-up nonprofits - to provide info about how to collaborate, operate
and obtain funding

IV.

Leveraging Resources in Providing Services and Meeting Needs

The final topic of the interviews was intended to build off the current context of nonprofit and public agency
collaboration and the needs to identify targeted areas in which Loudoun County could support greater
efficiency and effectiveness in meeting human service needs and reduce possible duplication of services.
Respondents suggested the following approaches and strategies.

1. Strategic Coordination
o Build on model of coordination with law enforcement and domestic violence, and independent
living resources
o Have well established nonprofits coordinate with emerging nonprofits, particularly in the areas
of food security and suicide prevention
o Increased coordination of early intervention efforts with focus on children
o Shared grant writing/fund raising
o Coordination around access to healthcare with emphasis on medical home and continuum of
care
o Coordinate services for elderly population
o Coordination and expansion of transportation support. Suggested that county should take lead
o Invest in service areas related to the social determinants of health
o Cross Training on agency services
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o
o

o
o
o

Central core services – IT web support, accounting, legal, grant writing
Central space
 Consumer intake and services
 Equipment
 Donations
Centralized Information and Referral
Need housing nonprofit focused on housing need continuum
Strategic effort in increase supply of mental health/behavioral health providers

2. Volunteers
o Train volunteers as mentors
o More coordination of training – consistency and quality
o Central list of volunteers
o Track hours to demonstrate value
3. Communication
o More awareness of what nonprofits and county agencies are doing in the community
o Social media strategies to reach younger population
o Figure how to get info to populations in need (e.g. visit community cultural centers, via school
system)
o Increase information sharing among agencies
o Clarify eligibility criteria for services – causes frustration when criteria is not clear or not
followed
4. Develop Plan To Address Infrastructure Resource Needs
o Housing
o Transportation
o Auxiliary sites for service access in parts of county not currently served5
5. Funding /Grant Process
o Continue flexibility in use of funding, great benefit of administrative costs and for those in crisis
o County funding sends important message - that an agency is worthwhile
o Many private foundation and government sources restrict use, so unrestricted use very valuable
o Identifying needs through procurement process-encouraging request for information on needs
prior to request for proposals
o Consider Fairfax nonprofit funding model and capacity supports for nonprofits

V.

Next Steps in Assessment

Next steps in the Loudoun County Needs Assessment include launching the survey of Loudoun serving agencies
which is largely based on the outcomes of the interviews, and focus groups of funders, businesses, nonprofits
and public agencies. The survey is targeted to be fully launched the first week of April, followed by three focus

5

Headway Church was mentioned as offering space to nonprofits.
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groups in May. From these phases recommendations will be developed and reviewed with key stakeholders in
a concluding round of interviews.
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Attachment 1. Semi-structured Interview Questions and Email Recruitment Script
Loudoun County Nonprofit Interviews – 1st phase
Interviewee:
Interviewers:
Organization:
Interview Date:
[Present Informed Consent, Review and Sign]
A. Needs of Loudoun County Residents
1. How well do you feel the current needs of the community as a whole are collectively met by
nonprofits and public agencies?
2. What areas of need (particular services) are not being met within the community?
3. What service area(s) provided by nonprofits and public agencies is most needed/valuable?
B. Resource Sharing and Working Relationships
1. How well do community nonprofits, public agencies and the private sector work independently or
together in meeting the needs of Loudoun residents?
2. How do you envision coordinating services between existing agencies improving, or does this need to
improve?
2. Are there specific agencies that you feel could join efforts or share resources?
3. What types of resources would you like to see shared between agencies?
C. Use of Resources in Providing Services and Meeting Needs
1. Where do you see the biggest contributions to the population you are serving within your agency?
2. Where can your particular agency improve on reaching populations to provide your services and
resources?
3. How does funding enable or hinder your ability to serve your population? What are the biggest
obstacles you face in delivering needed services?
4. Do you perceive areas where service provided by the public sector can be delivered more effectively
and/or efficiently by the nonprofit sector? Alternatively, do you perceive areas where service provided
by the nonprofit sector can be delivered more effectively and/or efficiently by the public sector?
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Interviewee Email Recruitment Script
Loudoun county Nonprofit assessment
Semi-Structured Interviews
Recruitment Script
Dear (insert name),

I am leading a small research team working with Loudoun County to identify the funding gaps and
unmet needs within the county’s non-profit community in order to understand the extent of this need in
Loudoun County. The attached document provides additional detail on our study goals and scope.

You have been identified as a key stakeholder in informing this process and we would like to request
time to schedule an interview with you the week of January 30 – February 3rd. The interview should
take 60 – 90 minutes and can be conducted at a location most convenient for you. We will send you
the interview questions in advance of the interview.

If you are available and willing to participate in an interview, please go to the link below to select the
most convenient time for the interview. You will be able to choose only one preferred time, and we will
confirm the time with you. Please note - In the section indicated as postal address, please provide the
location where you would like to hold the interview.
https://vtipg.doodle.com/poll/tzye7p22knd76tefut29khcc/admin
Thank you for your consideration. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Mary Beth Dunkenberger
Senior Program Director/Research Faculty
Virginia Tech Institute for Policy and Governance
Office: 540-231-3979
Mobile: 540-761-9246
mdunkenb@vt.edu
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Nonprofit Needs Assessment Survey Results Summary
Overview:
A stakeholder survey was conducted as the second component of the four component assessment process
that has also included: interviews, focus groups and comparative locality research. Utilizing the secondary
research summarized in the Context Report and the findings from the interview process, the survey was
developed to gather information on:






The types of organizations providing human services in Loudoun County, funding and staffing
information
Information on those served by Loudoun County human service organizations.
Human service needs of the Loudoun County community and residents.
Needs of human service agencies and nonprofits and collaborative relationships.
Loudoun County government nonprofit grant process.

Using a targeted survey approach the survey was sent to 262 nonprofit agency and public agency email
contacts and had 107 completions for an approximate overall response rate of 41%.
Participant recruiting and representation: The survey targeted human service agencies and funders
serving Loudoun County. Participants were identified and recruited from the following sources.




Loudoun Human Services Network (LHSN) membership.
Loudoun County Human Service agency contacts.
Loudoun County Nonprofit 990 List (See Main Report Attachment 3) - Loudoun County Nonprofit
IRS 990 List Review).

In addition to these sources participants were asked to share the survey link with other human service
agencies who may not have received the request directly. Survey Links were sent via email (from VT
Research Team) to human service providing public agencies (103) and nonprofits (159); survey links were
sent in three waves, with two to three reminders sent to complete the survey and by May 15th the survey
had 107 responses for an approximate overall response rate of 41%.1 Based on the targeted survey
requests the response rate for nonprofits agencies was 50% and for public agencies the response rate was
24%. 2 The results section provides additional detail on respondent characteristics.

Survey Methods:
To maximize representation and response rate the research team used a combination of targeted
sampling and snowball/convenience sampling. With this approach the team requested contact lists of
know human service nonprofits, grant making nonprofits and public agencies and private sector providers
serving Loudoun County. This list was cross referenced with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 990 list of
nonprofit agencies registered in Loudoun County. Attachment 3 (Main Report) provides detail on how
the IRS 990 list was analyzed and utilized in the assessment.
1

The calculated response rate is approximate as the sampling technique used a targeted sample approach but
allowed respondents to share the survey link with other human service agencies. However the survey software
indicates that only a respondents forwarded the survey link.
2
The public agency target contact list included multiple contacts for each agency. Therefore while the overall
response rate was 24%, most public human services agencies had a least one respondent complete the survey.
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A recognized deficit of the target sampling approach was the inability to enumerate nonprofit human
services agencies located outside of Loudoun County who serve Loudoun County residents. To address
this concern targeted respondents were asked to share the survey link with nonprofits from outside the
county who provide services in Loudoun County.
The research team utilized Qualtrics survey software to develop the online survey. The survey used a skip
pattern to streamline the survey based on the respondent type. The survey was beta tested by the
Loudoun County Nonprofit Assessment Steering Committee and several nonprofit contacts during the last
two weeks of March. The survey was initially released on April 3rd. After receiving feedback from two
nonprofit stakeholders the survey was modified to clarify a few questions and was released on April 14th.
The survey modifications did not invalidate the responses gathered from the initial release. The survey
email request and survey questions are provided in Attachment 2. .

Results Summary:
Results are reported on 107 submitted surveys with varying levels of data. Response rates for specific
questions may be lower than the overall response rate due to the skip pattern utilized in the survey and/or
respondent choice not to answer particular questions. This summary report follows the questionnaire
design with survey questions/results organized in 6 sections. Respondent counts are provided within the
table where number of responses vary by response, otherwise responses per question are noted at the
bottom of each table.
I. Respondent Organization Characteristics:
Types of Organizations: Nearly 70% of responders identified as Nonprofit Service Providers. The next
largest group was Public Agency Service Providers (22.4%) followed by a small number of Nonprofit
Grant Makers (3.7%).
Table 1 – Respondent Type
My Organization is Best Described as:
Count
%
Service Provider - Nonprofit Agency (501(c)(2) or 501(c)(3)
74
69.2%
Service Provider - For Profit Agency
2
1.9%
Service Providing Public Agency
24
22.4%
Grant Making - Nonprofit Agency (501(c)(2) or 501(c)(3)
4
3.7%
Grant Making or Funding Public Agency
1
0.9%
Other*
2
1.9%
Total
107 100.0%
* included Volunteer Organization supporting the Loudoun County Board of Supervisors
and a private foundation
Types of direct services organization provides: Most respondents (80%) indicated their organizations
provided more than one of the following services with Education having the highest number of
responses (43.7%) and Food and Nutrition with the lowest (14.6%). The responses to this question
indicate that the survey reached and was completed by a good cross section of nonprofit organizations.
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Table 2 – Types of Services Provided by Respondent Agencies
Types of Services Provided by Organization
Count
%
Education
45
43.7%
Prevention and Self Sufficiency
39
37.9%
Administrative Supports (Information& Referral)
35
34.0%
Health care (Including Behavioral and Disability Services)
35
34.0%
Long-term and Supportive Services
31
30.1%
Crisis Intervention
28
27.2%
Housing and Homelessness
27
26.2%
Quality of Community
27
26.2%
Recreation and Culture
26
25.2%
Employment and Training
24
23.3%
Emergency Services
23
22.3%
Food and Nutrition
15
14.6%
My organization does not provide direct services
2
1.9%
Total (answering question)
103
96%
* Note: 80% of responders checked multiple responses so counts do not add up to 103.
Organization’s Approximate Annual Budget: Eighty-two percent (82%)* of Nonprofit responders
provided financial information.
Table 3 – Respondent Organization Annual Budget
Annual Budget Ranges of Nonprofit
Responders
Count
%
$ 1,000,000 or less
31
50.8%
$1,000,001 - $2,000,000
9
14.8%
$2,000,001 - $3,000,000
1
1.6%
$3,000,001 - $4,000,000
2
3.3%
$4,000,001 - $5,000,000
3
4.9%
$6,000,001 - $8,000,000
2
3.3%
$8,000,001 - $10,000,000
1
1.6%
$10,000,001 - $15,000,000
1
1.6%
$15,000,001 - $20,000,000
1
1.6%
$20,000,001 - $35,000,000
0
0.0%
$35,000,001 - $50,000,000
2
3.3%
$50,000,000+
8
13.1%
Total (answering question)
61
100%
*Overall Response rate for question is based on total NP N=74
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Approximate number of individuals who work for agency - Eighty-five percent (85%) of agencies
completing surveys had less than 100 employees with the largest proportion of responders employing 19 workers.
Table 4 – Number Employed by Respondent Organization
Employees (FT + PT)
0
Very Small (1-9)
Small (10-99)
Medium(100-500)
Large (>500)
Total (answering question)

Count
4
27
24
3
2
61

%
6.5%
45.9%
39.34%
4.9%
3.3%
100.0%

Approximate number of individuals who volunteer for agency –Loudoun County has a strong volunteer
base as is evidenced by the sixty-one agencies providing information about their volunteer workforce Utilizing a total of 12,843 volunteers across all agencies, over a third of responders (N=22) reported their
volunteer workforce size as 100 or more.
Table 5 – Number of Volunteers by Respondent Organization
Volunteer #s
Count
%
0
8
13.1%
1-9
9
14.8%
10-99
22
36.1%
100-499
16
26.2%
500-1000
5
8.2%
>1000
1
1.6%
Total (answering question)
61
100.0%
Funding and Income Sources: Nearly all responders indicated they received some level of Individual
Contributions (90%) with a large percentage receiving Foundation Grants (70%). At least half received
Corporate Donations (56%) and Local Government Grants (54%). Very few (7%) had Endowment
Funding. Within each funding category, the last column in Table 6 reports the average percentage of
agencys’ overall funding derived from that funding source.
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Table 6 – Respondent Agency Funding Sources

Receive Some Level of Funding From:
Individual Donor Contributions/Capital Campaign
Foundation Grants
Corporate Donors
Local Government Grant
Fee for Service
Other*
State Grant
Government Contracts
Federal
Endowment
Total (answering question)

Count
%
55
90%
43
70%
34
56%
33
54%
33
53%
24
40%
18
30%
9
15%
8
22%
4
7%
61 100.0%

Percentage of
Agencys’ Overall
Funding
28.1%
13.6%
12.1%
14.2%
38.2%
31.7%
13.9%
41.9%
27.5%
14.3%

*Other Funding Sources (from Table 6)
4% "other" is from United Way, civic organizations and faith groups
5% School Contributions from our School programs (programs are subsidized but schools pay a small
fee to formalize the agreement)
20% Earned Income from Ticket Sales at events (Dances, Concerts, Galas and Fundraisers)
checking account balance in reserve
Earned revenue from museum admissions, rentals, camps/parties, outreach fees
Events - 5K and other event fundraisers
Faith Based Organizations
Fellowship/Attorney Fees/Interest
Fundraising
fundraising gala
Gift Shop Revenue 1.2%, Commercial Property Rental Revenue 52.2%, Tours, events and program
revenue 22.9%
Medicare
Organizational Events(i.e. gala, fundraising)
Other: 40%; insurance payments, nearly all Virginia Medicaid for children
Our clients participate in vocational training, and we sell the products they make. As our program
develops, we plan to increase this percentage of our funding.
Rental Income (2)
rental income, thrift store and investment income
Special event (2)
The 30% includes gifts-in-kind and fundraising through signature events.
Thrift store income
Tuition from our school.
United Way, Investment and Special Events
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Anticipation of Future Funding for Organization – Table 7 demonstrates that respondents are generally
optimistic regarding either increased funding or funding remaining at the same level for most sources of
funding. Note: not all funding source questions were answered by all respondents. See the last columns
for number responding to each question.
Table 7 – Respondent Expectations Regarding Future Funding Levels

Funding Source
Federal Grants
State Grants
Local Government
Grants
Individual Donors
/Capital Campaign
Foundation Grants
Corporate Donors
Fees for Services
Government
Contracts
Endowments
Other
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Much
Higher
0.0%
3.2%

Mod
Higher
10.7%
9.7%

Slightly
higher
28.6%
29.0%

About
the same
42.9%
38.7%

Slightly
lower
7.1%
9.7%

Mod
lower
3.6%
3.2%

Much
lower
7.1%
6.5%

Counts
per
Funding
Source
28
31

6.7%

15.6%

35.6%

26.7%

11.1%

2.2%

2.2%

45

3.6%
0.0%
0.0%
2.6%

28.6%
20.0%
28.0%
2.6%

44.6%
34.0%
52.0%
43.6%

21.4%
40.0%
18.0%
41.0%

6.0%
2.0%
7.7%

1.8%
0.0%
0.0%
2.6%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

56
50
50
39

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

6.7%
17.6%
12.0%

20.0%
35.3%
20.0%

60.0%
47.1%
56.0%

6.7%
0.0%
12.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

6.7%
0.0%
0.0%

15
17
25
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II.

Information on Those Served by Loudoun County Human Service Organizations

Those Served by Organization
Does Agency Keep Count of Those Served: Nearly 90% of respondents keep track of those served by
their organization though only 49% of those, could verify it was an unduplicated count.
Table 8 – Agency Counts of Clients/Services
Does Agency Keep Counts
Our agency keeps an unduplicated count
Our agency keeps a count, but it may be a duplicated count
Our agency does not keep a count of those served.
Our agency does not provide direct services to individuals
Total (answering question)
N=85

Count
42
34
8
1
85

%
49.4%
40.0%
9.4%
1.2%
100.0%

Approximate number of individuals served annually: The first two columns are counts of unduplicated
numbers served, followed by total number served annually (which may include duplicated).
Table 9 - Individuals Served Annually

Ages Served
Age 0-17
Age 18-34
Age 35-64
Age 65+
Total Served, agency
does not keep an age
breakdown
N=63

# of Agencies
Reporting
Unduplicated
31
32
33
32

20

Unduplicated
Served Annually
25,420
10,327
13,886
4,691

# of
Agencies
Reporting
Duplicated
29
30
30
29

Served
Annually
299,579
20,445
43,246
16,112

4,852

18

963,251

Income/Poverty Levels: The level of poverty at which the agency provides services (cumulative across
all respondents)
Table 10 – Income/Poverty Levels of Individuals Served
# of Agencies
Income/Poverty Level
Reporting

Average of % Served Falling
into Income Category

At or below 100% of Federal Poverty Level

69

25.7

At or below 138% of Federal Poverty Level

69

10.6

At or below 250% of Federal Poverty Level

68

13.8

At or below 400% of Federal Poverty Level

68

6.3

Above 400% of Federal Poverty Level

68

7.8
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Insurance Payment/Coverage Categories: The largest percentage of clients served fell into the public
insurance category (29%), followed by the uninsured (14%).
Table 11 – Payment Categories of Individuals Served
% Served Falling into
Payment Categories
Payment Category
Public Insurance (Medicaid, Medicare, Tricare)
29
Uninsured
14
Other
11
Private Pay
10
Private Insurance
7
N=33
Racial and/or Ethnic Make-up: Respondents were asked to estimate the racial and ethnic make-up of
their client base.
Table 12 – Client Racial/Ethnic Compositions
Racial and/or Ethnic
% Served (AVG
Make-up
Across Responders)
White or Caucasian
31%
Hispanic or Latino
17%
African American or
13%
Black
Asian
5%
American Indian, Native
American, or Alaskan
1%
Native
Other
33%
N = 65
Clients Served By Locality of Residence: Respondents were asked to report on the areas of Loudoun
County served and if services are provided to adjacent counties.
Table 13 – Clients Served by County of Residence: Agencies indicated they provide services primarily to
Loudoun County residents (70%); followed by Fairfax County (13%).
Locality
Loudoun
Fairfax
Arlington
Prince
Fauquier
Clark
Other
N= 68
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3
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2
2
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Loudoun Geographic Service Areas. A large proportion of responders provide services in all regions of
the county (75%) with an additional 5% serving four of the five regions. Individual regional breakdowns
are provided below.
Table 14 - Organizations Providing Services in Multiple Counties:
Localities - Regions
Ashburn,Leesburg,South Riding/Aldie,Sterling/Dulles/Arcola,
Western Loudoun
Ashburn,Leesburg,South Riding/Aldie,Sterling/Dulles/Arcola
Leesburg,Western Loudoun
Leesburg,Sterling/Dulles/Arcola
Western Loudoun
Leesburg
Ashburn,Western Loudoun
South Riding/Aldie,Western Loudoun
Ashburn,Leesburg
South Riding/Aldie
Grand Total
N=65

% of Clients
Served
75%
5%
5%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
100%

Tables 15a-e - Regional Breakdowns: Note: Some agencies serve multiple localities per region
Table 15a. Ashburn Region
%
Ashburn Region
Ashburn
94%
Brambleton
92%
Broadlands
91%
N=53
Table 15b. Leesburg Region
Leesburg Region
%
Lansdowne
83%
Leesburg
100%
N=58
Table 15C. South Riding/Aldie Region
South Riding/ Aldie
region
%
Aldie
92%
Centreville
72%
Chantilly
81%
South Riding
96%
Stone Ridge
87%
N=53
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Table 15d. Sterling Region
Sterling Region
Dulles
Potomac Falls
Sterling
N=52

%

Table 15e. Western Region
Western Region
%
Bluemont
Hamilton
Hillsboro
Lovettsville
Middleburg
Paeonian Springs
Paris
Purcellville
Round Hill
Uppervlle
Waterford
III.

87%
90%
100%

74%
81%
74%
78%
87%
72%
65%
93%
81%
70%
76%

Human Service Needs of the Loudoun County Community and Residents.

This area of questions was intended further inform needs identified through the review of past
assessments and the stakeholder interviews to identify priority human service areas of the Loudoun
community and residents. Respondents were first asked to rate general categories of need on a scale of
1 – 7 as highest need to lowest need. This scaling resulted in the following prioritization of needs using
a reverse coding multiplier method of ranking.
Table 16a- Priority Human Service Categories Rated By Highest to Lowest Perceived Level of Need
within Loudoun Community
Ranking
Need Category
1 Mental/Behavioral Health Services
2 Transportation
3 Housing
4 Health Care Access
5 Youth Services
6 Employment
7 Childcare Services
8 Food Security
9 Immigration and Cultural
10 Aging in Place
N=64
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Of note, a significant ratio of respondents indicated “do not know” (DNK) in response to question based
on category as provided in Table 16b.
Table 16b- Priority Human Service Categories Rated “do not know” (DNK)
Need Category
Aging in Place
Childcare Services
Employment
Food Security
Health Care Access
Housing
Immigration and Cultural
Mental/Behavioral Health Services
Transportation
Youth Services

Ratio of
DNK
32%
24%
16%
21%
20%
13%
32%
13%
14%
14%

Table 17-Priority Human Service Categories Rated By Highest Perceived Level of Funding Need from
Loudoun County
Ranking
Need Category
1 Mental/Behavioral Health Services
2 Transportation
3 Housing
4 Health Care Access
5 Childcare Services
6/7 Employment
6/7 Food Security
8 Youth Services
9 Immigration and Cultural
10 Aging in Place
N=60 (Employment and Food Security had the same rating score)
Of note, a significant ratio of respondents indicated “do not know” (DNK) in response to question based
on category as provided in Table 17b.
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Table 17b - Priority Human Service Categories Rated “do not know” (DNK)
Ratio of
Need Category
DNK
Aging in Place
32%
Childcare Services
20%
Employment
18%
Food Security
17%
Health Care Access
17%
Housing
12%
Immigration and Cultural
27%
Mental/Behavioral Health Services
12%
Transportation
13%
Youth Services
22%
N=60
Respondents were then asked to rank more specific areas of need within each of the general categories
where they indicated a level of need of 4 or higher.
Table 18-Mental and Behavioral Health Services Primary Needs
Ranking
Need
1 Child and Adolescent Services
2 Substance Use Disorder Treatment
3 Intensive Outpatient Treatment
4 Services for Chronically Mentally Ill
5 Inpatient Treatment
6 Culturally Competent Therapy
7 Quality Trauma Informed Care
N=60
Table 19-Transportation Primary Needs
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
N=60
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Need
Public transportation
Transportation of those with disabilities
Transportation for elderly
Transportation for youth to activities
Affordable access to cars
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Table 20- Housing Services Primary Needs
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6

Need
Affordable
Elderly and Disabled Assisted Living
Homeless Prevention
Homeless Transitioning
Temporary Emergency Housing
Group Homes for Foster Care Youth

N=60
Table 21-Access to Health Care Primary Needs
Ranking
Need
1 Access for low income
2 Affordable health plans
3 Primary care
4 Dental care
5 Autism services
6 Disability services - school based
7 Overnight care for elderly
N=60

Table 22 - Employment And Training Primary Needs
Ranking
Need
1 Employment advancement to living wage
2 Employment for elderly and disabled
High school and young adult vocational
3 tracks
4 Training to meet employer needs
5 Unemployment assistance
N=60
Table 23 - Childcare Services Primary Needs
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
N=60
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Need
Affordable
Availability Throughout County
Low Income
After-school
Preschool
Extended / Availability for 2nd and 3rd Shift
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Table 24 - Food Security Primary Needs
Ranking
Need
1 Access to Healthy Foods
2 Hunger Relief
3 Coordination of school based programs
4 Home Delivery
N=60
Table 25 - Immigration and Culture Primary Needs
Ranking
Needs
1 Community Integration Support
2 Culturally Competent Healthcare
3 Immigration Services and Advocacy
4 Language - ESL
5 Language -Translation
N=60

Table 26 - Age Related Services Primary Needs
Ranking
Need
1 At-risk child and youth activities
18 - 24 yr. old -gang activity/ homelessness
2 prevention
3 Elderly health care advocacy
4 Employment for elderly and disabled
5 Foster care for older adolescents
N=60
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IV. Needs of Human Service Agencies/Nonprofits and Collaborative Efforts
The section of questions was intended to determine the level of funding support that is need for the
identified human service areas.
Table 27-Level of funding need by area of service
Higher
Moderate Lower
Funding
Funding Funding Do Not
Service Area
Need
Need Need
Know
Transportation
35%
5%
7%
7%
Housing
35%
11%
7%
6%
Health Care Access
35%
4%
22%
9%
Mental/Behavioral Health
Services
33%
4%
11%
6%
Childcare Services
31%
12%
25%
11%
Youth Services
30%
11%
45%
12%
Food Security
29%
11%
46%
9%
Employment
27%
19%
35%
10%
Immigration and Cultural
23%
16%
39%
14%
Aging in Place
21%
9%
64%
17%
N=59

Table 28 - Priority of funding by area of service

Area of Service
Mental/Behavioral
Health Services
Transportation
Housing
Health Care
Access
Food Security
Childcare Services
Employment
Immigration and
Cultural
Youth Services
Aging in Place
N=59
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1Highest
Need

7Lowest
6 Need

Do not
know

2

3

4

5

57%
48%
40%

18%
20%
22%

7%
12%
13%

3%
5%
10%

2%
0%
3%

0%
0%
0%

2%
2%
0%

12%
13%
12%

34%
29%
27%
27%

25%
12%
20%
13%

14%
19%
15%
15%

3%
10%
12%
18%

3%
8%
3%
3%

0%
3%
2%
3%

3%
2%
2%
2%

17%
17%
20%
18%

19%
18%
18%

14%
23%
12%

14%
15%
12%

15%
10%
8%

7%
5%
10%

2%
3%
3%

3%
3%
5%

27%
22%
32%
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Table 29 - Perceptions of duplication or gaps in service areas

Service Area
Aging in Place
Childcare Services
Employment
Food Security
Health care Access
Housing

Well met Well met some
Significant
unnecessary necessary
Well met no Some gaps
gaps in
Do not
duplication duplication duplication in services
services
know
0%
5%
7%
22%
12%
2%
0%
9%
30%
19%
0%
6%
13%
36%
15%
9%
18%
4%
27%
7%
0%
6%
8%
36%
28%
0%
0%
3%
28%
50%

Immigration and
Cultural
Mental/Behavioral
Health Services
Transportation
Youth Services
N=59

2%

0%

9%

27%

20%

43%

0%
0%
2%

3%
5%
4%

2%
3%
11%

31%
15%
33%

47%
54%
16%

17%
22%
35%

Table 30-Collaborative Relationships Among Agencies
Area of Collaboration

Extremely
well

Very well

Moderately Slightly
well
well

Not well
at all

Collectively addressing
current population needs

5%

22%

52%

15%

7%

Communicate awareness of
services provided by all
providers - to improve
referrals among agencies

7%

15%

43%

23%

12%

Communicate awareness of
service provided to funders
and the general public
Coordination of services

3%
0%

12%
13%

42%
48%

30%
28%

13%
10%

2%

5%

37%

37%

20%

Sharing resources such as
volunteers and
transportation
N=60
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30%
35%
23%
19%
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Table 31- Human service delivery in Loudoun County, as collectively provided by public agencies and
nonprofits, would be improved through:
1 - Most
impact on
improved
services

2

3

Increased direct funding from
county

80%

9%

7%

4%

0%

Better assessment of
community needs

39%

39%

18%

4%

0%

Outcome expectations for
agencies receiving grants

37%

31%

24%

4%

4%

36%

32%

20%

10%

2%

31%

28%

22%

9%

9%

24%

44%

20%

6%

6%

20%

44%

16%

15%

5%

19%

33%

30%

13%

6%

Strategies to Improve
Human Service Delivery

Central intake and referral
for families and individuals
Central shared space for
nonprofits and public
agencies
Shared resources transportation, volunteers,
etc.
Shared core functions (legal,
grant writing, accounting)
Improved training of staff
and volunteers
N=56

5 - Least
impact on
improved
4 services

Table 32 - Facilitating engagement among human service agencies and nonprofits in Loudoun County
would best be centrally coordinated by:
Coordinating Responsibility
A coordinating nonprofit
A coordinating central
public agency
Other
N= 62

%
40.35%
45.61%
14.04%

Open Ended Responses:







Either...just someone who will do it
An unbiased agency that reviews coordination based on client needs not organizational needs.
Loudoun Human Services Network
Depends upon the entity; either could do it depending on their experience and accountability
Both - a team representing both sectors
A combination of a coordinating nonprofit with government representation in the group
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Someone completely new and unaffiliated with Loudoun County
A combination of both

Table 33 - In human service areas where inter-agency coordination is mandated, or necessary, how
well are these inter-agency coalitions of nonprofit, for profit and public agencies functioning?
Working
Coalition
Working
moderately
does not
Do not
Coalition
well
2 well
4 exist
know
Aging in Place/Community

0%

7%

15%

5%

5%

67%

15%

13%

16%

4%

5%

47%

Food Services

7%

22%

18%

2%

4%

47%

Health Care Assess

6%

6%

26%

11%

2%

50%

Homelessness Coordinating
Council

2%

9%

19%

17%

4%

50%

Mental/ Behavioral Health
Services

5%

11%

20%

20%

9%

35%

Youth Services and
Prevention

6%

7%

11%

22%

6%

48%

Domestic Violence and
Abuse

N=62
V.

Loudoun County Government Nonprofit Grant Process.

Table 34 - Nonprofit funding and support provided by Loudoun County should be focused on the
following areas:
Question
Administration of nonprofits
Coordination of service
among nonprofits
Coordination of service
among nonprofits and public
agencies
Direct delivery of services
N=60

Strong
Moderate Limited
No
Support
Support
Support
Support
Not sure
28%
28%
30%
9%
5%
28%

53%

9%

4%

7%

35%
69%

42%
16%

18%
10%

5%
3%

0%
2%

Table 35 - Has your nonprofit organization applied for a Loudoun County nonprofit program funded
grant in the past?
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Applied for LC Nonprofit
Grant
Yes
No
N=56

%
62.50%
37.50%

Table 36 - To what extent has the level of nonprofit grant funding provided by Loudoun County
supported human service delivery by your agency in the following areas?
Area of Support

Strong
Support

Moderate
Support

Limited
Support

No
Support

Nonprofit administrative
functions

25%

20%

25%

30%

Coordination of services
among nonprofits

17%

4%

21%

58%

Coordination of services
among nonprofits and
public agencies

14%

14%

14%

59%

50%

29%

8%

13%

Direct delivery of
services
N=34

Table 37- How well has the grant process worked in the past?
Answer
%
Extremely well
2.70%
Very well
16.22%
Moderately well
24.32%
Slightly well
24.32%
Not well at all
24.32%
Do not know
8.11%
N=34
Table 38 - Are you aware of the changes made to the grant process for Loudoun County for FY2018?
Answer
%
Yes
75.68%
No
24.32%
N=34

Table 39 - Do you perceive that the new grant process is better or worse than the previous process?
Answer
%
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Much better
Slightly better
The same
Slightly worse
Much worse
Do not know
N=34

32.14%
35.71%
14.29%
7.14%
0.00%
10.71%

Table 40 - To what extent has the level of county supports other than direct financial support, such as
involvement of county staff in facilitating meetings, providing training, assisting with grant writing,
etc., supported your agency functions in the following areas:
Question

Strong
Support

Moderate
Support

Limited
Support

No
Support

Do not
know

Administration of
nonprofits

8.33%

8.33%

20.83%

62.50%

8.33%

Coordination of service
among nonprofits

8.33%

12.50%

20.83%

58.33%

8.33%

Coordination of service
among nonprofits and
public agencies

8.33%

12.50%

33.33%

45.83%

8.33%

16.67%

20.83%

12.50%

50.00%

8.33%

Direct delivery of services
N=34

Table 41 - In providing support to Loudoun serving nonprofits the new grant process is:
Answer
%
More equitable
39.29%
The same
28.57%
Less equitable
10.71%
Do not know
21.43%
N=34
VI.

Open-Ended Comments

Table 42 – Comments Related to County Human Services, Grant Program and Survey
Comments Related to Loudoun County Human Services and Grant Program
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure! We need more spending on PREVENTION to reduce
the amount of "cures" we need!
Funding for nonprofits should be based on un-duplicated (geographic) services as well as what
services are working to fill gaps (of nonexistent programs) within current government and nonprofits
in Loudoun County. (If current areas of need remain) The assessment should also consider offering a
percentage to those submitting for funding as to how much of the service they provide is captured
under each category.
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Comments Related to Loudoun County Human Services and Grant Program
I am representing a cultural arts organization and feel this survey had little to no relevance to the
service my organization provides Loudoun County. Grant support funding continues to decrease for
cultural arts while fees for using county buildings for our programs continue to increase. In addition,
there is no plan to create a performing arts center that can support the wide range of cultural
activities that the residents in our growing county want.
I feel the Developmentally Disabled Community, which is growing at a rate that is unprecedented, it
not well represented here. The need for more vocational training, residential services and
transportation services is great and every year we wait to focus on this specific community; Autism
and ID/DD is another year we get behind. There are currently 2,750 students in the local school
system with autism and other developmental disabilities. Once they leave school, many of the
services they were receiving are cut off and they are left stranded. This must be addressed and
programs in place must work together in a way that ensures those in need gets the help they require,
regardless of the programs or federal funding they are receiving. There should not be waiting lists for
people with disabilities, when programs who aren't associated with DARS have open slots and able to
help, with the help of the county for funding staff and other operational needs.
It would be wonderful if the County as a whole would focus more of its energy and resources on
funding and supporting the existing resources that serve the many households that are struggling to
stay afloat with incomes below the poverty line, rather than pouring more and more energy and
finances into developing entertainment for those who meet AMI.
Our non-profit is a meeting place for 12-step recovery meetings. There is no category under the new
county plan for funding non-profits which our facility meets the definition for eligibility. In other
words, we can't even apply for a grant because our facility no longer qualifies as eligible.
Our program used to be funded by the county; now it does not fit in the new categories of giving. We
are reaching over 1,000 high school seniors with the Reality Store program but none of our funding
comes from the county - either school system or county.
The change in the county grant process this year did not account for the fact that the percentage of
funds allocated to each area of need were based on previous years' grant awards to specific
organizations. A better system would be to determine where the actual need exist and determine the
percentages from that need.
The needs of adults with disabilities, in terms of employment, housing and transportation are not
accurately captured by statistics (for a variety of factors) and are actually much greater. The county
has no plan to serve the individuals on the Medicaid Waiver waitlists. There is also no county support
for many of the high school graduates who need supported employment and day support.
There is a big gap in long-term transitional housing for substance abuse and human trafficking
survivors. Recovery takes years, and there is very little support for the long-term needs.
Truly, there are a number of very good nonprofits in Loudoun that work on lean budgets and provide
beneficial, efficient services. More direct funding of those nonprofits is what is needed most.
We are probably different than your other survey responders. We are volunteers and serve as an
advisory body for the Loudoun County Board of Supervisors. We may not have full insights into the
breakdown of our youth served in Loudoun County. However, our organization works because we are
the only organization devoted to the interests of Youth in Loudoun County.
ACOY is the Advisory Commission on Youth. We focus our efforts on helping our kids.
We feel the collaboration between our agency and Loudoun County has effectively served the needs
of our mutual clients and their families
We provide financial assistance to individuals in treatment through the Loudoun County MHSADS
who are on the verge of homelessness. However, we have programs that serve individuals who live in
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Comments Related to Loudoun County Human Services and Grant Program
group homes. So our number are rather hard to collect. Also, because of the nature of our services,
it can be hard to both collaborate and share volunteers.
Comments Related to Assessment/Survey
This was an uncomfortable exercise. I feel the process has required the nonprofits to be judge and
jury over each other and it has asked us to make assumptions when there are many areas, I'm sure,
we have no knowledge of. The amount of Federal funding never comes into play. An organization
can be very beneficial to the community yet is not eligible for Federal funding which makes them
more dependent upon local government funding. There are many sectors in the community enjoying
a huge amount of Federal funding, therefore, how are we to rank them as far as their eligibility for
local funds, yet we have been asked to do so. This entire process has been backwards at no fault of
the assessors. The mission was arbitrary from the beginning. The process should have started with
determining the actual need in the community, then matching that need with the current available
resources in order to determine unnecessary duplication of services or gaps in services. The nonprofit
community in Loudoun is a competitive one and it is political among itself.
While I am connected to many of the county's non-profits, I truly do not know the answer to many of
these questions for our county and for our "sister" organizations. That tells me a lot too! Thanks for
doing this survey and helping us improve.
Friends, I have SO many comments I'd like to share about this survey, how the questions are phrased,
confusing, unclear, in some cases potentially biased. Many of questions do not apply to a grant
making group though the initial intro invites that input.
I am representing a cultural arts organization and feel this survey had little to no relevance to the
service my organization provides Loudoun County.
On 1st page, we provide primary health care, behavioral health AND dental care.
Income breakdown - all those noted as income under 250% FPL are in fact under 200% FPL
Payment source: Private pay of 57 - all of those are uninsured. Private pay = uninsured.
Some of the questions are a little confusing. I'm not sure how to answer the level of support
questions for the county that don't relate to direct service delivery.
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Attachment 1. Nonprofit Needs Assessment Survey and Email Recruitment Script
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Introduction and Consent

I. Purpose of this Survey and Research Project
Loudoun County has entered into an agreement with the Virginia Tech Institute of Policy and Governance
to conduct a needs assessment to identify the funding gaps and unmet needs within the County’s nonprofit
community.
This survey is a primary tool in conducting the assessment. Additional information has been or will be
gathered through interviews, focus groups and existing reports. Completing the survey should take 25 30 minutes.
Recommendations emerging from the assessment will advise on how the County and nonprofit
organizations can:
1) Consider how to better align current and future resources and meet resident service needs.
2) Support the nonprofit sector in creating a complete, effective continuum of services.
3) Ensure that partners beyond the County government have information and understanding of all of the
funding gaps and unmet needs within the County’s nonprofit community so that they have the opportunity
to contribute resources towards meeting those needs.
https://virginiatech.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview
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Results of this assessment will be compiled in a final report to the county along with recommendations.
In addition, Virginia Tech project team members will work to assess the status of integrated behavioral
health care within Loudoun County, and identify the network capacity for addressing behavioral needs in a
coordinating and integrated means. Greater access to behavioral health services is identified as a need
and priority by recent county and public health assessments. The results of this additional level of
assessment will be presented to the county and related stakeholders, and may be used as dissertation
research, and in practitioner and scholarly journals. These findings will adhere to the principles of
anonymity and confidentiality as noted in section V.
II. Procedures
Should you agree to participate, you will proceed with this 25 - 30 minute survey.
III. Risks
There are no perceived risks to the participants.
IV. Benefits
The benefits will be a stakeholder informed plan to improve Loudoun County’s support of nonprofit entities
and coordinated programming in meeting the needs of Loudoun County residents.
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
Your responses will be part of an overall analysis and reporting of all survey responses will not list
organizations by name. The Virginia Tech (VT) Institutional Review Board (IRB) may view the study’s data
for auditing purposes. The IRB is responsible for the oversight of the protection of human subjects involved
in research.

https://virginiatech.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview
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VI. Compensation
There is no compensation for participating in this research.
VII. Freedom to Withdraw
It is important for you to know that you are free to withdraw from the survey at any time without penalty.
You are free not to answer any questions that you choose or respond to what is being asked of you without
penalty. However some questions require responses to continue the survey.
Please note that there may be circumstances under which the investigator may determine that a participant
should not continue as a participant.
VIII. Questions or Concerns
Should you have any questions about this study, you may contact one of the research investigators whose
contact information is:
Mary Beth Dunkenberger

mdunkenb@vt.edu/540-231-3979
E-mail / Phone number

Liz Allen

lizallen@vt.edu/540-231-6775
E-mail / Phone number

Should you have any questions or concerns about the study’s conduct or your rights as a research
participant, or need to report a research-related injury or event, you may contact the VT IRB Chair, Dr.
David M. Moore at moored@vt.edu or (540) 231-4991.
IX. Participant's Consent
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions answered. I
hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent as implied from completion of the survey.

https://virginiatech.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview
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I. Your Organization

My organization is best described as:
Service Provider - Nonprofit Agency (501(c)(2) or 501(c)(3)
Service Provider - For Profit Agency
Service Providing Public Agency
Grant Making - Nonprofit Agency (501(c)(2) or 501(c)(3)
Grant Making or Funding Public Agency
Other

My organization provides direct services in the following categories (check all that apply):
Administrative Supports (Information& Referral)
Crisis Intervention
Education
Emergency Services
Employment and Training
https://virginiatech.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview
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Food and Nutrition
Health care (Including Behavioral and Disability Services)
Housing and Homelessness
Long-term and Supportive Services
Prevention and Self Sufficiency
Quality of Community
Recreation and Culture
My organization does not provide direct services

What is the approximate annual budget of your nonprofit agency?
$ 1,000,000 or less
$1,000,001 - $2,000,000
$2,000,001 - $3,000,000
$3,000,001 - $4,000,000
$4,000,001 - $5,000,000
$6,000,001 - $8,000,000
$8,000,001 - $10,000,000
$10,000,001 - $15,000,000
$15,000,001 - $20,000,000
$20,000,001 - $35,000,000
$35,000,001 - $50,000,000
$50,000,000+
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Please indicate the approximate number of individuals who work or volunteer for your agency.
Full time employees

0

Part time employees

0

Volunteers

0

Total

0

Please estimate the percent of your organizations funding/income that comes from the
following sources. (Should total 100%)
Federal Grant

0

State Grant

0

Local Government Grant

0

Individual Donor Contributions/Capital Campaign

0

Foundation Grants

0

Corporate Donors

0

Fees for Services

0

Endowment

0

Government Contracts

0

Other (please detail below)

0

Total

0
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Other funding sources from above.

What are you anticipating will happen to future funding sources for your organization?
About
Much Moderately Slightly the Slightly Moderately Much
Higher
Higher
higher same lower
lower
lower NA
Federal Grants
State Grants
Local Government Grants
Individual Donors/Capital
Campaign
Foundation Grants
Corporate Donors
Fees for Services
Government Contracts
Endowment
Other

II. Those Served By Your Organization (The answers to the following question will provide
important insight regarding the populations benefiting from Loudoun County serving agencies and
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to better understand where gaps may exist. If you do not collect the information for a particular
question please leave blank.)

Numbers Served - Does your agency keep a count of individuals served? If you do keep a
count please identify if duplicated or unduplicated (an unduplicated count is the number of
unique individuals served, not the number of services if individuals receive multiple services).
Our agency does not keep a count of those served.
Our agency keeps a count, but it may be a duplicated count
Our agency keeps an unduplicated count
Our agency does not provide direct services to individuals

Please indicate the approximate number of unduplicated individuals served annually by your
organization. Please only use the last box if your agency does not maintain an age
grouping estimate.
0

Age 0-17

0

Age 18-34

0

Age 35-64

0

Age 65+

0

Total served, if your agency does not keep an age breakdown
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Please indicate the approximate number of persons served annually by your organization in
the following age groups.
0

Age 0-17

0

Age 18-34

0

Age 35-64

0

Age 65+

0

Total served, if your agency does not keep an age breakdown

Please estimate the proportion of individuals that you serve that fall into the following income/poverty level categories
(should equal 100%) (If you do not keep a record please leave blank).

At or below 100% of Federal Poverty Level

0

At or below 138% of Federal Poverty Level

0

At or below 250% of Federal Poverty Level

0

At or below 400% of Federal Poverty Level

0

Above 400% of Federal Poverty Level

0

Total

0

Please estimate the proportion of individuals that you serve that fall into the following payment categories (should
equal 100%) (If you do not keep a record please leave blank).
https://virginiatech.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview
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Private Insurance

0

Private Pay

0

Public Insurance (Medicaid, Medicare, Tricare)

0

Uninsured

0

Other

0

Total

0

Please estimate the racial and/or ethnic make-up of the population(s) you serve by percent
served. (Should total 100%) (If you do not keep a record please leave blank).
African American or Black

0

Asian

0

White or Caucasian

0

American Indian, Native American, or Alaskan Native

0

Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander

0

Hispanic or Latino

0

Total

0

Please estimate the percent of clients served in your agency by locality of residence.
(Should total 100%) (If you do not keep a count please leave blank).
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Loudoun

0

Fairfax

0

Arlington

0

Prince William

0

Fauquier

0

Clark

0

Other

0

Total

0

What region(s) does your agency serve?
Ashburn
Leesburg
South Riding/Aldie
Sterling/Dulles/Arcola
Western Loudoun

What specific cities in the Ashburn region does your agency serve?
Ashburn
Brambleton
Broadlands
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What specific cities in the Leesburg region does your agency serve?
Lansdowne
Leesburg

What specific cities in the South Riding/Aldie region does your agency serve?
Aldie
Centreville
Chantilly
South Riding
Stone Ridge

What specific cities in the Sterling/Dulles/Arcola region does your agency serve?
Dulles
Potomac Falls
Sterling

What specific cities in the Western Loudoun region does your agency serve?
Bluemont
Hamilton
Hillsboro
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Lovettsville
Middleburg
Paeonian Springs
Paris
Purcellville
Round Hill
Upperville
Waterford

III. Needs of the Loudoun County Community - While past assessments have identified priority
areas of human service needs, this assessment is seeking to further understand priority needs
from the perspective of human service nonprofits and agencies, and those who fund these
agencies.

Please indicate the level of need for the following types of services among Loudoun County
residents, with 1 being the highest level of need and 7 the lowest level. (Please note that this
is not a ranking. All categories can be highest need or lowest need or any level in between)
1Highest
Need

2

3

4

5

6

7Lowest
Need

Do not
know

Aging in Place
Childcare Services
Employment
Food Security
Healthcare Access
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1Highest
Need

2

3

4

5

6

7Lowest
Need

Do not
know

Housing
Immigration and Cultural
Mental/Behavioral
Health Services
Transportation
Youth Services

In the area of mental and behavioral health services what are the primary needs?
1Highest
need

2

3

4

5

6

7Lowest
need

Do not
know

Child and Adolescent
Services
Culturally Competent
Therapy
Inpatient Treatment
Intensive Outpatient
Treatment
Quality Trauma
Informed Care
Services for Chronically
Mentally Ill
Substance Use Disorder
Treatment
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In the area of housing services what are the primary needs?
1Highest
need

2

3

4

5

6

7Lowest
need

Do not
know

6

7Lowest
need

Do not
know

Affordable
Elderly and Disabled
Assisted Living
Group Homes for Foster
Care Youth
Homeless Prevention
Homeless Transitioning
Temporary Emergency
Housing

In the area of childcare services what are the primary needs?
1Highest
need

2

3

4

5

Affordable
After-school
Availability Throughout
County
Extended / Availability
for 2nd and 3rd Shift
Low Income
Preschool
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In the area of immigration and culture what are the primary needs?
1Highest
need

2

3

4

5

6

7Lowest
need

Do not
know

6

7Lowest
need

Do not
know

Community Integration
Support
Culturally Competent
Healthcare
Immigration Services
and Advocacy
Language - ESL
Language -Translation

In the area of food security what are the primary needs?
1Highest
need

2

3

4

5

Access to Healthy
Foods
Coordination of school
based programs
Home Delivery
Hunger Relief

In the area of employment and training what are the primary needs?
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1Highest
need

2

3

4

5

6

7Lowest
need

Do not
know

6

7Lowest
need

Do not
know

Employment
advancement to living
wage
Employment for elderly
and disabled
High school and young
adult vocational tracks
Training to meet
employer needs
Unemployment
assistance

In the area of age related services what are the primary needs?
1Highest
need

2

3

4

5

18 - 24 yr old -gang
activity/ homelessness
prevention
At-risk child and youth
activities
Elderly health care
advocacy
Employment for elderly
and disabled
Foster care for older
adolescents
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In the area of transportation what are the primary needs?
1Highest
need

2

3

4

5

6

7Lowest
need

Do not
know

6

7Lowest
need

Do not
know

Affordable access to
cars
Public transportation
Transportation for
elderly
Transportation of those
with disabilities
Transportation for youth
to activities

In the area of access to health care what are the primary needs?
1Highest
need

2

3

4

5

Affordable health plans
Access for low income
Autism services
Dental care
Disability services school based
Overnight care for
elderly
Primary care
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IV. Needs of Human Service Agencies and Nonprofits

Please indicate the level of need for funding support from Loudoun County for the following
types of services, with 1 being the highest level of funding need and 7 the lowest level.
(Please note that this is not a ranking. All categories can be highest need or lowest need or
any level in between)
1Highest
Need

2

3

4

5

6

7Lowest
Need

Do not
know

Aging in Place
Childcare Services
Employment
Food Security
Health Care Access
Housing
Immigration and Cultural
Mental/Behavioral
Health Services
Transportation
Youth Services

Please rank (by reordering/dragging service area categories) the level of need for funding
support from Loudoun County for the following types of services, with 1 being the highest level
of funding need and 10 the lowest level.
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Aging in Place
Childcare Services
Employment
Food Security
Health Care Access
Housing
Immigration and Cultural
Mental/Behavioral Health Services
Transportation
Youth Services

In the following service area categories please indicate your perception of the extent to which
this area of service contains gaps in services, or whether services are unnecessarily
duplicated.
1 - Well met
2 - Well
met - some
3 - Well
unnecessary necessary
met no
duplication duplication duplication

4 - Some
gaps in
services

5Significant
gaps in
services

Do not
know

Aging in Place
Childcare Services
Employment
Food Security
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1 - Well met
2 - Well
met - some
3 - Well
unnecessary necessary
met no
duplication duplication duplication

4 - Some
gaps in
services

5Significant
gaps in
services

Do not
know

Health care Access
Housing
Immigration and
Cultural
Mental/Behavioral
Health Services
Transportation
Youth Services

How well do Loudoun County nonprofit and public agencies work together in the following
areas to meet community needs?
Extremely
well

Very well

Moderately
well

Slightly well

Not well at
all

Collectively addressing current
population needs
Communicate awareness of
services provided by all
providers - to improve referrals
among agencies
Communicate awareness of
service provided to funders and
the general public
Coordination of services
Sharing resources such as
volunteers and transportation
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Who are your major collaborating partners - those who refer to you for services?
Partner 1
Partner 2
Partner 3
Partner 4
Partner 5

Who are your major collaborating partners - those you refer to for additional services?
Partner 1
Partner 2
Partner 3
Partner 4
Partner 5

What Loudoun County serving agencies, nonprofit or public, would you most like to develop
partnerships with?
Future Partner 1
https://virginiatech.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview
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Future Partner 2
Future Partner 3
Future Partner 4

Human service delivery in Loudoun County, as collectively provided by public agencies and
nonprofits, would be improved through:
1 - Most
impact on
improved
services

2

3

4

5 - Least
impact on
improved
services

Do not
know

Better assessment of
community needs
Central intake and referral
for families and individuals
Central shared space for
nonprofits and public
agencies
Improved training of staff
and volunteers
Increased direct funding
from county
Outcome expectations for
agencies receiving grants
Shared core functions
(legal, grant writing,
accounting)
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1 - Most
impact on
improved
services

2

3

4

5 - Least
impact on
improved
services

Do not
know

Shared resources transportation, volunteers,
etc.

Facilitating engagement among human service agencies and nonprofits in Loudoun County
would best be centrally coordinated by:
A coordinating nonprofit
A coordinating central public agency
Other

In human service areas where inter-agency coordination is mandated, or necessary, how well
are these inter-agency coalitions of nonprofit, for profit and public agencies functioning?
1Coalition
working
well

2

3- Coalition
working
moderately
well

4

5- Coalition
does not
exist

Do not
know

Aging in
Place/Community
Domestic Violence and
Abuse
Food Services
Health Care Assess
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1Coalition
working
well

2

3- Coalition
working
moderately
well

4

5- Coalition
does not
exist

Do not
know

Homelessness
Coordinating Council
Mental/ Behavioral
Health Services
Youth Services and
Prevention

Loudoun County Government Nonprofit Grant Process

In your opinion nonprofit funding and support provided by Loudoun County should be focused
on the following areas:
Strong
Support

Moderate
Support

Limited
Support

No Support

Not sure

Administration of nonprofits
Coordination of service
among nonprofits
Coordination of service
among nonprofits and
public agencies
Direct delivery of services

Has your organization applied for a Loudoun County nonprofit program funded grant in the
past?
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Yes
No

How well has the grant process worked in the past?
Extremely well
Very well
Moderately well
Slightly well
Not well at all
Do not know

Has your organization received funding from the grant program in the past?
Yes
No

To what extent has the level of nonprofit grant funding provided by Loudoun County supported
human service delivery by your agency in the following areas:
Strong
Support

Moderate
Support

Limited
Support

No Support

Do not know

Nonprofit administrative
functions
Coordination of services
among nonprofits
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Strong
Support

Moderate
Support

Limited
Support

No Support

Do not know

Coordination of services
among nonprofits and
public agencies
Direct delivery of services

To what extent has the level of county supports other than direct financial support, such as
involvement of county staff in facilitating meetings, providing training, assisting with grant
writing , etc., supported your agency functions in the following areas:
Strong
Support

Moderate
Support

Limited
Support

No Support

Do not know

Administration of nonprofits
Coordination of service
among nonprofits
Coordination of service
among nonprofits and
public agencies
Direct delivery of services

Are you aware of the changes made to the grant process for Loudoun County for FY2018?
Yes
No

Do you perceive that the new grant process is better or worse than the previous process?
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Much better
Slightly better
The same
Slightly worse
Much worse
Do not know

In providing support to Loudoun serving nonprofits the new grant process is:
More equitable
The same
Less equitable
Do not know

Block 1

Wrap-Up

Please provide any additional information not previously captured, that you feel is important to
this assessment.
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The name of your organization.
Please note that the following questions are optional and would be used only to classify
organizations based on area of service provision and to update the directory of Loudoun
County serving agencies.

Division of Organization, If applicable

Address, Phone and Contact
Street Address 1
Street Address 2
City
Zip Code
Phone Number
Contact Person
Contact Email

Powered by Qualtrics
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Email script for full survey release
Dear Loudoun County Service Provider:
Our Virginia Tech research team is working with Loudoun County to identify the human service needs of
Loudoun County residents, as well as unmet needs and the funding gaps within the county’s nonprofit
community to support nonprofits in meeting these needs. The attached document provides additional
detail on the study goals and scope.
You have been identified as a key stakeholder in informing this process; therefore, we would like to
request that you complete a survey that will significantly inform our research and influence the Loudoun
County grant program in future years. The survey will take approximately 20 minutes to complete and
can be started and completed at a future time for your convenience.
We request completion of the survey by April 25.
Thank you for your consideration and participation in this work. If you have any questions or concerns,
please feel free to contact Liz Allen or me at lizallen@vt.edu.
Respectfully,
Mary Beth Dunkenberger,
Project Director, LC Non-Profit Needs Assessment
Senior Program Director/Research Faculty
Virginia Tech Institute for Policy and Governance
School of Public and International Affairs
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
201 West Roanoke Street
Blacksburg, VA 24061
Office: 540-231-3979
Mobile: 540-761-9246
mdunkenb@vt.edu
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Focus Groups Summary

Overview:
The research team held three focus groups May 9 – May 11 in various locations in Loudoun County
involving a total of 37 stakeholder participants. In support of the overall assessment, the purpose of the
focus groups was to gain further insight into the counties collaboration with and support of nonprofit
agencies to address the human service needs of Loudoun County residents. In particular the overall
assessment and focus groups were to:



Identify service need areas not met by the County nor non-profits.
Identify client service need areas where there are insufficient resources to meet those needs.



Determine whether current funding levels for the County’s non-profit grant process are consistent
with identified needs.



Identify service need areas that are currently provided by the County that could be provided more
efficiently and effectively by an existing non-profit organization.



Identify areas of duplication in services among County human services agencies and non-profit
organizations.

Focus group participants also were asked to initiate recommendation development to:


Reduce unnecessary duplication of service provision among non-profit organizations and county
human services agencies.



Consider reassignment of and/or increase current and future resources to better align with and
meet client service needs.



Leverage Loudoun’s non-profit sector in creating a complete and effective continuum of services.



Ensure that partners beyond the County government have information and understanding of all
of the funding gaps and unmet needs

Focus groups were held on the following days and locations:




May 9, Loudoun County Government Center, Leesburg
May 10, Claude Moore Recreation Center, Sterling
May 11, Community Foundation for Loudoun and Northern Fauquier Counties, Leesburg

Participant recruiting and representation:
Focus groups participants were strategically recruited to provide representation in each group from the
public and nonprofit sectors, and to provide for representation across human service domains including,
healthcare, food security, life skills/literacy, transportation, housing, youth, disability, aging, employment,
childcare, child welfare, domestic abuse and emergency services. For the May 11th focus group we
coordinated with the Executive Director of the Community Foundation for Loudoun and Northern
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Fauquier Counties (Community Foundation) to conduct a focus group with foundation’s Board of
Directors.
To recruit for the remaining two groups a list of 33 potential participants was prepared and approved by
the Loudoun County Project Manager. Target participants were emailed on April 13 explaining the
purpose of the assessment and focus groups and inviting registration for the two open focus groups
(Attachment 1). Subsequent reminders were sent to the target list the following week until registration
for the focus groups reached capacity of 12 – 15 registrations. Table 1 provides a summary of the numbers
invited to attend the focus groups, subsequent registration and actual attendance.
Table 1 – Focus Group Registration and Participation Numbers
Focus Group Date
Registered
Attending
May 9
15
13
May 10
13
13
May 11
14
11
Focus group participation achieved the intended goal of cross-sector engagement of nonprofit, public
agency, funding agency and community stakeholders as summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 – Focus Group Representation by Sector
Sector
May 9
May 10
Nonprofit
8
9
Public Agency
5
4
Nonprofit Funder
Business
Grand Total
13
13

May 11
2
3
3
3
11

Total
19
12
3
3
37

% of Total
51.4%
32.4%
8.1%
8.1%
100%

Focus Group Methods:
The focus groups method is intended as one of four methods utilized in the overall assessment that also
includes: semi-structured interviews (Attachment 2), a stakeholder survey (Attachment 3) and
comparative research (Attachment 4). The results of the focus group findings are to be considered in
combination with findings of the other methods in informing the overall assessment results.
The focus group facilitators used a combination of interactive and modified nominal methods (Kruger,
2014). Collectively these methods seek to allow for individual perspective and engagement, while
ultimately obtaining a collective outcome on the topic with a prioritization of the results. The purpose and
goals of the assessment, were reviewed prior to proceeding with the specific topic areas. Focus group
participants into three subgroups to maximize individual participation while maintaining cross-sector
representation and discussion of the topics.
As each topic was introduced individual participants were given time to reflect on the topic and make
notes prior to discussion with their subgroup. Responses to the topics were recorded on flip charts and
the participants verified the accuracy of the recorded responses. At various steps in the process
participants were asked to rank or prioritize recorded responses.
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Additional process detail is provided in the following Results section and in Attachment 2, the PowerPoint
guide utilized during the focus groups.

Focus Group Results
1. Most Critical Service Needs of Loudoun Residents
To guide discussion and identify the most critical human service need of Loudoun County residents and
determine the extent to which needs are being met and barriers to fully meeting the need the questions
in Figure 1 were presented.

 What are the most critical service needs of Loudoun Residents? As you identify an area of
need please consider:
 Is the area of need being met at all? If possible assign on scale of 0 – 10, extent to
which the need is being met – 0 = need not met at all; 10 = need is fully met.
 Why is need not being met? E.g. no responsible agency; lack of professionals to meet
need; lack of funding, lack of coordination, etc.
Figure 1 - Focus Group Topic area 1.
The responses to this topic and ranking process were recorded and aggregated across the three focus
groups and 12 subgroups, using the constant comparative method resulting in the classification of human
service needs listed in Table 3.
Table 3 – Identified Needs in Alphabetical Order
Human Service Need Category
Affordable Childcare
Affordable Housing
Aging Services
Basic Life Skills
Child Welfare
Disability Services for Adults and Children
Domestic and Sexual Violence
Early Child Education
Employment Services (Vocational Training)
Health Care Access
Homelessness Services
Human Trafficking
Hunger/Food Security
Immigrant Services
Literacy/Adult Education
Mental/Behavioral Health Services
1

Frequency across
subgroups (N=12)
7
9
2
2
1
3
1
1
3
4
2
2
3
3
2
7

Extent of Need Met
Average Score1
1.58
2.13
1.5
2.25
3.5
3.67
4.5
5
4.67
4.75
3.25
1
4.33
1.5
2
4.33

Focus group participants were asked to rate the extent to which service need is being met with 0 indicating that
the need is not met at all and 10 indicated that the need is fully met.
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Frequency across
subgroups (N=12)
3
3
2
7

Human Service Need Category
Out of School Programs for Teens
Substance Use Disorder Services
Transitional Youth (18-25) Services
Transportation

Extent of Need Met
Average Score1
3
1
1
3.64

To achieve the assessment goal of determining the highest priority needs and to assess the extent to
which the need is being met, Table 4 lists the need categories in order of frequency in which the need
area was priorities among the 12 subgroups. The highest possible frequency would be 12 while the
highest actual frequency was 9 for the “affordable housing” area. This focus group topic also explored
participant perception of the extent to which the human service need is being met in Loudoun County,
where a score of 10 indicates that the need is fully being met and a score of 0 indicates that the need is
not met at all.
Table 4 - Identified Needs in Order of Frequency
Frequency
across
Human Service Need Area
subgroups
(N=12)
Affordable Housing
9
Transportation
7
Affordable Childcare
7
Mental/Behavioral Health
7
Services
Health Care Access
4
Out of School Programs for Teens 3
Disability Services for Adults and
3
Children
Hunger/Food Security
3
Employment Services
3
(Vocational Training)

Extent of Need
Met Average
Score2
2.13
3.64
1.58
4.33
4.75
3
3.67
4.33
4.67

Substance Use Disorder Services

3

1

Immigrant Services

3

1.5

Basic Life Skills

2

2.25

Homelessness Services
Human Trafficking

2
2

3.25
1

2

Cross Reference to
Interview and Survey
Categories
Housing
Transportation
Childcare Services
Mental/Behavioral Health
Services
Health Care Access
Youth Services
Health Care Access
Food Security
Employment
Mental/Behavioral Health
Services
Immigration and Cultural
Employment/Youth
Services/Immigration
Housing
Cross Cutting *3

Focus group participants were asked to rate the extent to which service need is being met with 0 indicating that
the need is not met at all and 10 indicated that the need is fully met.
3
In the process of the assessment human trafficking, domestic and sexual violence were repeatedly discussed as
interdependent and presenting complex human service needs. Participants in the assessment indicated that while
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Frequency
across
subgroups
(N=12)

Extent of Need
Met Average
Score2

2

1

2

1.5

Literacy/Adult Education

2

2

Child Welfare
Domestic and Sexual Violence
Early Child Education

1
1
1

3.5
4.5
5

Human Service Need Area
Transitional Youth (18-25)
Services
Aging Services

Cross Reference to
Interview and Survey
Categories
Youth
Services/Employment
Aging in Place
Employment/
Immigration and Culture
Youth Services
Cross Cutting*
Childcare Services

In addition to the above humans service identified needs, focus group participants in one subgroup also
identified “increased nonprofit funding” as a need area, and another subgroup identified “valuing all
residents regardless of socio-economic status” as a need. While these are aspects of service provision
resourcing and approach, these areas are not distinct human service need categories.
Under Topic 1 participants also provided perceptions and opinions4 of why the human service need area
is or is not being met and specific gaps in services. These perceptions and opinions were described and
recorded as follows.
a. Affordable Housing – Frequency of 8 (highest) and average score of 2.13 need being met.
 Minimal housing inventory and high costs impacts ability for employment, family safety,
quality of life
 Safety issues and disconnect for needed service workforce – “precarious" housing, tent cities
popping up, living in storage spaces; service and public workers have to live outside county
 Link with homeless services – need for transitional housing and permanent supportive housing;
limited vouchers and no policy in place to for transition when income increases; shelter beds
availability; shelter beds not available year round; very few options for single men
 Rental units have high cost and rent assistance not compatible with actual rental costs –
example of rental assistance of $350, with minimal rents of $700-$1,000; rents 4Xs national
average
 Elderly cannot afford increased tax evaluations and maintenance of homes resulting in safety
issues and lower quality of life; no assisted living to transition to in the county
 Lower Income and immigrant community – multiple families living in one household, illegal
leases take advantage of lower income and immigrant community
 Need to connect ongoing development to provision of affordable housing; development
focusing on higher income; even with growth only 600 low-income vouchers for county
emergency services are available to victims of human trafficking longer term supports are needed than would
involve a number of the other human service categories including housing, health care access, mental and
behavioral health services, employment and immigration and cultural services.
4
It is important to note that the focus group process gathers perceptions and options of human service needs,
gaps and barriers to service provision. The assessment scope of work does not enable “fact checking” of these
perceptions and opinions.
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 Lack of housing system response to population changes, rapid population growth and
demographic changes
 Very segregated populations of need
 Nonprofits don't have collaborative approach to understand what other nonprofits are doing
due to lack of time, funding resources to share info.
b. Transportation – Frequency of 7 and average score of 3.64 need being met.
 Public Transportation - Need for affordable, accessible, public transportation; limited in
geographic area and service hours - impacts those who need the most
 Lack of transportation impacts every other need- e.g.., limits access to employment,
engagement in kids schools, kids having access to after school programs, seniors getting
medical care
 Have very diverse needs due to changing population demographics due to economic growth
of the county
 High toll costs further benefits higher income and lower-income
 Lack of connectivity between parts of the county, especially for those who do not have
vehicles, lack of public transportation and ability to walk or ride bikes for other than recreation
c. Affordable Childcare - Frequency of 6 and average score of 1.58 need being met.
 "Virtually" not enough, affordable care - 5 year wait list for subsidized childcare
 Lack of funding issue
 Many barriers - language (non-English speaking), more scarce for very young, special need
children, summer daycare, non-traditional work hours, single parents struggle most.
 need stronger nonprofit presence to meet need; explore adding more funding to compensate
for limitations of state funding (e.g., waiting lists; restrictions on # of kids that can be covered)
 Division of Family Services – program 2 year waiting list
 YMCA- have spaces but only in Sterling –
 Need locations that correspond with commuting patterns
 Lack of pre-school; limited and affordable childcare/summer care/camps; no full day
kindergarten
 Gaps before/after school , impacts employment
d. Mental Health - Frequency of 6 and average score of 4.33 need being met.
 Need for Accessible & affordable services; private providers don't accept Medicaid/other
insurance
 Few language options other than English
 Need for teenage (adolescent) services; lack of providers for child psych services from Drs. To
residential placement
 No residential mental health services; A Place to call Home (provide 90 days - shelter/place to
live; county give $16,450 to support for a year
 Only one nonprofit providing services, Friends of Loudoun Mental Health; other nonprofits in
Fairfax; no strong central nonprofit player;
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 Good coordination with crisis response system, law enforcement and ER; crisis intervention is
being met but don't do well before or after crisis because resource are put into crisis
intervention rather than treatment or prevention
 Lack of capacity for treatment; choice of treatment options
 Need improved continuum with homeless services;
 SSI-gap in getting benefits; mental illness not identified as disability
 No beds for high acuity patients
 Need resulting from population and diversity growth/population; barriers – language, lack of
facilities; general population vs subpopulation such as jail population, community segregation
issues
e. Disability Services for Adults and Children - Frequency of 4 and average score of 3.67 need
being met.
 Supportive services; disabled more coordination of services – no coordination or services
available if do not have a (Medicaid) waiver; maybe three providers if have med waivers
 Need for Specialized Treatment Services treatment interventions and continuum of care –
many gaps in continuum
f.

Access to Healthcare - Frequency of 4 and average score of 4.75 need being met.
 Some strong community nonprofits – Loudoun Free Clinic, Health Works, NOVA Dental Clinic,
Inova Charity Care
 Need for more affordable dental are
 Mental health services - private providers - many do not take even private insurance
Medicaid/Medicare
 Need for culturally competent care - certain conditions are seen as taboo; more access to
alternatives medicine
 Need for providers who work with disabled
 More access to primary care; much less for specialty care
 In public agencies and nonprofits salaries are not high enough to attract providers

g. Out of School Programs for Teens - Frequency of 3 and average score of 3.00 need being met.
 Need for after school programs for ages 13+; activities, mentoring;
 YMCA provides some but only in certain areas and not enough to meet need
 Programs especially need for vulnerable youth; need to be walking distance to afford housing
communities
 Programs for emancipated youth
h. Hunger/Food Security - Frequency of 3 and average score of 4.33 need being met.
 Perceived as not an issue or need due to overall wealth of the county; Lack of awareness don't realize need exists; need is often hidden
 Need for coordination of existing services
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i.

Employment Services (Vocational Training) - Frequency of 3 and average score of 4.67 need
being met.
 Long wait list for services; limited access; limited services
 Much underemployment - 72% of food pantry clients have employment- but are asset
limited/income constrained
 Lack of awareness of how to transition from other countries into U.S. employment
environment
 Lack of gainful employment - plenty of part-time with no benefits
 Barriers - literacy, lack of training, transportation, housing

j.

Substance Use Disorder Services - Frequency of 2 and average score of 1.00 need being met.
 Unhealthily lifestyle (30 or younger); high overdose deaths 30 & younger; from prescription--addiction
 No single nonprofit for substance abuse for treatment or advocacy; county has programs but
have long wait times; need stronger nonprofit player

k. Immigrant Services - Frequency of 2 and average score of 1.50 need being met.
 No agencies located in Loudoun; services not available or very limited
 Politically unpopular issue
 Immigrants vulnerable to be taken advantage of
 Legal services needed; no assimilation services
l.

Basic Life Skills - Frequency of 2 and average score of 2.25 need being met.
 Need for self-sufficiency programs in schools and youth programs - financial, healthy
relationships – unhealthy youth relationships related to suicide; empathy for others;
preventative therapy not being received; perception of "not my kid"; learning life skills viewed
as conflict with SOLs
 Services to support cultural needs/acculturation (i.e. understanding culture/language of
population) navigating through services; socioeconomic-understanding the local economics
& opportunities

m. Homelessness Services - Frequency of 2 and average score of 3.25 need being met.
 Mismatch with rapid rehousing and timeframe to get employed;
 Difficult to get accurate homeless count - cannot find those living in storage unites or multiple
families in single units
 Housing is a stabilizing force when overcoming other individual and family problems
 Cold weather shelter (Oct-March); adults only (M&F); VOA - Good Shepherd; need emergency
shelter with MH provision – need centralized navigator
n. Human Trafficking - Frequency of 1 and average score of 1.00 need being met.
 Current services only address immediate situation
 Need “after care” services for those in illegal employment and sex trafficking
 Gang task force – needs to identify long term continuum of care and treatment interventions
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o. Transitional Youth (18-25) Services - Frequency of 1 and average score of 1.00 need being met.
 No existing providers; currently no way to identify need
p. Aging Services - Frequency of 1 and average score of 1.50 need being met.
 No residential that accepts Medicaid; limited # of beds/units permanent & supportive housing
q. Literacy/Adult Education - Frequency of 1 and average score of 2.00 need being met.
 Awareness of services needed; more organization coordination; Need to raise English level
for job readiness and advance under employed;
 Strong foundation of services but not meeting all need - Loudoun Literacy Council, Loudoun
County Public Schools
r.

Child Welfare - Frequency of 1 and average score of 3.50 need being met.
 Lack of awareness regarding child abuse; foster care need; adoption; lack of
resources/community understanding

s. Domestic and Sexual Violence - Frequency of 6 and average score of 4.33 need being met.
 Lack of coordination around sex trafficking and domestic assault; no transitional housing for
domestic violence survivors; affordable legal assistance
t.

Early Child Education - Frequency of 1 and average score of 5.00 need being met.
 No full day kindergarten; no universal pre-school; childcare access vs. preschool programs
disconnect

2. How Can Needs Best Be Met in Continuum of Care without Duplication
The second focus group topic asked participants to consider the identified areas of need and identify key
nonprofit and public agencies and which agency, if any, serves as or should serve as a central coordinating
agency. This topic further asked participants to identity if there are areas of service duplication and how
service coordination could improve. Participants were asked to address the specific questions provided
in Figure 2.

 How are the identified service needs collectively met by nonprofit and public agencies in a
continuum of care?
 For each need area identified in Q1 – please reflect on what agencies comprise the
current continuum of care and if there is a central coordinating agency who that
agency is or who should it be?
 Is there necessary or unnecessary duplication in services in particular areas? In
identifying areas of unnecessary duplication please identify the extent of duplication
on scale of 1 – 10, 1 = low level of duplication; 10 = very high level of duplication.
 What is needed to improve service coordination and reach (expansion of services
where not available or long waiting lists)?
Figure 2 – Focus Group Topic 2
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Participants were asked to identify service providing agencies in each need category, whether there is
necessary or unnecessary duplication of services, and what is needed to improve service coordination and
scope. The responses to this topic area are summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5 – Human Service Domains Coordination Context Summary
Human Service Need
Category

Affordable Housing

Transportation

Affordable Childcare
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Agencies Serving Area of Need

Gaps or Duplication

Coordination Environment

Windy Hills; DFS - housing choice program;
County - Section 8; Loudoun Cares; Evans Ridge
Terrace; Loudoun House; The Fields; Windy Hill;
Loudoun County Affordable Dwelling Unit (ADU);
Habitat for Humanity; Salvation Army; Catholic
Charities; Churches; Rapid Re-Housing;
Continuum of Care Coalition; Friends of MH;
Volunteers of America; Habitat; LAWS transition; HUD-state; INMED; Good Shepherd;
Builders Foundation; Homeless Prevention
Project
Mobile Hope; LCPS; Loudoun County Transit; DFS
& MH Vouchers; Volunteers of America; AAA; VA
Regional Transportation (VRT); Loudoun
Volunteer Caregivers (to seniors); transportation
working group (grassroots to present to county);
VA Transit; Commuter Buses; MV Transit; ECHO;
NOVA Regional Transit

Gaps and necessary
duplication

Loudoun County and Windy Hill should lead
coordination. Processes currently too
cumbersome. Need to assess need and
determine who should be supported to fill
gaps in the continuum. Some duplication
necessary to meet geographic needs and
complexity of individual and family needs.

Gaps

Loudoun County should lead coordination
develop comprehensive plan. No cohesive
coordination for service/agency; population
driven; gaps based on income.
Gaps include- specialized senior, medical;
youth, low income. Shift of funding from
other transportation sources to metro –
leading to transportation gaps within
county.

Division of Family Services; YMCA; Parks & Rec
(COSA); Head Start/Early Head Start; Private
Churches; Camp Fresh Air; LCPS; NOVA Family
Services (0-3); AART; INMED (CPS-prevention)

Gaps

Division of Family Services/YMCA as
coordinators; Gaps for moderate and lowincome; geographic areas. Parks & Recs
and YMCA – programs expensive. Faith
community - more affordable; no childcare
network or central entry point. Impacts
employment. Need more nonprofit
involvement
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Human Service Need
Category

Mental Health

Access to Healthcare

Agencies Serving Area of Need

Gaps or Duplication

Coordination Environment

CSB - Mental Health, Substance Abuse &
Developmental Services; Crisis Intervention
Team; HealthWorks; Friends of Loudoun Mental
Health MH; LINC (Linking Individuals and
Navigating Care) – CSB & PRS, Inc.; ECHO developmental disabilities; LCPS; INOVA
(inpatient & outpatient); North Spring Behavioral
Healthcare; Faith Based Community; LAWS; Free
Clinic; INOVA; private providers; NOVA Family
Services; A Place to Call Home
Free Clinic; HealthWorks for Northern Virginia;
NOVA Dental; INOVA Charity Care; Divine Mercy St Theresa Parish; Inova Simplicity Health Clinics
(English & Spanish speaking/Sterling);
Department of Health; Mission of Mercy (Dental);
Stone Springs-HCA; INOVA Loudoun Adult
Medical Psychiatric Services; Inova Loudoun
Nursing & Rehabilitation Center; Pinnacle
Behavioral Health

Gaps, very little
duplication but
necessary

CSB and INOVA as coordinators. Need far
exceeding resources – CSB needs to be
transparent on extent to which need can be
met. Private providers/child psychiatrists do not take insurance; services for those
not sick enough for CSB are not available.

Gaps, very little
duplication but
necessary

Very segmented; perception of duplicated
providers serve different segments of
population. Gaps in specialty care- beyond
primary care, Medicaid/Medicare
providers. Reimbursement level and
timeliness of reimbursement issue for
providers accepting Medicaid/Medicare.

Parks & Recs; YMCA; Libraries

Gaps

CSB - Mental Health, Substance Abuse &
Developmental Services; ECHO; St. Johns,
Loudoun ENDependence (LEND); Community &
LCPS (up to age 23); help find jobs-DARS, DFS, Arc
of Loudoun – Paxton Campus

Gaps, very little
duplication but
necessary

Need for awareness; perception that there
are many programs but cost a prime
barrier. Need culturally diverse, across
geography with transportation and
bilingual.
MHSADS (Leader-set priorities) GAPS Respite Care, ABA Care (when young) very
few providers, schools - lack advocacy for
disabled students, vulnerable populations
lack advocate, limited mental health
providers

Out of School
Programs for Teens

Disability Services for
Adults and Children
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Human Service Need
Category
Hunger/Food Security

Employment Services
(Vocational Training)
Substance Use
Disorder Services

Immigrant Services

Basic Life Skills

Homelessness
Services

Human Trafficking
Transitional Youth
(18-25) Services
Aging Services
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Agencies Serving Area of Need

Gaps or Duplication

Coordination Environment

Loudoun Hunger Relief; Good Shepard; Dulles
South Food Pantry; Loudoun Emergency
Homeless Shelter – VOA; Loudoun Mobile Hope;
Many Faith Based
ECHO; Legacy Farms; Loudoun Workforce
Resource Center; DARS; Crossroads; Workforce
(DFS administers); Skillsource; Crossroads Jobs;
Community College Team education
CSB - Mental Health, Substance Abuse &
Developmental Services; Loudoun Club 12
Catholic Charity; Faith Based; Interfaith Bridges
AYUDA; TAHIRI; Just Neighbors; Catholic
Charities; LAWs; Legal Services of Northern
Virginia

Duplication

Some perceived duplication but lack of
consistency and quality. Should be
standards to receive funding. LHR as
coordinator.
Each program serves a specific population
Workforce center - coordination for county.
Focus on job skills; increase waiver access.

Claude Moore; LCPS; Tree of life; Faith based;
Crossroad Jobs; Loudoun Literacy

Gaps

DFS; Good Shepherd; VOA; MHSADS; Path: LAWS
(sexual/domestic violence)

Gaps; Necessary
Duplication

LAWS; Law Enforcement; Hospitals; MHSUDS

Gaps

Mobile Hope; LCPS

Gaps

AAA; Volunteer Caregivers; VOA-permanent
housing program; Windy Hill; Adult Day Care
(county) - APS-DFS

Gaps

Gaps and Necessary
Duplication

Gaps

Disconnect between prevention/treatment.

Gaps

No coordination; most services out of
county; schools key point of contact; faith
community; fear in non-profits of serving
population related to losing funds; nonprofits need training in cultural
competency literary services.
Should leverage business leadership;
English as 2nd language; Claude Moore can
incentivize. Nonprofit better to address
rather than county.
Need coordinated entry and exit to
services. Need awareness of problem,
compared with DC do not see homeless or
those at-risk.
No coordination and few aftercare services
to support resiliency.
No coordination for service/agency
Very little coordination; need coordinating
agency
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Human Service Need
Category
Literacy/Adult
Education

Agencies Serving Area of Need

Gaps or Duplication

Coordination Environment

WIOA, LCPS, Loudoun Literacy Council, numerous
faith-based

Duplication

Need for most basic literacy skills, prior to
job readiness. Need coordination of those
offering, mapping what is available, and
quality curriculum and methods.

Child Welfare
Domestic and Sexual
Violence

Early Child Education
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LAWS (Loudoun Abused Women's Shelter); SCAN
(Stop Child Abuse Now); DFS-CPS; DART(Domestic
Abuse Response Team); Gang Task Force
(County); Law enforcement, County
Administrator; Commonwealth Attorney
Head Start; STEP; Childcare Centers (Income
Related); LCPS Faith Community

Gaps
Gaps

Necessary
Duplication

Gap in coordination for adults; exists for
children (child advocacy centered & child
trafficking coordination); gap in
coordination in area of trafficking
Childcare may not provide early education
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3. Recommendations
The third focus group topic was the identification of recommendations to address the identified human
service needs, gaps in and barriers to services, and how to address possible areas of duplication in service
provision. The specific questions posed for this topic area are detailed in Figure 3.

 Ideas (Recommendations) for ways to meet identified needs and improve services to
Loudoun county residents?
 Specifically how can service coordination improve?
 How can Loudoun County better align grant funding to support the identified areas of
need?
 In addition to funding what other supports are needed to increase the capacity of
Loudoun County nonprofits?
 How can the county and nonprofits encourage increased awareness of the areas of
need and support to meet the need.
Figure 3 – Focus Group Topic 3
Across the three focus group and 12 subgroups, six categories of recommendations emerged.
 Centralized Coordination of Services
 County Grant Program
 Community Engagement and Strategic Planning
 Resources Sharing
 County Support of Human Services and Nonprofits
 Specific Need Area Recommendations
These categories and specific actions and strategies are detailed by recommendation category. Please
note that some strategies may be included under multiple recommendation categories, and actions may
be either repetitive or contradictory, as this summary includes all participant viewpoints and perspectives.
A. Centralized Coordination of Services – Based on the recommended strategies and actions,
centralized coordination of services would involve a central intake point for services, centralized
information and referral, and tracking of the individual through the continuum of care. Responsibility
for central coordination is suggested to be shared between county government and the nonprofit
community. Specific actions and strategies are:
i.

Create directory of nonprofits serving Loudoun County
a. Should be accomplished through RFP process to determine who has best approach
b. I&R service delivery based on Fairfax County model

ii.

Develop central intake process to determine the needs of individuals and families
a. Central intake should get to the complexity of individual and family needs to determine
the nonprofits that will need to coordinate to meet the range of needs. Develop
information system for nonprofits to collaboratively case manage.
b. Explore single point referral system for tracking/coordinating human service delivery
needs
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c. County managed call-center/central point of data collection related to type of inquiries;
multi-media (language, cultural competent; updated; NPs could use to let county know
service availability)
d. Explore single point referral system for tracking/coordinating human service delivery
needs
e. Look at single point referral system models that work in other communities to help reduce
nonprofit public agency effort in outreach and engagement, reduce barriers to accessing
services, increase meeting client needs, reduce amount of resources that are needed.
f. Central coordination will build networks (e.g., food pantries that work together rather
than compete)
g. County to take the lead to create
h. Should be accomplished through RFP process to determine who has best approach
iii.

Create a public/private/nonprofit council to work collectively and to coordinate existing efforts
a. Coordination - mindset, resources, dedicated leaders
b. Match nonprofits and public agencies (to work together) - Model of Domestic Abuse
Response Team

iv.

Create one human services group that meets regularly
a. County led summit of nonprofits
b. Brings together: LHSN, Chamber of Commerce, nonprofits, Loudoun Health Council
c. Human Services Coalition Ambassadors - exchange information

B. County Grant Program – This category of recommended strategies and actions focuses on changes
and improvements to the Loudoun County grant making process. A majority of focus group
participates advocated for change in the county’s grant funding process, while a few did not want to
see the process change.
i. Grant funding level
a. Level of funding should grow with population
b. Increase funding for human services to meet county's annual demand based on
population changes/demographic data
c. Double grant funding at the county level & state level (based on level of population
growth)
d. Data based funding
ii. Grant process
a. Competitive nonprofit funding process
b. Simplify grant process, hear perspective of nonprofits
c. Don't change [county grant process] - keep funding general for operations
d. Strategy focused, multi-year grant program
e. Five year plan; set goals to achieve - 3-5 yr. plan; treat nonprofits as partners not
beggars
f. Grant Process- changing attitude - elevate to view as nonprofit/county partnership
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g. County seek expertise on grant making
h. Should be a policy/professional decision, not political - perceived as unprofessional
iii. Reporting and Outcomes
a. Funded organization's report on what was accomplished
b. Outcome focus; set goals to achieve - 3-5 yr. plan
iv. Cross-sector collaborations
a. More coordination in grants among Nonprofits and public agencies
b. Incentive public, nonprofit and private collaborations
v. Focus of grant program/funding
a. Invest in Administrative Core of Nonprofit Organizations
b. County has not identified community needs; should rely on partnerships
c. Strategy focused, multi-year grant program
C. Community Engagement and Strategic Planning – This area of recommended strategies focuses on
more deliberate cross-sector involvement in strategic assessment and planning to meet human
service needs of Loudoun County residents.
i. More strategic engagement across sectors – nonprofit, private, public and faith-based
a. Bring the business community into the conversation
b. Engage faith-based/private sector sponsorship
c. Get IT businesses on board to help fund grants/services
d. More fundraising/ support from the community/private sector
e. Human Services Coalition Ambassadors - exchange information
f. Create one human services group that meets regularly
g. Use engagement to raise awareness of needs and to create multi-prong outreach /
awareness raising approaches
ii. Undertake human services strategic planning process
a. Community level human service strategic plan
b. Step 1: Loudoun County government and community of non-county service providers
come together to identify/prioritize needs and work in partnership to address needs
i. based on data (metrics) - information may be collected by some agencies but is
not being used to determine or quantify needs
c. Step 2: Look at each identified need (together)
i. Identify how to address need and barriers
d. Step 3: Identify community partners that could work together to address need
e. Make determinations whether services are best provided by county or nonprofit or
private entity
f. County needs to be flexible and creative in forming partnerships. Hold planning summit
with all nonprofits.
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D. County Support of Human Services and Nonprofits – This category of recommendations involves
actions and strategies to proactively increase Loudoun County’s funding of and role in creating
partnerships to meet human service needs.
i.

Adopt proactive versus reactive approach

ii.

County fill Gaps in services through assessment and monitoring

iii.

State of the county (address) to include human services

iv.

PSA (Public Service Announcements) reflect value of human services

v.

Increase funding for human services to meet county's annual demand based on population
changes/demographic data
a. Increase of level of funding to population demand, cost-inflation, Fairfax Model
b. Tax allocations dedicated to human service areas

vi.

Build public-private-nonprofit partnerships
a. Set up strong human services public/private partnerships so they are incentivized
b. Need elevated county department - health and human services, dedicated to health
and human service public/private partnership development
c. Develop a direct services program for establishing contracts with non-county
government human services providers (nonprofit and private)
d. Offer building for nonprofits
e. Encourage regular meetings between DFS and LHSN to build stronger public/private
coalition
f. Create proffers -that connect to need (e.g. Youth Center, Meadowbrook
Community)

vii.

County take responsibility for establishing a central health and human service intake point
a. Central intake driven by shared information
b. Move grant funding process to this department
c. Establish a Council from Human Services
d. Establish Affordable Housing Authority
e. Look at Fairfax OP3 Model

E. Specific Need Category Recommendations
i.
Need strategy and specific plan for affordable housing/homelessness
a. Continuum of Care – create central point for housing, much additional capacity neededemergency permanent shelter
b. Reduce barriers for developers who want to build affordable housing
c. Build Affordable Housing
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ii.
iii.

Need a specific plan to address affordable childcare
Explore public/private partnerships, specifically to address mental health & substance
abuse MOUs, contracts

F. Resource Sharing – Recommendations for resource are primarily focused on the provision of shared
space. This area of recommendations will require additional discussion and consideration of detail
from other aspects of the assessment.
i.

Our Health, Winchester model as example of shared resources

ii.

Shared Resources among nonprofits and public agencies
a. Managed by honest broker - separate from politics

iii.

Create a centralized and affordable location for nonprofits
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Attachment 1. Focus Group Email Recruitment Script
Focus Group Email Invitation to NP and Public Agency Mixed Group- (FG 1 and FG 2)
Subject: RE: FW: Loudoun County Non Profit Needs Assessment - Focus Group Invitation

Dear (insert name),
Our Virginia Tech research team is working with Loudoun County to identify the human service needs of
Loudoun County residents, as well as unmet needs and possible funding gaps within the county’s
nonprofit community. The goal of the study is to provide Loudoun County leaders with information to
better support nonprofits in meeting these needs.
You have been identified as a key stakeholder in informing this process. We would like to invite your
participation in a focus group discussion of: 1) the needs of Loudoun County residents; 2) the needs of
Loudoun County serving human service agencies to better meet resident needs; and 3)
recommendations for how Loudoun County can best support the nonprofit community in meeting
resident needs. The dates, times and location of the focus groups are:
•
May 9th , 8:30AM – 10:30AM - Lovettsville Room, 1 Harrison St SE, Loudoun County
Government Center, Leesburg, VA 20175
•
May 10th , 8:30AM – 10:30AM - Multipurpose Room of the Claude Moore Recreation Center,
46105 Loudoun Park Lane, Sterling, VA 20164
Please respond with your preference for the date of the focus group you would like to attend. If you are
available both days and times please provide 1st and 2nd choice of dates. Please note that participants
will attend only one focus group.
We feel it is especially important that the perspective of employment and workforce issues be part of
this process. If you know of someone who you would recommend to attend in your place, or to attend
to represent another agency please send us their name.
Thank you for your consideration and participation in this work.
Sincerely, Mary Beth Dunkenberger

Mary Beth Dunkenberger
Senior Program Director/Research Faculty
Virginia Tech Institute for Policy and Governance
201 West Roanoke Street
Blacksburg, VA 24061
Office: 540-231-3979
Mobile: 540-761-9246
mdunkenb@vt.edu
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Focus Group Email Invitation to Community Foundation Stakeholder Group- (FG 3)
Subject: RE: FW: Loudoun County Non Profit Needs Assessment - Focus Group Invitation

Dear (insert name),
Good Afternoon, your contact information was provided by Amy Owen at the Community Foundation
for Loudoun and Northern Fauquier Counties. We are providing information on the Thursday, May 11
focus group for the Loudoun County Community Needs Assessment. The focus group is scheduled for
11:30 – 1:30, at the Community Foundation office.
I understand not all of the steering committee members are able to attend on the 11th, for those of you
who are attending, our Virginia Tech research team is working with Loudoun County to identify the
human service needs of Loudoun County residents, as well as unmet needs and the funding gaps within
the county’s nonprofit community. The goal of the study is to provide Loudoun County leaders with
information and recommendations on how to better support nonprofits in meeting areas of need.
The focus group will involve discussions of: 1) the needs of Loudoun County residents; 2) the needs of
Loudoun County human service nonprofits to better meet resident needs; and 3) recommendations for
how Loudoun County can best support the nonprofit community in meeting resident needs.
So that we can best prepare for the focus group, please let us know if you are able to attend by Tuesday,
May 9th.
We have attached the consent document that provides additional background on the focus group and
research.
Thank you for your consideration and participation in this work.
Sincerely, Mary Beth Dunkenberger
Mary Beth Dunkenberger
Senior Program Director/Research Faculty
Virginia Tech Institute for Policy and Governance
Office: 540-231-3979
Mobile: 540-761-9246
mdunkenb@vt.edu
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Attachment 2. Focus Group PowerPoint Guide

Slide 1

Loudoun County Nonprofit Needs Assessment
Stakeholder Focus Group
May 9th
8:30AM – 10:30AM
Loudoun County Government Center, Leesburg, VA

Slide 2

Agenda

I. Introductions and Settle-In (10 min)
II. Purpose of Focus Group (5 min)

III. Ground Rules (Attached) (5 min)
IV. Divide in Groups of 4 – 6 (5 min)

V. Review and Respond to Questions (80 min)
VI. Vote on Priorities/Recommendations (10 min)
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Purpose of the Assessment

 Identify client service need areas not met by the County nor nonprofits.
 Identify client service need areas where there are insufficient
resources to meet those needs.
 Determine whether current funding levels for the County’s non-profit
grant process are consistent with identified needs.
 Identify service need areas that are currently provided by the
County that could be provided more efficiently and effectively by an
existing non-profit organization.
 Identify areas of duplication in services among County human
services agencies and non-profit organizations.

Slide 4

Recommendation to Improve Service Provision

The assessment is to produce recommendations to:
 Reduce unnecessary duplication of service provision among nonprofit organizations and county human services agencies.

 Consider reassignment of and/or increase current and future
resources to better align with and meet client service needs.
 Leverage Loudoun’s non-profit sector in creating a complete and
effective continuum of services.
 Ensure that partners beyond the County government have
information and understanding of all of the funding gaps and unmet
needs
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Focus Group Ground Rules

1. We want you to do the talking (and writing).
2. Please allow equal time for all participants to share their
thoughts and ideas.
3. There are no right or wrong answers.

4. What is said in this room will be reported in aggregate only.
5. We will be taking notes and collecting written feedback from
the group.

Slide 6

Topic 1 – Most Critical Needs

1. What are the most critical service needs of Loudoun Residents ?
As you identify an area of need please consider:
a. Is the area of need being met at all? If possible assign on scale of 0 – 10,
extent to which the need is being met: 0 = need not met at all; 10 = need is
fully met.
b. Why is need not being met? e.g. no responsible agency; lack of
professionals to meet need; lack of funding, lack of coordination, etc.
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Topic 2 – How can needs be best met?

2. How are the identified service needs collectively met by
nonprofit and public agencies in a continuum of care ?
a. For each need area identified in Q1 – please reflect on what agencies
comprise the current continuum of care. If there is a central coordinating
agency- who that agency is or who should it be?
b. Are there necessary or unnecessary duplication in services in particular
areas? In identifying areas of unnecessary duplication please identify the
extent of duplication on scale of 1 – 10, 1 = low level of duplication; 10 =
very high level of duplication.
c. What is needed to improve service coordination and reach (expansion of
services where not available or long waiting lists)?

Slide 8

Topic 3 – Ideas and Recommendations

3. Ideas (Recommendations) for ways to meet identified needs
and improve services to Loudoun county residents?
a. Specifically how can service coordination improve?
b. How can Loudoun County better align grant funding to support the
identified areas of need?
c. In addition to funding what other supports are needed to increase the
capacity of Loudoun County nonprofits?
d. How can the county and nonprofits encourage increased awareness of the
areas of need and support to meet the need.
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Report out and Prioritization

 Group Report out on Recommendations
 Prioritization of Need Areas and Recommendations

Green = 5 points
Blue = 3 points
Red = 1 point

Slide 10

Thank you!

Thank you for your time!
Should you need additional information please
contact us – our business cards are available.
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Comparative Research Summary
The research team in consultation with the Loudoun County management team determined that
conducting a best and comparative practice review would significantly contribute to the
recommendations related to the Loudoun County nonprofit grant program and funding levels.
Comparative practice review was accomplished through 1) a review of literature focused on locality level
support of human service nonprofits; 2) in-depth review of Winchester One Health and Fairfax County
models through interviews and review of program information; 3) demographic review of 21 peer
Virginia localities; and 4) a survey submitted to the peer localities, resulting in 16 completions (76%
response rate).
Findings
A. Literature Review
An exploration of practitioner and academic literature provides insight in addressing the aims of the
Loudoun County Nonprofit assessment (LCNA). Literature was reviewed to determine if there are
standardized practices or models for processes and structures through which local governments engage
and collaborate, and/or fund community serving nonprofits. The review of literature explored; 1) the
need and frameworks for local government and nonprofit relationships, and 2) local government
funding of nonprofits. While there is significant literature on the nature of local government
relationships and contracting with nonprofits 1, literature on local government grant programs process
and methods is limited and, the literature on how overall funding levels are determined is effectively
nonexistent.
Local Government Nonprofit Relationships
During the past two decades local governments all across the United States have increased their
involvement with nonprofit organizations in facilitating the delivery of human services. As municipal and
county governments deal with ongoing devolution of public service responsibilities from state and
federal governments, they face the challenges of providing increased levels of human services under
challenging fiscal limitations. In this environment public-nonprofit relationships must be constantly
assessed and adjusted based on local needs and environment. (Donaldson, 2007)
The need for government and nonprofit collaborative service provision - Typically government and
nonprofits provide services in areas where market failure or imbalance make for-profit service delivery
infeasible or ineffective, or where government fails to respond to the preferences of certain groups of
citizens. In some service areas, such as behavioral health, services for the elderly, or special needs
populations, government may meet the demand for services for a portion of the population but not for
all individuals where the public will and fiscal constraints does not allow expansion to fully meet the
demand (Young, 1999).
Local governments often work with nonprofits to identify public service needs, coordinate services, and
develop programs. Additionally, governments often offer in-kind or financial resources to support public
services provided by nonprofit organizations. Generally, when local governments provide financial
The focus of the LCNA is on the relationships of nonprofits with Loudoun County as related to the nonprofit grant
program, therefore the literature on contracting relationships is not fully covered in this report.

1
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resources to nonprofits, they either purchase public services from nonprofits or provide grants to
nonprofits. Local governments can also fund nonprofits through line-item appropriations and through
in-kind donations. (Henderson, Whitaker, & Altman-Sauer, 2003)
When local governments provide grants to nonprofits, they often allow the nonprofit more freedom and
flexibility in how they will provide needed services. Local governments faced with emerging economic
and demographic changes may use nonprofits to provide services when a need is clearly recognized but
policy action or direction is not yet identified (Whitaker & Drennan, 2007).
Local governments may prefer to subsidize nonprofits rather than provide the service itself for three
specific reasons. Demonstrating the provision of services successfully may garner further political
support; if a nonprofit has already built expertise and capacity, the government’s share of the costs of
providing service may be lower than if government provided directly; and lastly separate from local
government support, nonprofit operations are usually subsidized by philanthropic and volunteer
support, further reducing costs of service provision. (Luksetich, 2008)
Characteristics of local government-nonprofit relationships - Feiock & Andrew (2006) characterize local
government and nonprofit relationships using seven categories.
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Autonomous Service Provider – Provide services independent of government action, though
government action such as zoning and land use policy can restrict the ability of the nonprofit to
operate in certain areas.
Coordinated Service Ally – Primarily characterized by referral relationships or training to build
capacity in specific areas.
Subsidized Provider – Nonprofits supported by local government direct grants, subsidies
(including office space, backbone services), and tax exemptions
Contractor/Agent – nonprofits provide services under contract with local government.
Contractual relationships involve the challenge of balancing the appropriate desire of nonprofits
to have programmatic autonomy and the equally reasonable need of government to maintain
levels of oversight and accountability
Strategic Competitor – Nonprofits provide services due to dissatisfaction with government
provided services, e.g. Homeowner associations, private schools.
Partnership – Nonprofits working in collaboration with government to develop programs.
Nonprofits may be involved only in the implementation of policy and delivery of services, or may
participate in policy development and evaluation.
Advocate/Lobbyist – Nonprofits involvement in civic engagement and advocacy in the
democratic process.

In an examination of the nature of local government- nonprofit relationships according to service area,
humans services are typically provided through formal relationships between government and
nonprofits with decision making occurring somewhat collaboratively but with more decision making
control by government. Formal relationships are typically governed by contracts and specified
outcomes and performance measures. However relationships can also be formalized by funding control
(ability to increase or decrease funding) and collaboratively developing shared goals and purposes. This
construct may be challenged by nonprofits that are not dependent on local government funding and are
legitimized through state or federal policy. In this situation the nonprofit may have more control over
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the delivery of services but may still be reliant on formal and informal referral networks to effectively
provide services (Gazley, 2007).
An important consideration in determining the level of formalization is the complimentary nature and
existence of trust and formality. It is argued where there are high levels of trust between principle
agents of government and the nonprofit and standardization in the service provided, lower levels of
formal agreement and performance measures are required. However when principle agents change
frequently and there is less regulation on service provision, more formal agreements may be required
(Gazley, 2007; Feiok, 2009). While informal government-nonprofit relationships are common, local
governments are more likely to provide funding and equipment to nonprofits with which there is a
formal agreement than to nonprofits with which the local government has no formal agreement (Gazley,
2007).
Accountability mechanisms and data sharing among public and nonprofit providers is increasingly being
touted as a way to increase trust among agencies and effectiveness of services (APHSA Brief, 2012).
However, nonprofit leaders warn that contract and outcome reporting processes need to be more
effective than burdensome, as overly onerous contracts and performance measure can take away
resources from service delivery and may result in some nonprofits leaving the service area
(Pettijohn,Boris, De Vita& Fyffe, 2013).
Satisfaction with government non-profit funding relationship – In general nonprofits appreciate
funding commitments and embrace the involvement of local government in the provision of human
services and desire to be considered as equal partners in need assessment, goal setting and outcome
evaluation. However there is a nuanced distinction between developing and sustaining collaborative and
partnerships between local government, versus adversarial and competitive relationships between and
among sectors. Finding the right balance requires commitment to process, communication and
involvement of cross sector stakeholders (Mosley, 2012).
The Urban Institute conducted national surveys of nonprofits focused on the government- nonprofit
relationship in 2010 and 2012. Both of these surveys consistently found that problems nonprofits
experience with their government funders include:
Not paying nonprofits the full cost of services provided (especially indirect or administrative
overhead costs)
• Using complex contract and grant application processes,
• Changing contracts midstream,
• Routinely failing to pay on a timely basis, and
• Imposing complex and time-consuming reporting requirements.

•

These problems were most specifically identified with state level funders but were also identified as
related to local government funding relationships as well.
Funding Community Based Nonprofits
Literature on government funding of community based nonprofits focuses primarily on best practices of
funding and fiscal management at the organizational level. While not the focus of the LCNA this
literature may be helpful in establishing application criteria on the fiscal well-being of applicants.
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Human Service Nonprofit Funding - Funding the provision of human services is best stabilized by
blending and braiding funding from many different sources. However often the ability to expand funding
sources and how funds are utilized is constrained by state and federal policy. At the local level, flexible
funding that enables innovations is most valuable, and sustained progress is best achieved when the use
and outcomes related to flexible funding is examined by stakeholders that may include government
funders, nongovernment funders, nonprofit service providers and consumers (APHSA Brief, 2012).
Best practices indicate that nonprofits should be supported by diversified funding sources. In a 2013
Urban Institute national survey of nonprofit organizations, human service nonprofits reported an
average of seven grants or contracts per organizations, with a median of three per organization. Urban
Institute research findings are that 64% of federal state and local government contract and grant
support goes to health and human service nonprofits, compared to 13% for arts, culture and humanities,
7% for education and 4.2% for environment and animals and 11% for other categories. Figure 1 displays
the breakdown in contracts and grants by type of organization. (Pettijohn, Boris, De Vita, & Fyffe, 2013)

Figure 1: Contracts and grants by type of organization.
Source: Urban Institute, National Survey of Nonprofit-Government Contracts and Grants (2013).

The report also highlights that health and human service nonprofits have higher ratios of government
sourced grants and contracts than the other nonprofit categories, as seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Percent of Total Revenue from Government Sources
Source: Urban Institute, National Survey of Nonprofit-Government Contracts and Grants (2013).

Funding Methods and Processes - Local governments fund nonprofits through three mechanisms: (1)
line-item appropriations and grants, (2) purchase-of-service contracts, and (3) in-kind donations of
property (other than money) (Bluestein & Brown-Graham, 2001).
In undertaking research on local government practices for funding nonprofits in 2010, Berner, Hatch and
Young observed, “According to major national nonprofit or local government practitioner associations,
there are no national models, best practices or even promising practices for local governments to use in
funding nonprofits” (2010, page 4).
There is some limited material on the level and distribution of funding from federal sources, which
found that the distribution reflects the presence of numerous legitimized social service agencies and the
size of the population and determinants of need among the service area population (Jalandoni,
Petrescu, & Green, 2005) Other literature addresses why certain nonprofits are funded, either posing
theories about why individuals or institutions support nonprofits, or asking what influences funding
levels (Henderson, Whitaker & Altman-Sauer, 2004).
While these studies do not specifically target local government funding of nonprofits, collectively they
lead to several recommendations to make any local government’s funding allocation process more
effective:
• At the onset of the funding process, the local government should clearly define how they will
make funding decisions,
• Assign staff to manage the logistics of the funding process,
• Have a broad-based, flexible strategic plan including goals that nonprofits are expected to
achieve, and
• Encourage decision-makers in the funding process (whether elected, professional, or volunteer)
to avoid personal or professional biases.
Also identified are six key questions local governments should answer when designing or redesigning a
funding process for nonprofits:
• Why do we want to fund nonprofits? (What is the ultimate outcome we hope to achieve?)
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•
•
•
•
•

Why do we want to have a formal process for making funding decisions? (Public relations,
increased citizen participation, stream-lined process, protect decision from political favoritism,
guarantee political influence?)
How will we identify community needs that we want to help nonprofits address? (Internal or
external information sources? What level of detail and reliability?)
How will we obtain nonprofits’ proposals for meeting community needs? (Internally or
externally driven?)
How will we review proposals?
How will we make funding decisions?

To address the absence of empirical data and evidenced based models of practice, Berner, Hatch and
Young (2010) undertook research on the practices of 9 localities, examining local government processes
and practices for determining distribution of grant funding for homelessness prevention programs.
Based on the results of the study, the research team developed two models for determining nonprofit
funding allocations - the Internal Control Model and the External/shared Control Model.
Internal Control Model: Process is fundamentally controlled by local government staff. In this model,
the primary characteristic as the model name suggests is control. Key information content and flow,
criteria and standards, time-table, and necessary approvals are determined by staff. Even if elected
officials make the final decisions, the primary influence on that decision is staff information and
opinions. There is little or no influence given to non-staff, such as the applicant groups themselves, the
subject area community, and the nonprofit community in general, or citizens at large. There are fewer
layers of review, perhaps less formality, less process documentation or guidance. An overview of the
internal model, extracted from the reference article is provided in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – Local Government Internal Control Model
Source: Berner, M., Hatch, M.A., & Youens, E. (2010). Two Models for Nonprofit Funding Allocation: Lessons for
Nonprofit Managers. Journal for Nonprofit Management. 14, 1-16.

External/Shared Control Model: This process model involves shared control between local government
staff and outside interest groups. In this model, some level of control is relinquished to community
actors. Value is placed on the expertise of those who work directly with the target population. The
degree to which the local government delegates control exists on a spectrum. On one end, an
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organization that exists outside of government control is the recipient of all program or grant funds in
whole or part based on service area; this organization would then re-allocate funds through a process
outside of governmental control. On the other end of the scale, a member of the community may simply
advise the local government, making recommendations on recipients or level of funding, perhaps by
serving as a member on an internal staff committee. Along the spectrum, advisory groups may include
members of the affected population, such as stakeholders who will be directly or indirectly affected by
the services provided. The External/Shared Control Model is summarized in Figure 4.
The researchers noted that even along the spectrum of external or shared control, research did not
identify any examples where the nonprofit funding allocation process was completely independent of
government control. Table 1 provides a summary of the relationship of control by the six key function
areas of the grant making process.
Table 1 - Functions of Low and High Government Control in Local Funding of Nonprofits

Source: Berner, M., Hatch, M.A., & Youens, E. (2010) Two Models for Nonprofit Funding Allocation: Lessons for
Nonprofit Managers. Journal for Nonprofit Management. 14, 1-16.
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Figure 4 – Local Government External/Shared Control Model
Source: Berner, M., Hatch, M.A., & Youens, E. (2010). Two Models for Nonprofit Funding Allocation: Lessons for
Nonprofit Managers. Journal for Nonprofit Management. 14, 1-16.

In deciding which model is most appropriate to the local government and community context the
researchers recommend that government leaders and agents come to agreement on three key
questions.
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1. Should local government staff review funding requests?
Benefits: it is relatively fast, easily controlled, and consistent.
Cons: it may perpetuate the status quo of funding practices (funding the same
organizations or the same activities without question or could “preclude the infusion of
new perspectives or ideas”).
2. Should community volunteers or standing advisory boards review funding requests?
Benefits: possible alleviation of political pressure on staff and elected officials.
Cons: in order to use this type of review effectively, governments need to allocate funds
for staff support and guidance, be willing to share authority with the volunteers, and allow
adequate time for the volunteers to make their recommendations. In addition, volunteers
or boards (as with staff and elected officials) may use practices that are not transparent or
fair.
3. Should members of the elected body review funding requests? (Note that sometimes
the elected body must make the final funding decision because of the rules established by
the funding source [state or federal] or because of the laws of the jurisdiction in which the
local government is located.)
Benefits: increased community influence in the process and savings of some direct staff
costs.
Cons: potential unfairness because of interpersonal dynamics or possible influence by
vocal or well-connected constituents. There may be additional costs in terms of time spent
on the process. As one nonprofit expert noted, “Discussions can take A LOT of time”

Figure 5 – Review Process by Whom? (Berner, Hatch & Youens, 2010, pg. 14)
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B. Fairfax and Winchester Our Health In-depth Reviews
During the assessment process Loudoun County stakeholders repeatedly referenced Fairfax County
nonprofit support structures and the Winchester Our Health model as representing promising practices
for consideration for how Loudoun County can improve human service nonprofit support and enable
more effective delivery of services to Loudoun County residents.
Fairfax County Nonprofit Support Summary
During the Loudoun County Nonprofit Assessment Process, Fairfax County was repeatedly identified as a
model to consider as Loudoun County deliberates how to improve support nonprofits in the delivery of
human services. Fairfax County supports the human service nonprofits through several programs and
offices including: 1) the Consolidated Community Funding Pool (CCFP); 2) The Office of Public Private
Partnerships (OP3); and 3) Department of Neighborhood and Community Services.
While support functions are specialized within three different offices and departments, there is
coordination among the programs to support overall community and resident human service needs.
The primary functions of each program, office and department is summarized in Figure 6 along with
Fairfax County provided funding and staffing levels.
CCFP
(grant program)

OP3
(partnership program

• Based on bi-annual
review of community
needs

• Clearinghouse for public,
nonprofits and private
entities to work together

• 2 year grants; zero based
each grant cycle

• Stimulate positive
change in and civic
involvement in the
community

• Funding areas based on
continuously assessed
areas of need
• FY 2018 - $ 12,584,685
Total; $11,141,700
General Fund *
• Staff support of 4 FTEs
from collaborating
departments.

• Support Capacity
building for nonprofits
• Coordination of
Volunteers
• FY 2018 - $ 733,652
• Staffed with 7 FTE in
specialized areas

Dept. of Neighborhood
and Community Services
• Countywide Service

Integration Planning and
Management - Data
driven identification of
service gaps and
outcomes
• Access to Community
Resources and Programs Centralized Refererral
• Regional Services and
Center Operation Coordination of youth
and adult services
• FY2018 - $28,394,439
• 218 staff in specialized
areas

Figure 6 – Fairfax County Nonprofit Supports, *does not include personnel costs
In addition to these supports, Fairfax County contracts with nonprofits, governmental and for profit
entities for the delivery of health and human services, and the Department of Neighborhood and
Community Services operates a 211 hotline which shares information on the services provided by
nonprofits in the community and makes referrals to meet client needs.
Stakeholders interviewed also discussed efforts that are currently in motion but not yet operational
including the following.
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•

Efforts to develop a centralized web portal to coordinate nonprofit efforts and central intake
that improved multi-agency coordination of services.

•

•

Process to review current space provided by the County to community groups, as well as
other resource agreements such as memorandums of understanding, and develop a policy
for decisions about the allocation of space to make it more equitable.
Increased Co-Location opportunities that share backbone services.

•

Increased innovation in fundraising and shared fundraising campaigns among nonprofits.

1. Consolidated Community Funding Pool (CCFP)
The Consolidated Community Funding Pool (CCFP) funds projects that provide for: human services,
affordable housing development administration and construction, and acquisition and/or rehabilitation
of affordable housing in Fairfax County.
In the current FY17-18 award cycle, projects addressed no more than two of the four funding priorities
that the Consolidated Community Funding Advisory Committee establishes each funding cycle.
Awards are made every two years for a two-year term based on funding availability. While serving the
needs of Fairfax County residents, funded projects may also serve residents of the Cities of Fairfax and
Falls Church. Eligible applicants are 501 (c) 3 tax-exempt organizations or the cooperating jurisdictions of
the City of Fairfax and Towns of Clifton, Herndon and Vienna. The Consolidated Community Funding
Advisory Committee (CCFAC) oversees all aspects of the policy, priorities and proposal evaluation
criteria planning and development.
The CCFAC is comprised of representatives from Fairfax County Human Services Boards and
Commissions and citizens representing specific community sectors. An additional group of Fairfax
County citizens are selected by the Deputy County Executive to serve on the Selection Advisory
Committee (SAC). The SAC reviews and rates proposals based on set criteria as established by the
CCFAC. SAC recommendations are forwarded to the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors for final award
approval.
The CCFP application process is as follows:
• Developing Proposal Evaluation Criteria: The CCFAC reviews applicant, selection advisory
committee, and technical advisory committee assessments of past CCFP proposal solicitation
processes for strengths and weaknesses. Current CCFP policy and guidelines are reviewed for
continuance and/or modification based on solicitation assessments and outcome area funding
priority decisions. The CCFP priorities are developed and recommended by the CCFAC based on
review and analysis of both data and community input. Throughout the CCFP’s history, the
CCFAC have strategically adjusted the priority setting process to meet the county’s changing
needs and to recognize the changing nature of community-based service providers.
• Proposal Solicitation: The CCFP Request for Proposals (RFP) is released in early fall. Proposals
are received by the Department of Purchasing and Supply Management in December. A PreProposal Conference is held in October to brief potential applicants and answer questions. PreProposal Conference questions and answers are uploaded to the Department of Procurement
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•

•

•

and Material Management (DPMM) website for all potential applicants. Potential applicants
may also contact DPMM’s Contract Administrator with any additional questions during the
process.
Project Selection: The County Executive appoints the SAC comprised of Fairfax County residents
to review, rate and recommend proposals for awards based on the evaluation criteria and
funding priority areas as established by the CCFAC. SAC proposal review process begins in midJanuary and concludes at the end of March. A Technical Advisory Committee, comprised of
Fairfax County staff with expertise in health, human service and housing development
disciplines provides technical assistance to the SAC during the proposal review process. SAC
recommendations are then forwarded to the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors for final
approval in April.
Project Contracts: Following Board of Supervisor approval of SAC recommendations, County
staff negotiate final contract awards in May. A Memorandum of Negotiation is approved by both
the applicant and the County. The Memorandum of Negotiations along with the RFP, Resource
Manual (which includes the Fairfax County General Conditions and Instructions to Bidders and
CCFP Special Provisions) and the Project Proposal comprise the final contract. Contracts awards
begin on July 1st of the funding cycle and end two years later on June 30th. Second year funding
is contingent upon on contract performance and funding availability.
Additional Process Detail:
a. No legacy process – for two-year grant period all applicants “have an equal chance”
b. At times do have to navigate relationships with nonprofits when previously awarded
funding has been reduced eliminated
c. Application process viewed as rigorous but best practice
d. Provide technical assistance/training on completing application

CCFP Organizational Structure:
The CCFP is funded through the County General Fund, the Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) and
the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG). The CCFP office or staff, is jointly staffed by five
County Departments:
•

Department of Administration for Human Services, primarily responsible for the planning
process, solicitation development, contract monitoring and contract management.

•

Department of Housing and Community Development, a key partner in all phases of preparing
the County's Consolidated Plan, administering CDBG contracts and staffing the CCFAC

•

Department of Family Services, coordinates the involvement of the Community Action Advisory
Board and overseeing CSBG services.

•

Department of Neighborhood and Community Services, responsible for the priority-setting
process, community engagement efforts, data driven materials and providing technical
assistance to funded programs.

•

The Department of Procurement and Material Management, primarily responsible for contract
award and administration.
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It is estimated that approximately 3.5 – 4.0 full-time equivalent staff support the CCFP.
CCFP funding priorities as differentiated from procurement for health and human services:
•
•

•
•

•
•

CCFP seeks to fund community priority services rather than mandated services
Mandated services – those required by federal, state or local policy are most likely to be
delivered by county human service agencies or through the procurement process. Mandated
services are most of often in the areas of child welfare, public safety and public health domains.
Discussion of what constitutes “core services” sparked much debate in the past. Fairfax County
defers to community priority process for determining core services not clearly mandated.
CCFAC oversees all aspects of the policy, priorities and proposal evaluation criteria planning and
development. The CCFAC will review the priorities a year ahead of the upcoming award cycle
and make a determination whether to adjust the priorities based on the changing needs of the
county or to leave them unchanged.
Contracts are issued by the Department of Procurement and Material Management.
Small amount of non-mandated discretionary funding in agency budgets can be used for
contracting with health and human service nonprofits and for profit agencies, subject to annual
budgeting process.

Selection Advisory Committee:
•
•
•

Comprised of 24 members due to volume of proposals (typically 155 – 165)
Divided into four committees to review proposals

Funding and Reporting Timeframe:
•
•
•

Two years
Outcome and fiscal reports due on quarterly basis
Mid- way through fiscal year if grantee is on track to not utilize funds, funds are requested to be
returned at the end of the fiscal year and are redistributed to other grantees

Outcomes/Accountability:
•
•
•

•
•

Results-Based Accountability Process developed over six – seven year process
Involved participation of nonprofits
Identified results areas:
o Connected Individuals
o Economic Self-Sufficiency
o Healthy People
o Positive Living for Older Adults and Individuals with Disabilities
o Successful Children and Youth
o Sustainable Housing
(See http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/ncs/csipm/rba/)
Overseen by Neighborhood & Community Services (NCS)
NCS helps nonprofits with trouble shooting performance issues
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Contract Monitoring:
Awardees are to submit monthly and quarterly reports on project performance and expenditures to the
County. These reports are submitted via the Internet on the County's on-line reporting system, WebR.
Contract managers from both the Department of Administration for Human Services and Department of
Housing and Community Development review the reports for accuracy, contract compliance and
progress. Project site visits are conducted to confirm reported data, provide reporting technical
assistance, identify and clarify contract performance issues and correction measures, and observe
project implementation. Resulting monitoring reports are forwarded to the awardees. Quarterly,
projects funded through Community Services Block Grant funds are reviewed by the Community Action
Advisory Board. A year-end report is prepared for the Board of Supervisors.
The monthly reports consist of a Demographic Report, which provides statistical information on clients
served under the program; a Monthly statement of Expenditures Report, which lists expenses charged
to the contract during the reporting month. A Quarterly Progress Report is also required. This provides
the County with information on the activities and outcomes of the project, as well as progress in
meeting volunteer and leveraging goals.
In addition to reviewing project and financial reports, Contract Managers conduct on-site monitoring
visits as well. The Contract Manager is to have access to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The observation of service delivery as identified in the contract scope of services
Client records
Activity records
Assessment data
Financial records, receipts, vouchers, books, audits, tax reports and documents
Personnel records (e.g., time sheets for employees paid with Consolidated Community Funding
Pool funds and documentation of time provided by volunteers)
Organizational records (e.g., minutes of Board of Directors meetings).

In addition, Contract Managers also spend time reviewing the projected program outcomes for the
contracts in relation to the information provided in the monthly and quarterly reports. Contract
oversight for programs awarded general funds and CSBG funding is provided by the Department of
Administration for Human Services (DAHS) along with programmatic and technical assistance to the
contractors from the Department of Neighborhood and Community Service. The Department of
Housing and Community Development provides contract oversight for all programs awarded CDBG
funding for targeted public services and the acquisition and development of affordable housing.
Funding Level:
Funding for the CCFP is made available through Fairfax County General Funds, Community Services Block
Grant (CSBG) and the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG).
•
•

Has been approximately $12 million for past few years
FY2018
o $10.5 million local funding
o $1.4 million CDBG
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$700,000 Community Services Block Grant
No prescribed formula
As CDBG and Community Services funding has decreased county has committed to make
up the difference
Initially established FY1997 with approx. $7 million total
o
o
o

•

Current Funding Priorities
FY 2018 is the second year of a two‐year funding cycle. The Consolidated Community Funding Advisory
Committee (CCFAC) has organized the FY 2017/FY 2018 funding priorities according to four areas and
adopted corresponding outcome statements. The CCFAC also recommended target focus areas for each
priority area, which represent growing needs within the human services system. The BOS approved
these funding priorities on June 23, 2015.
Priority Area
Prevention

Outcome Statement
Families and individuals remain
independent and have the tools and
resources to prevent future
dependence. Communities increase
their ability to support their members
in preventing dependence.
Individuals, families, or communities
in crisis overcome short‐term
problems (generally not more than
three months) and quickly move back
to independence.

Target Focus Area
Behavioral health services for youth
and older adults, including suicide
prevention. Early childhood
development services.

Self‐Sufficiency

Families, individuals, neighborhoods,
and communities attain self‐
sufficiency over a period of three
months to three years.

Long‐Term Supportive
Services

Individuals who have continuing long‐
term needs and who therefore may
not become self-sufficient, achieve
and/or maintain healthy, safe and
independent lives to the maximum
extent possible.

Healthcare affordability and
accessibility services, particularly
behavioral health services.
Housing needs identified in the
Fairfax County Housing Blueprint.
English proficiency services.
Affordable and accessible housing
with supportive social services, to
include employment and mobility
assistance, for very‐low income
individuals with disabilities and very
low‐income older adults.

Crisis Intervention
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2. The Office of Public Private Partnerships
The Office of Public Private Partnerships (OP3) identifies and promotes cross-sector collaboration to
address county priorities and to leverage resources to meet community needs. A significant part of that
work includes resource-sharing and building strategic relationships that support the human service
needs of Fairfax County residents. As summarized on the OP3 website 2:
•
•

“OP3 serves as a clearing house and point of contact for public agencies, nonprofit
organizations, and businesses interested in working together.”
“OP3 creates and develops public private partnerships to stimulate positive change in the
community and encourage civic involvement and responsibility. The office brings together
representatives and resources from public and private sectors to address community issues
impacting the quality of life in Fairfax County.”

OP3 has seven full-time staff members and operates with an annual budget in FY2017 of $749,679. 3
OP3 staff work to accomplish its mission in multiple ways:
Facilitate partnerships – OP3 builds partnerships between public agencies, nonprofits and the
private sector to address Fairfax County needs.
•

•

At times this work involves improving the coordination of services and outreach for resources
among nonprofits. Two examples of successful collaboration include coordinated efforts to
provide school supplies for children through Collect for Kids and reduce food insecurity through
the Stuff the Bus annual food collection drive.
OP3 also identifies opportunities to connect private sector philanthropy and corporate
engagement to address Fairfax County priorities and community needs.

Increase civic and corporate volunteer engagement-OP3 staff actively promote volunteer
opportunities and find matches for corporate employee pro-bono and volunteer opportunities. OP3
provides oversight of the County’s Volunteer Management System (VMS). VMS is used by staff in 46
programs in 21 county agencies to recruit volunteers and to track and report volunteer hours on a
monthly basis. 32,050 individuals have registered in VMS as of today and it includes 1,011 volunteer
opportunities. Volunteers in VMS has recorded 1.3 million hours of services in FY 2016, an estimated
33.8 million in donated hours, as valued by Independent Sector.
OP3 Coordinates with Volunteer Fairfax and Fairfax County Public Schools (FCPS) to link volunteers
with needs.
Support nonprofits and public agencies through capacity-building resources and services - OP3
supports Fairfax nonprofits and public agencies to increase organizational and program capacity
through the following services and resources. OP3 in partnership with the Fairfax County Public
Library supports a Funding Information Network location of the Foundation Center referred to as
the Grants Research and Training Center (GRTC). The GRTC is a community resource for nonprofit
Fairfax Office of Public Private Partnerships website, assessed 8/10/2017,
http://www.fairfaxcountypartnerships.org/
3
FY 2017 Fairfax County Advertised Budget Plan (Vol. 1) – 46.
2
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organizations seeking grant opportunities as well as for individuals, artists and scholars seeking
grants from private foundations. The GRTC provides public access to Foundation Center databases.
OP3 through the GRTC, serves a clearinghouse for resource and training opportunities throughout
Northern Virginia through its OP3 e-news and GRTC e-news. GRTC sponsors a limited number of
training and workshop each year on wide variety of nonprofit sustainability topics including grant
seeking, proposal development, fundraising and corporate social responsibility. OP3 also
collaborates with other providers of training and capacity building such as the United Way of the
National Capital Area, the Washington Regional Association of Grantmakers, and the George Mason
University Center for Nonprofit Management, Philanthropy and Policy cosponsoring the annual
Regional Nonprofit Forum.
Provide Small Business Resources - OP3 recognizes that small businesses are important to the
economy and people of Fairfax County and serves as a connecter between small businesses and the
Fairfax Department of Purchasing and Supply Management, Chambers of Commerce, Fairfax County
Economic Development Authority, the Community Business Partnership and the Annual Vendor
Forum.
Additional detail on these focus areas are provided as follows on the OP3 Website. 4
Partnership Formats
•

•

•

•

Companies that Care: Companies show their support for the County by sharing their facilities,
resources, expertise, volunteers, and financial contributions. There are many companies who
are active in the community and have graciously donated resources. OP3 works to facilitate
these partnerships and recognizes these efforts through their monthly e-news.
County Agencies and Initiatives: Partnership liaisons and volunteer coordinators in County
agencies help OP3 identify priority needs and opportunities. OP3 connects these agencies with
potential business partners that have parallel interests. They offer training and host discussion
groups with County-affiliated foundations and nonprofits (e.g., the Fairfax Library Foundation
and the Fairfax County Park Foundation).
Chambers of Commerce and Business Organizations: OP3 works with the Chambers of
Commerce throughout the county, Business Councils and service organizations such as Rotary
Clubs. Example is linked here: http://www.novachamber.org/corporate-social-responsibilitycouncil.html
Community Nonprofits and Service Organizations: OP3 works with organizations such as
Volunteer Fairfax to increase awareness of volunteer opportunities with county agencies and
with Leadership Fairfax to engage LFI graduates in community leadership and skill-based
projects. OP3 participates in the quarterly meetings of the Northern Virginia Idea Exchange
(NoVIEE), a network organized by 50+ leading regional nonprofit executives.

Examples of Established Partnerships
•

4

Fairfax Community Connections: A virtual collaboration of groups that includes non-profit
organizations, chambers of commerce, Leadership Fairfax, businesses and other groups in
Fairfax County focused on finding and sharing volunteer opportunities. This is a central place for

Accessed 8/10/2017 and 8/12/2017.
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•

•

•

•

•

people to go to find out how to make a difference and share success stories about how they
made a difference.
Volunteer Fairfax: Since 1975, Volunteer Fairfax has served as the respected leader of
community volunteerism in Fairfax County and beyond, providing services and programs that
mobilize the nonprofit community and offering meaningful opportunities for citizens to engage
in the community. OP3 partners with Volunteer Fairfax to promote civic engagement throughout
the County.
Collect for Kids: More than 50,000 children in Fairfax County qualify for free and reduced and
many families cannot afford the cost of school supplies, which can typically cost as much at $107
per child. OP3, Fairfax County Public Schools and Kids R First convened a group of nonprofits, forprofits and other governmental agencies under the partnership, Collect for Kids. The goal was
to increase the number of students provided with free school supplies, eliminate gaps in
services and reduce redundancies. A standardized school supply list was developed and with
the help of local discount stores, groups purchased supplies together in bulk. Since its inception
in 2010, there has been a 106% increase in the number of students served. In 2015, nearly 2/3
of children on free and reduced meals received donations.
Workhouse Brewfest: In conjunction with the Workhouse, OP3 convened a partnership to
organize the first annual Brewfest at the Lorton Workhouse. The partnership included the
Fairfax County Park Authority, Office of Public Affairs, Department of Planning and Zoning, Visit
Fairfax and Celebrate Fairfax, Inc. These groups worked together for months, each in its own
specialty, pulling together public relations, operational, planning and funding pieces to organize
the event. The objective was to highlight the economic impact of local entrepreneurs and
artisans; promote arts, hospitality and tourism; and create interest in a place that people want
to be – three important tenets of Fairfax County’s Strategic Plan for Economic Success. The first
annual Workhouse Brewfest was held on August 13, 2016. More than 1500 tickets were
purchased in advance and the attendance was estimated at more than 2500, including 250
volunteers and many first time visitors. 28 craft breweries, 3 cideries, 4 wineries, 6 distilleries,
17 food trucks, 8 exhibitors, and 15 bands participated. More than 20 articles and news
mentions complemented the 135 Facebook posts reaching nearly 113,000 people. The second
event was held on August 12, 2017 and event-related data will be available shortly.
Shark Tank Assistive Technology Challenge: The Fairfax County 50+Action plan is a 31 point
plan to create a vibrant, active and supportive community for older adults. In 2015, 50+
Technology Committee, the Area Office on Aging and OP3 coordinated the first annual Shark
Tank challenge, a competition for high school students to develop innovative technological
solutions to help older adults and persons with disabilities improve the quality of their lives. OP3
identified sponsors and mentors from local tech companies and marketed the opportunity to
both students and the community. The competition is now its third year and multiple area high
schools students have devised creative solutions to help area citizens improve their quality of
life and been awarded thousands of dollars for their efforts.
Fairfax County Restoration Project: OP3 assisted in the formation of the Fairfax County
Restoration Project, which brought together a variety of organizations to address the soil
restoration, wildlife, and plant issues being created by the HOT Lanes Project. FCRP's goal is to
foster relationships between state, county, business, and non-profit organizations for the
purpose of finding ways to work together to improve the County's quality of life.
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•

3.

Medical Care for Children Partnership (MCCP): Established in 1986, MCCP is an exciting public
private partnership that developed with initial oversight from the Office of Partnerships. MCCP
is a proven model of community problem-solving. MCCP-eligible children have working parents
whose incomes are too high for Medicaid but too low to be able to afford health care. The
MCCP Foundation works to ensure that every child receives the medical and dental care needed
to thrive and realize his or her dreams of good health. OP3 supports the efforts of MCCP and the
MCCP Foundation.

Department of Neighborhood and Community Services
Neighborhood and Community Services engages, connects and collaborates with individuals,
organizations, neighborhoods and communities to strategically plan, provide responsive services
and build capacity to support community and neighborhood solutions. The Department of
Neighborhood and Community Services (NCS) has three primary functions. 5
• Countywide Service Integration Planning and Management - Serve the entire human services
system through the use of data‐driven decisions to identify service gaps, by initiating efforts to
track and improve human service outcomes, and demonstrating efficiencies in service delivery.
Capacity building within Human Services is coordinated and led by the department, but also
involves all stakeholders within County government and the community as a whole. Programs
and approaches are continually developed, critically evaluated and assessed to ensure that
needs and goals are being met.
• Access to Community Resources and Programs - Deliver information and connect people,
community organizations, and human service professionals to resources and services provided
within the department, and more broadly throughout the community. Access to services is
provided across the spectrum of needs (including transportation to services) and in some cases,
includes the provision of direct emergency assistance.
• Regional Services and Center Operation - Promotes the well‐being of children, youth, families,
older adults, persons with special needs and communities. NCS supports partners and the
community by facilitating skill development and the leveraging of resources that can resolve
self‐identified challenges. In partnership with various public‐private community organizations,
neighborhoods, businesses and other County agencies, the department also uses prevention
and community building approaches to provide direct services for residents and communities
throughout the County.

The Departments budget in FY 2017 was $28,735,750 with 221 employees and was advertised as
$28,394,439 in FY 2018 with 218 employees.
Countywide Service Integration Planning and Management

5

FY 2018 Fairfax County Advertised Budget Plan (Vol. 1) - 378
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The focus of the Countywide Service Integration Planning and Management functional area is to provide
the leadership, planning, data and capacity for achieving the human services system priorities and to
provide direction for delivering services in a seamless fashion. Specific priorities are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support and coordinate collaborative human services policy development;
Conduct cross‐system strategic planning; data collection, analysis and evaluation; and analysis
and
Dissemination of demographic, service delivery and community level data;
Optimize productivity and quality of services by assessing alternative ways of doing business;
Manage cross‐system projects to advance system changes that require coordination and
collaboration
With county, schools and community organizations;
Design and implement strategies for building community capacity to support strategically
directed
Human services delivery; and
Manage human service performance accountability efforts to include reporting service and
community outcomes.

Access to Community Resources and Programs
The focus of the Access to Community Resources and Programs functional area is to provide information
and assistance that connects residents, human service professionals, and community organizations to
programs, services, and resources that meet individual and community needs. Specific priorities are to:

•

Coordinate service planning (including initial screening for services and eligibility) and provide
access to community safety net services through referrals for emergency assistance to
appropriate County and community agencies;

•

Facilitate client navigation of the human services system and make connections between
providers and consumers;

•

Maintain the human services database of County and community resources;

•

Coordinate the provision of transportation services to clients in the human services system;

•

Promote inclusion in community activities and support the provision of a continuum of care for
individuals with physical, mental and developmental disabilities;

•

Facilitate the equitable use of public athletic fields, gymnasiums and community facility
space through coordination with public schools and various community‐based organizations;

•

Provide management and coordination of public access to technology; and

•

Coordinate alternative resource development efforts through partnership development with
and between non‐profit organizations, corporate entities, grantors and volunteers.
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Regional Services and Center Operation
The focus of the Regional Services and Center Operations functional area is to utilize prevention‐based
strategies and community‐building approaches in the delivery of a range of community‐based services
that meet the needs of youth, families, older adults and persons with special needs throughout
the County. Specific priorities are to:

•

Operate service and resource centers to provide a focal point for service delivery including
meeting

•

Places for neighborhood associations and support groups and offer outcome focused youth and
adult Education, health and nutrition programs, after‐school programs, and computer access
and training for all ages

•

Develop partnerships with neighborhoods, community organizations, faith‐based organizations
and Other county agencies to provide community‐sponsored and community‐led services that
build on Local strengths and meet the specific needs of the unique communities

•

Conduct community assessments, monitor trends and address service gaps at the regional level;
and Serve as a “convener of communities” to expand resources, nurture community initiative,
and Stimulate change through community leadership forums, neighborhood colleges, and
community planning dialogues
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Winchester Our Health
Our Health is a non-profit community resource, affiliated with Valley Health 6, which supports
community agencies in the Northern Shenandoah Valley. Our Health was incorporated in 1999, when a
collaborative location became home for several area agencies in downtown Winchester. The campus
was further expanded in 2010 when key public service agencies moved into the former Snapp Foundry
Building. Our Health endeavors to develop collaborative partnerships, encouraging community
involvement and commitments to meet the health and human service needs of the Winchester region.
Our Health owns and manages the Kendall Community Campus in downtown Winchester which is home
to nineteen agencies, to centrally serve client needs. Additionally, Our Health provides its partners with
administrative support, training and technical assistance, and grant writing and administration.
Although these agencies share a space on the central campus, they are still autonomous and act as
stand-alone agencies. By connecting them in proximity, the goal is to encourage collaboration and
coordination of client care. The campus provides those in need with many resources to achieve overall
health and wellbeing. Our Health supports campus agencies, providing a reasonable, inclusive rate for
office space.
Our Health’s Volunteer Action Center provides information and services to connect volunteers to area
needs currently serving 73 Health and Human Service agencies (known as Our Health Partners). Our
Health offers nonprofit agencies guidance to improve their organizational structure and efficiency with
an eye toward sustaining and enhancing the nonprofit community. (http://www.ourhealthva.org/
accessed June 10, 2017)
According to the Our Health 2016 annual report, at the end of 2016 Our Health reported assets of just
over $4 million, with nearly $957,000 in cash and investments. Our Health received $21,000 in
foundation support and local government grants totaling $45,188 (Winchester and Clarke). Fundraising
events in 2016 earned approximately $70,000 and the reported nonprofit endowment fund was just
over $25,000. A current strategic goal of Our Health is to continue to grow and diversify its investment
fund and endowment.
Our health reported conducting 93 workshops providing technical assistance to 1,765 attendees from
Winchester area public and nonprofit agencies and assisting in four partner grant applications. The
Volunteer Action Center (VAC) is staffed with part-time coordinator (40% full time equivalent). The VAC
reports 188 registered active volunteers and additionally worked court order community service to
manage 11 individuals in conducting 325 hours of community service. An additional 100 volunteers
contributed 387 hours of work on the Our Health campus.
To support the central campus model and volunteer coordination, Our Health has seven staff members
including an Executive Director, Finance Manager, Volunteer Action Center Coordinator, Administrative
Assessment and two Facilities Technicians.
Nonprofit and local stakeholders describe the current organization and capacities of Our Health as an
important first step to providing integrated care that supports the overall wellbeing of families and
individuals. Stakeholders are currently engaged in discussions of how to achieve the goal of providing
Valley Health is a nonprofit health system serving the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia and nearby regions of West
Virginia and Maryland.

6
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increased preventive services and moving clients from crisis relief to self-sufficiency. To achieve this
goal, an aspirational vision for Our Health is to serve as a central navigator or concierge for families and
individuals as they navigate the supports and services offered by human service agencies and
nonprofits. Stakeholders want to build on the central campus model but see a need for a central
“lobby” to navigate not only the agencies located on campus but the other services available among all
community partners.
Similar to Loudoun County, the Winchester region has identified increased needs among working
families who earn too much to qualify for many public assistance programs but who are not making
enough to achieve self-sufficiency and high standards of well-being. Addressing the growing needs of
this population will require a different approach than just co-location of human services. Stakeholders
interviewed mentioned moving toward the concept of collective community impact, rather than the
focus of individual need.
Greater integration has been informally referred to as “Our Health 2.0”, with the vision of increased
coordination of human services among public agencies, nonprofits and for profit providers. This would
include screening and assessment at various points of entry into human services – a central intake
process that can be utilized for referral to many agencies. Additionally Our Health 2.0 would offer
greater prevention capacity to be able to intervene at early time points before individual and family
crisis occurs. This next step will require increased staff capacity and specialization of capabilities among
staff to conduct central intake that is not tied to any one agency or nonprofit. Stakeholders also
identified convincing donors of the need of central intake and coordination of services, and to financially
support building needed infrastructure for central intake and coordination as a critical next step. Many
nonprofits are suspicious of the concept of central intake as possibly threatening their current staff and
resources. Stakeholders additionally identified the need for supportive technology to enable central
intake, and the advantage of centralized intake and technologies to track data on those served and
outcomes.
Stakeholders report that other than ongoing support of One Health, The City of Winchester has not
established a consistent process for supporting nonprofits, or capacity building for the nonprofit
community, though currently city funds provides approximately $100,000 in nonprofit support.
Stakeholders estimate that there are approximately 80 human service nonprofits actively serving the
Winchester area.
Separate from One Health but in an effort to support regional nonprofits, several years ago a group of
nonprofit leaders established the Northern Shenandoah Valley Nonprofit Alliance for Excellence. The
alliance seeks to strengthen nonprofit leadership, governance process, visibility and impact, through
sharing organizational and program practices. In October 2016 the alliance hosted a Nonprofit
Governance Symposium in collaboration with Shenandoah University. The alliance includes
approximately 200 regional organizations with an estimate of 80 regional nonprofits serving Winchester
area.
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C. Survey of Peer Localities
A comparative practice survey was conducted targeting Loudoun County and 20 peer Virginia localities.
The sample of peer localities was based on population size and included localities with populations
greater than 90,000 based on 2016 population estimates. The survey targeted local government
departments charged with managing or overseeing nonprofit grant programs. These departments and
related contacts were identified through website searches and follow-up phone calls to identify the
most appropriate point of contact.
To maximize representation and response rate the research team used a combination of targeted
sampling and snowball/convenience sampling. With this approach the team sent the survey request to
the identified target contact but also allowed for the sharing of the survey with other relevant local
government offices providing support to nonprofits. Of the 21 localities requested to complete the
survey 16 localities submitted responses for a 76% response rate. A list of the respondent localities is
provided in Table 2.
Table 2 – Peer Survey Respondent Localities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

ALBEMARLE
ALEXANDRIA (CITY)
ARLINGTON
CHESTERFIELD
FAIRFAX
HANOVER
HENRICO
LOUDOUN
MONTGOMERY
NEWPORT NEWS (CITY)
PORTSMOUTH (CITY)
ROANOKE
ROANOKE (CITY)
SPOTSYLVANIA
STAFFORD
VIRGINIA BEACH (CITY)

The detailed survey results are provided in Attachment 1 and a summary by theme area is as follows.
Attachment 2 provides the email request and survey transcripts.
1. Programs, Offices or Staff That Work With the Nonprofit Sector
Sixty-three percent (63%) of respondent localities indicated that the county/city has a centralized
program that provides grant funding, donations or contributions to community nonprofits and 21%
indicated that the locality has a staff member or office that provides support in creating public,
nonprofit and private sector partnerships, and /or supports nonprofit capacity building, but not direct
funding to nonprofits. Additionally 17% identified other nonprofit supports that operate at a
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decentralized level through individual county agencies such as human services, public schools and
housing. Three agencies also indicated that they participate in collaborative efforts with other localities
to support regional nonprofits – Albemarle, Chesterfield and Montgomery.
In a majority of the respondent localities (57%) the budget office administers the locality's nonprofit
grant, donation or contribution program. In localities that indicated an “other” type of arrangement
nonprofit support is typically a shared responsibility among a couple departments and in two it is shared
responsibility between 2 or more localities.
Table 3 - Office Administering Nonprofit Grants Programs
Office Administering Nonprofit Grants Programs
Budget Office
Other (please detail below)
Human Services Office
Individual Agencies (such as Social Services, Community
Services/CSB, Parks & Rec)
Grant Office
Contracts/Procurement Office

%
57%
17%
9%
9%
4%
4%

2. Grant or Donation Program Application Process
A majority of respondent localities use an application form or process for nonprofit request for funds.
Other than the formats identified in Table 4, localities use a decentralized process through individual
departments that are then proposed to the County manager; one locality uses a specialized budget
form.
Table 4 - Funding Request Format
Funding Request Format
%
Application Form
Memorandum of Understanding
Process
Through a formal Request for Proposal
(RFP) Process
Letter of Interest
Other, please detail below...

52%
16%
12%
12%
8%

Regarding the timing of proposal requests and funding announcement, a majority of respondents
release request for funding proposals between November and February and funding decisions
announced in the May – June timeframe.
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Table 5 – Funding Request and Approval Timeframe
Requests
Funding
Released
Announced
6%
0%
13%
6%
38%
0%
31%
13%
13%
25%
0%
56%

Application Period
July - August
September - October
November - December
January - February
March - April
May - June
3. Service Area Focus of Funding

Respondent localities indicated service area priorities as summarized in Table 6. Respondents also
indicated funding support for emergency services, administrative functions, tourism, cultural
organizations, economic development and environmental programs.
Additionally several localities (Fairfax, Roanoke, Albemarle) conduct ongoing strategic planning that
determine funding areas of focus.
Table 6 – Service Area Funding Priorities

Service Area
Housing/ Homelessness
Behavioral Health/ Mental
Health
Disability Services
Healthcare
Domestic Violence
Prevention and
Intervention
Aging Related Services
Hunger/Food Security
Youth Programs/Services
Early Child Education
Transportation Services
Literacy/Basic Life Skills
Employment Services
Recreation
Dental Services
Childcare
Immigrant Services
Arts
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Not a
Highest
Moderate Lower
Funding
Do not
Priority
Priority
Priority
Priority
Know
12.50%
6.56%
0.00%
4.35%
7.14%
12.50%
9.38%
9.38%

4.92%
5.74%
5.74%

0.00%
0.00%
7.14%

4.35%
4.35%
6.52%

7.14%
7.14%
7.14%

6.25%
6.25%
6.25%
6.25%
6.25%
6.25%
3.13%
3.13%
3.13%
3.13%
3.13%
3.13%
0.00%

8.20%
7.38%
7.38%
7.38%
5.74%
3.28%
6.56%
5.74%
4.92%
4.10%
4.10%
4.10%
8.20%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
14.29%
7.14%
28.57%
14.29%
0.00%
14.29%
0.00%
7.14%
7.14%
0.00%

4.35%
4.35%
4.35%
2.17%
4.35%
4.35%
4.35%
8.70%
6.52%
13.04%
8.70%
8.70%
6.52%

7.14%
7.14%
14.29%
7.14%
0.00%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
0.00%
7.14%
0.00%
0.00%
7.14%
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4. Funding Levels
Nonprofit grant funding as reported by respondent locality is detailed in Table 7. Of note Alexandria
City indicates that in FY2019 its central grant program will be eliminated with resources put toward
centralized capacity building and nonprofit partner support. Future grant making will be decentralized
to individual departments.
Table 7 – Details funding (Note: The reported funding levels as reported in survey are being validated
through follow-up with many of the localities as budget document review indicates that many
localities reported funding of public human services agencies as well as federal housing and
homelessness services funding.)
FY2017 Local
Funding in
Grant Total

Albemarle

$1,500,000

$1,500,000

Alexandria
(City) (Public
Schools)

$200,000.00

$200,000.00

Arlington

$27.2 million

Unavailable

Unavailable

Unavailable

Unavailable

Unavailable

Chesterfield

$2,415,800

$745,600

$2,371,400

$778,800

$2,371,400

$778,300

Fairfax

$12,548,685

$11,141,700

$12,548,685

$11,141,700

$12,548,685

$11,141,700

Hanover

$1,469,299

$1,469,299

$1,538,311

$1,538,311

Henrico

$4,622,165

$2,287,038

$4,729,804

$2,394,677

N/A

N/A

Loudoun

$1,058,915

$1,058,915

$1,090,700

$1,090,700

$1,123,400

$1,123,400

Montgomery

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$2,100,000

$2,100,000

N/A

N/A

Newport
News (City)

$11,147,870

$11,147,870

$11,182,521

$11,182,521

$11,182,521

$11,182,521

Portsmouth
(City)

$360,000

$360,000

Roanoke

$2,033,805

$2,033,805

$2,055,444

$2,055,444

N/A

N/A

Roanoke
(City)

$699,220

$699,220

$780,000

$780,000

Na

Na

Virginia Beach
(City)

$2,043,179
$500,000

$500,000

FY2019 Total
Grant Funding

FY2019 Local
Funding in
Grant Total

FY2017 Total
Grant Funding

Stafford

FY2018 Total
Grant Funding

FY2018 Local
Funding in
Grant Total

Locality

$2,081,332
$501,736

$501,736

Table 8 provides additional detail on how funding levels are determined. Some respondents addressed
their answers relevant to the level of the overall funding pool (Arlington, Chesterfield, Loudoun,
Montgomery, Portsmouth, Roanoke, Roanoke City); while others focused on how funding is allocated to
grantees (Fairfax, Hanover, Henrico, Newport News, Stafford, Spotsylvania).
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Table 8 – Application and Funding Level Detail by Locality

Locality

Albemarle

Alexandria
(City)

Arlington
Chesterfield
Fairfax

Hanover

Henrico

Loudoun
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Application And
Decision Process

Application Form

Application Form,
Letter of Interest,
RFP, MOU
Application Form,
Letter of Interest,
RFP, MOU,
Other*
Application Form,
MOU, Other**
RFP

Letter of Interest

Application Form
Application Form,
MOU

Outcome
Evaluation
Process

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Funding Level Determined
Please see page 78-79 for a summary of these processes.
Additionally, the Albemarle's Office of Management and
Budget separately reviews community/regional agencies that
are more contractual in nature or including agencies that are a
creation of the state.
http://www.albemarle.org/upload/images/forms_center/dep
artments/Budget/forms/FY17/FY17_Adopted_Budget_D_Expe
nditures.pdf#page=6
On question 11, I selected moderate for all, because a
significant factor is the priorities of the Strategic Plan, which
changes over time.
Alexandria City Public Schools 7 years ago was providing
$750,000 a year to local nonprofits. ACPS became the sole
source of funding for most of the nonprofits that were
awarded annually. This amount has been reduced every year
down to the present level of $200,000. We will do this one
more year and then we will no longer provide ACPS funds to
nonprofits. We are expanding our Grant Writing capacity to
work with these local nonprofits to find grant money from
other sources.
This differs from department to department and program to
program. Some agreements, if effective for more than one
year, may be adjusted based on a specific indicator, such as
CPI-U. Other grants may be increased based on funding
availability and/or demonstrated community need.
Generally, the total amount is kept relatively flat unless
something pressing emerges.
Funding for both contract years are determined through the
use of a formula which computes the funding request of the
nonprofit, the proposal score and a budgetary factor.
The Budget Office categorizes each request as to whether it is
a local, regional or regional-mandated organization. The
County Administrator reviews the requests and the level of
direct funding to benefit our County citizens. Those
recommendations are incorporated into the proposed budget
and discussed with the Board of Supervisors.
Funding level is determined on a case-by-case basis. One of
the underlying philosophies is to be a reliable partner to the
community organizations, thus level funding from year to year
is the norm. During the most recent recession, a series of
annual 10% cuts were made across the board, rather than
singling out individual agencies for steeper cuts. Few new
agencies have received funding over the past 10 years.
Note: The totals above represent funding included as part of
the nonprofit grant funding process only.
Overall funding for the nonprofit grant funding program is
increased by 3% each year, which represents an inflationary
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Locality

Montgomery
(NRV
Regional)

Newport
News (City)
Portsmouth
(City)

Roanoke

Application And
Decision Process

Other***

Application Form
Application Form

Application Form,
Other****

Roanoke
(City)

Application Form

Spotsylvania
(GW
Regional)

Application Form

Outcome
Evaluation
Process

Yes

Yes
Yes

No

Yes

No

Stafford
(GW
Regional)
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Application Form

Yes

Funding Level Determined
factor. During the budget process, board members also have
an opportunity to propose increases to the amount available
for nonprofit grants.
We have a formal process - we utilize performance level
service data provided by the agencies and compare the service
levels to the surrounding jurisdictions and attempt to equalize
funding among the 5 jurisdictions.
Applications are reviewed by the Budget Department of the
Department of Human Services (DHS only reviews applications
that are directly related to the services the department is
associated with). Any applicants that were not previously
funded are reviewed by the City Attorney's office to determine
if they meet all criteria as outlined in the application.
Recommendations on funding are given to the City Manager
during a budget hearing to determine the recommended level
that will be presented to City Council.
Comparative Analysis done based on year to year budget
approvals and allocations.
Funding levels are not predetermined as they are included in
the operating budget development process. Therefore,
funding levels are considered relative to all general
government expenditures in correlation to projected
revenues. Through the application review process, the County
Administrator makes a recommendation on funding levels to
the Board of Supervisors. The Board may decide to adjust
individual contribution levels to discretionary agencies.
Part of budget process. Funding was flat for several years. We
had an increase because the general fund guidelines were
changed so most nonprofits had to go through our process
or the Human service Committee process. The previous year
General Fund that was designated for arts and culture was
moved to our budget.
Agency funding applications are closely evaluated for the
value of the service provided to the citizens of Spotsylvania
County and to avoid duplication of services already provided
by the County. Funding levels are not guaranteed from year to
year, the funding application process must be completed each
year.
We utilize a web based portal for our application requests.
Each of the five localities within the planning district utilize the
same application process. Here in Stafford we have program
based funding so we prioritize each program rather than
agency. We have a panel review process where each program
is scored based on a set criteria and we take that score into
consideration when determine funding level. However, due to
budget constraints there are times we have to make changes.
We also meet on a regional basis to discuss regionally funding
priorities and align certain recommendations for larger
intergovernmental organization. We also have a process
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Locality

Virginia
Beach (City)

Application And
Decision Process

Application Form

Outcome
Evaluation
Process

Yes

Funding Level Determined
where we educate our BOS so that they are aware of the
changes and what we have gleaned from our review process.
(blank)

In general overall funding levels for locality grant programs appear to be adjusted based on inflation
rates, as human service needs requiring additional funding support are determined, and as local
revenues and general fund dollars allow. As noted in the literature review section there are no wellestablished models for determining appropriate levels of local government support for nonprofits.
Funding levels are typically set at legacy of past funding levels or when justification for need and
revenue availability coincide.
With regard to allocating the overall pool among applicants, several of the respondent localities use
established formularies that are based on ongoing strategic assessment, planning and realignment
5. Outcome Evaluations and Reporting
A large majority (81%) of respondents require outcome evaluation or regular reporting from grantee,
but the processes for evaluation vary greatly. Several of the localities report robust quarterly reporting
requirements and annual site visits, and reduction or adjustment in funds based on not meeting
outcome targets or when funds are not being utilized. However most localities describe only annual or
bi-annual reporting requirements that are not stringent.
6. Other Support of Community Partnerships
Two respondent localities provided detail on additional efforts that support community partnerships
among public agencies and nonprofits. Alexandria supports coordination of meetings among public,
nonprofit, and private service agencies, central referral for those seeking services, provision of training
of nonprofit staff on granting writing, fiscal management, human resource management, and provision
of training for nonprofit volunteers. Chesterfield provides coordination of meetings among public,
nonprofit, and private service agencies, maintenance of database of service providers, central intake for
those seeking services, central referral for those seeking services, shared core function support such as
information technology, legal, human resources, etc.
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D. Nonprofit Grant Program Funding Level Model
To address the recommendation regarding the “appropriate level of funding” to allocate to the
nonprofit grant funding pool, the research team expanded on the results of the comparative survey to
develop a comparative funding model. With the lack of an established model for determining nonprofit
grant program funding levels among local governments, the result is a practice informed model for
determining a “normative” 7 rate of funding where normative is defined as the common standard that
has emerged over time across like groups of institutions, in this case, local governments.
The research team assessed the 21 Virginia localities with the highest populations, for nonprofit grant
and other support programs (including Loudoun). An initial screening through websites and telephone
inquiries found that all 21 had some form of nonprofit grant or donation program. A survey was
developed and submitted to the 21 localities as well as Loudoun and Fairfax. Sixteen (16) localities
responded to the survey for a majority of the questions with 12 providing sufficient funding level data to
form a sample for the comparative funding model. The sample localities include those listed in the table
below.
Table 9 – Localities Included in Comparative Funding Model
July 1, 2016
Estimate of
Locality
Population
Region
Estimate
Population*
Chesterfield County
333,963
Fairfax County
1,137,290
Hanover County
105,210
Henrico County
321,233
Loudoun County
385,327
Montgomery County* (New
River Valley)
Newport News City
Portsmouth City
Roanoke City
Roanoke County

98,509
183,218
96,179
99,644
93,924

178,237

Stafford County* (GW
Region)
128,961
327,773
Virginia Beach City
453,628
* Montgomery and Stafford Counties administer grant programs that serve their respective planning
district regions, therefore the region population must serve as the population basis in the comparative
model.

In the social sciences, the term "normative" has broadly the same meaning as its usage in philosophy, but may
also relate, in a sociological context, to the role of cultural 'norms';- the shared values or practices of institutions
that form established practices and standards.

7
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Comparative Model:
Practicality provides that a normative model must take into account the context of the situation being
normalized, in this case grant funding for human services, and the varying contexts/environments
where the standard will be applied, in this case the sample localities (Agranoff & McGuire, 2004).
To measure the situational context of human service needs the following data measures are utilized:
1. The population of the locality (2016 U.S. Census Population Estimate). The population of the
locality was utilized to form the comparative sample. In addition to Loudoun the research team
selected the 20 Virginia localities with the largest populations. Total population was further used
as a variable along with poverty rates to determine the most likely population of residents in
need of nonprofit provided human services.
2. Local general fund contribution for nonprofit grant funding for current fiscal year. Through
the survey responses, review of budget documents and phone calls with locality budget office
staff the research team determined the level of local nonprofit grant funding. The estimates
used in the funding model are in some cases confirmed precise local government funding levels
of nonprofit grant programs (Fairfax, Loudoun, Henrico, and Roanoke City). In the other sample
cases the local funding levels represent a best estimate of the research team based on the
survey results, document review and attempts to contact the locality budget office. The
amounts utilized merit further validation to be sure they include only local funding for human
service nonprofits.
3. Individuals at 100% - 400% of federal poverty level (FPL). Analysis was completed based on
median per capita funding levels at the various levels of poverty (i.e. individuals residing in each
county at 100%, 200%, 300%, and 400% of the national poverty level). This measure is based
on the practice of most local human service nonprofits’ use of individual poverty levels as
eligibility criteria for services. Based on the survey conducted with nonprofits as part of this
assessment, 92% of residents receiving services have annual incomes of 400% of poverty or less.
To measure the situational context of the local environment the following data measures are utilized:
1. Cost of Living Index (Average of the 2nd quarter of 2016 thru 2nd Quarter of 2017). Calculated as
accelerator/decelerator to determine per capita funding level. This measure is seen as
important as the assessment indicated that while income levels in Loudoun County are among
the highest in the nation, the high cost of living places substantial strain on individuals and
families at income levels well beyond 100% of poverty.
2. Rurality (population density) Multiplier. Calculated as accelerator/decelerator based on cohort
median and standard deviation derivative. Population density is proposed as an accelerator/
decelerator based on lower density rates as an accelerator, due to the higher cost of providing
services in lower population density localities (Holcombe & Williams, 2008). While the
literature supports the concept of higher cost associated with service delivery in lower density
population areas (Aronson & Hilley, 2010), the research team could not identify a formula that
calculates the variance in costs. The development of a precise multiplier formula should involve
future consultation with a statistician.
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Results of the Funding Model
Utilizing the data points identified above, the following calculations were made to determine a
normalized level of funding based on the cohort of 12 localities.
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

The number of individuals in each locality at the designated level of poverty was determined by
multiplying the total population by the poverty ratio for each locality (2016 census projections).
The level of nonprofit grant funding for FY2018 for each locality was divided by the number of
individuals in poverty at the designated level to achieve a per capita funding rate at each level
of poverty.
The median per capita grant funding rate was calculated from the per capita rate for each
locality at each level of poverty.
The median per capita funding rate was adjusted by the Cost of Living Index (COLI) per each
locality (COLI data updated August 2017).
The COLI adjusted per capita rate is multiplied by the number of individuals at each level of
poverty per locality.
The Population Density Index (PDI) for each locality is calculated by determining the median
population density for the sample localities and adjusting the index from a standard of 1.00
based on the deviation of a localities population density from the median, and reduced to a
normalized derivative.
The per capita grant funding rate by poverty level is adjusted by multiplying the COLI adjusted
per capita rate by the PDI index.
The COLI and PDI adjusted per capital funding amount is multiplied by the number of individuals
at each poverty level to calculate a normalized funding level for each locality based on the
sample of localities.

The results of the funding model for all localities at the various poverty levels is provided in
Attachment 3. A summary of the funding level results by poverty level for Loudoun only is
provided in Table 1.
Table 10 – Comparative Funding Model Results for Loudoun County

Loudoun County Nonprofit Grant Funding Based on Comparative Funding Model
Funding
Funding
Poverty
Adjusted for
Difference
Adjusted for
Difference
Level
COLI
from Actual
COLI & PDI
from Actual
100% $ 1,069,685
$ (21,015)
$ 1,107,124
$ 16,424
200% $ 1,331,881
$ 241,181
$ 1,378,497
$ 287,797 *
300% $ 1,307,848
$ 217,148
$ 1,353,623
$ 262,923 *
400% $ 1,405,222
$ 314,522
$ 1,454,404
$ 363,704

COLI (Cost of Living Index); PDI (Population Density Index)
*Recommended funding levels for Loudoun County
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Assumptions and Limitations of the Funding Model
In the absence of an existing funding model to determine an appropriate, or necessary, level of local
government funding support for community nonprofits, the comparative funding model developed for
this assessment provides a reasonable benchmark for establishing a recommended level of funding for
Loudoun County. However, the model has noted limitations that should be considered and addressed as
the county continues to consider community needs and necessary funding levels.
1. The funding model is based on a relatively limited sample of locality comparisons. An ideal
sample would be 20 – 30 localities.
2. Developing a more robust sample of localities should involve sample selection based on shared
socio-economic and policy contexts among sample localities.
3. Determining local general fund utilization for nonprofit grant funding in areas of human services
is somewhat complex and requires multi-source validation including budget documents, surveys
and interviews. Considering that the comparative research was not in the original assessment
scope of work, resources for this high level of validation were limited.
4. The community need for funding based on poverty level tiers may vary from community to
community. However, it may be assumed that localities with higher costs of living may
experience human service needs from those at higher levels of income. This is consistent with
the other assessment findings.
5. Though the literature supports a higher level of need and cost of service delivery for
communities with lower population density due to the transaction costs in delivering services
over a larger area and related transportation access and costs, there is not an established
formula for measuring this factor as a component in funding models. The calculations provided
in this assessment for determining the Population Density Index, should be validated in further
consultation with applied economists and statisticians. 8

The research team did consult with a Virginia Tech faculty member with expertise in applied economics and rural
economic development who supported the rationale of the model and the limitations that can be addressed
through further research.

8
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Attachment 1
Comparative Practice Survey Results
Overview: As an additional component to inform the assessment and recommendations regarding the
Loudoun County nonprofit grant process and comparative practice survey was conducted targeting
Loudoun County and 20 peer Virginia localities. The sample of peer localities was based on population
size and included localities with populations greater than 90,000 based on 2016 population estimates.
Participant recruiting and representation: The survey targeted local government departments charged
with managing or overseeing nonprofit grant programs. These departments and related contacts were
identified through website searches and follow-up phone calls to identify the most appropriate point of
contact.
Survey Methods: To maximize representation and response rate the research team used a combination
of targeted sampling and snowball/convenience sampling. With this approach the team sent the survey
request to the identified target contact but also allowed for the sharing of the survey with other relevant
local government offices providing support to nonprofits.
Results Summary:
Of the 21 localities requested to complete the survey 16 localities submitted responses for a 76% response
rate.
1. Respondent Localities:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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ALBEMARLE
ALEXANDRIA (CITY)
ARLINGTON
CHESTERFIELD
FAIRFAX
HANOVER
HENRICO
LOUDOUN
MONTGOMERY
NEWPORT NEWS (CITY)
PORTSMOUTH (CITY)
ROANOKE
ROANOKE (CITY)
SPOTSYLVANIA
STAFFORD
VIRGINIA BEACH (CITY)

Loudoun County Nonprofit Needs Assessment
Comparative Practice Survey Results – Attachment 1
2. Does your local government have any of the following programs, offices or staff that work with
the nonprofit sector in your community? (Check all that apply)
Local Government Nonprofit Program Type
Program that provides grant funding, donations or contributions to
community nonprofits
A staff member or office that provides support in creating public, nonprofit
and private sector partnerships, and or supports nonprofit capacity building,
but not direct funding to nonprofits
other, please detail below...

%
63%
21%
17%

In response to “other” types of support respondents offered:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

A number of county departments provide support for non-profit organizations including: Parks
and Recreation, Mental Health, Senior Advocate, Libraries, Budget and Management,
Community Enhancement (to name a few)
As part of the annual budget process, Albemarle partners with the City of Charlottesville staff,
community volunteers, and other department representatives to evaluate funding requests.
Department of Human Services (coordinates with nonprofits)
Department of Housing, Neighborhood and Prevention(coordinates with nonprofits)
(Alexandria City Public Schools have) a newly formed Office of Schools, Business and Community
Partnerships that works with nonprofits; we support through direct funding and grant writing
assistance to our partners.
Our Community Revitalization Department works extensively with nonprofits to maximize and
leverage federal grants.
The Arlington Community Foundation operates the Arlington Nonprofit Center, which the
County supports in numerous ways. More specifically, the Arlington Nonprofit Center educates
donors and the community on specific issues, gathers data on pressing needs in Arlington,
conducts research that informs decision-making within individual organizations and in the larger
Arlington community, highlights the role that nonprofits play in addressing community needs,
convenes nonprofits to share knowledge and skills, and fosters collaboration among nonprofits,
local government, funders, businesses and community members to address important issues.
The County organizes and participates in a Joint Budget Review Process on a yearly basis. This
involves 5 localities in the New River Valley - Montgomery, Floyd, Giles, Pulaski, and the City of
Radford.

3. Please indicate which government office administers your locality's nonprofit grant, donation or
contribution program.
Office Administering Nonprofit Grants Programs
Budget Office
Other (please detail below)
Human Services Office
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%
57%
17%
9%
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Individual Agencies (such as Social Services, Community
Services/CSB, Parks & Rec)
Grant Office
Contracts/Procurement Office

9%
4%
4%

In response to “other” respondents offered:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Department of Schools, Business and Community Partnerships sends out RFPs for upwards of
$200,000 per year in grants. This department also researches grant opportunities for local
Nonprofits and helps them with grant writing.
Human Services
In addition to participating in the process, Albemarle contributes funding to the City of
Charlottesville for the County's share of administering the process.
Office of Arts and Culture
The Budget Office administers the community contracts program which provides direct financial
assistance to non-profit organizations. The Community Enhancement Department oversees the
administration of the Community Development Block Grant. Other agencies as previously listed
provide in-kind support and staff assistance.
The Budget office receives all regional funding applications and distributes the applications to
the appropriate County department for review and funding recommendation. The reviewing
department will review the agency funding application closely to evaluate the services provided
by the agency to serve the citizens of Spotsylvania County and to avoid duplication of services
already provided by the County.
The Roanoke County Finance Department assists the Budget Office in disbursement of some
contribution funding after amounts have been appropriated.

4. Please indicate which government office administers your locality's nonprofit grant,
donation or contribution program (check all that apply).
Office Administering Nonprofit Grants Programs
Budget Office
Other (please detail below)
Human Services Office
Individual Agencies (such as Social Services, Community
Services/CSB, Parks & Rec)
Grant Office
Contracts/Procurement Office
Total
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%
57%
17%
9%
9%

Count
13
4
2
2

4%
4%
100%

1
1
23

Loudoun County Nonprofit Needs Assessment
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Other offices that administer or oversee nonprofit grant funding and detail on
administration of grants, donations and contributions.
Department of Schools, Business and Community Partnerships sends out RFPs for upwards
of $200,000 per year in grants. This department also researches grant opportunities for
local Nonprofits and helps them with grant writing.
Human Services
In addition to participating in the process, Albemarle contributes funding to the City of
Charlottesville for the County's share of administering the process.
N/A
Office of Arts and Culture
The Budget Office administers the community contracts program which provides direct
financial assistance to non-profit organizations. The Community Enhancement Department
oversees the administration of the Community Development Block Grant. Other agencies as
previously listed provide in-kind support and staff assistance.
The Budget office receives all regional funding applications and distributes the applications
to the appropriate County department for review and funding recommendation. The
reviewing department will review the agency funding application closely to evaluate the
services provided by the agency to serve the citizens of Spotsylvania County and to avoid
duplication of services already provided by the County.
The Roanoke County Finance Department assists the Budget Office in disbursement of
some contribution funding after amounts have been appropriated.
5. For your grant or donation program, how do nonprofits apply or request funding?
Answer
%
Application Form
Memorandum of Understanding
Process
Through a formal Request for Proposal
(RFP) Process
Letter of Interest
Other, please detail below...
•
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52%
16%
12%
12%
8%

As a decentralized organization, Arlington County Departments each have their own
internal process for evaluating non-profit requests and recommending to the County
Manager increased or new funding for organizations during the budget process. In some
cases, a non-profit that is seeking General Fund dollars may go directly to the Board to
request funding and/or go to the department that is primarily responsible for liaising
with them. In addition, the County has a number of competitively bid and sole source
contracts with non-profits that provide services on behalf of the County. The County
may also procure services through non-competitive solicitation processes, such as
exempt purchases, emergency purchases, and small purchases for goods and services
less than $5,000 per vendor per fiscal year. There are also numerous citizen groups and
commissions, such as the Arts Commission, the Community Development Citizens
Advisory Committee (CDCAC), the Citizens Advisory Commission on Housing (Housing

Loudoun County Nonprofit Needs Assessment
Comparative Practice Survey Results – Attachment 1
Commission), and the Disability Advisory Commission make funding recommendations
to the County Manager and County Board as part of defined funding processes in
specific areas. Lastly, in some cases, the County provides non-profit organizations with
non-monetary resources or in-kind services. Examples of in-kind services include County
staff time spent on non-profit initiatives and free use of County space for non-profit
events and activities."
•

Roanoke County provides Outside Agency Funding within three categories: Discretionary
Funding, Contract Funding, and Dues/Memberships. Only non-profits receiving
Discretionary Funding are required to complete the application form. In addition, the
County offers paratransit service, CORTRAN, to residents. Funding for the CORTRAN
service is based on projected costs of administering the program to qualifying
participants.

•

We open the program up each September. Organizations must submit an application
which is approved by the Board of Supervisors during the budget process. Once the
budget is approved, those organizations (as determined by the County Attorney) may
either be required to submit a request letter to receive their funding or enter into a
performance contract with the county and provide other documentation (financial
reports, audits, etc..) prior to disbursement of funds.

•

We provide specific budget forms that are tailored to the type of agency - e.g. human
service agencies etc.

6. What time of year are applications or proposal requests typically released?
Application Period
July - August
September - October
November - December
January - February
March - April
May - June
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%
6%
13%
38%
31%
13%
0%
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7.

When are decisions announced to applicants?

Decision Announcement Period
July - August
September - October
November - December
January - February
March - April
May - June
8.

%
0%
6%
0%
13%
25%
56%

For grants or donations made to community nonprofits, please indicate the areas in which
funding is provided.

Service Area
Housing/ Homelessness
Behavioral Health/ Mental
Health
Disability Services
Healthcare
Domestic Violence
Prevention and
Intervention
Aging Related Services
Hunger/Food Security
Youth Programs/Services
Early Child Education
Transportation Services
Literacy/Basic Life Skills
Employment Services
Recreation
Dental Services
Childcare
Immigrant Services
Arts

Not a
Highest
Moderate Lower
Funding
Do not
Priority
Priority
Priority
Priority
Know
12.50%
6.56%
0.00%
4.35%
7.14%
12.50%
9.38%
9.38%

4.92%
5.74%
5.74%

0.00%
0.00%
7.14%

4.35%
4.35%
6.52%

7.14%
7.14%
7.14%

6.25%
6.25%
6.25%
6.25%
6.25%
6.25%
3.13%
3.13%
3.13%
3.13%
3.13%
3.13%
0.00%

8.20%
7.38%
7.38%
7.38%
5.74%
3.28%
6.56%
5.74%
4.92%
4.10%
4.10%
4.10%
8.20%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
14.29%
7.14%
28.57%
14.29%
0.00%
14.29%
0.00%
7.14%
7.14%
0.00%

4.35%
4.35%
4.35%
2.17%
4.35%
4.35%
4.35%
8.70%
6.52%
13.04%
8.70%
8.70%
6.52%

7.14%
7.14%
14.29%
7.14%
0.00%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
0.00%
7.14%
0.00%
0.00%
7.14%

8 B. Are there other service areas not listed above that are a priority for nonprofit funding?
•
•
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Administrative services to other nonprofit organizations, emergency services (disaster
relief)
Agencies that promote tourism to the Richmond area.
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•
•
•

•

•

Cultural organizations that are not purely arts are also eligible. For example,history or
science museum, zoo, etc/
Environmental/economic development agencies/cultural agencies that are not specifically
considered arts, and public safety agencies
Requests are not necessarily evaluated or prioritized categorically; rather applications are
usually deemed most favorable when they are providing a service not otherwise available
through the county or other private organizations.
The County of Roanoke requires non-profits applying for discretionary funding to identify
which Strategic Initiatives within the Community Strategic Plan that best align with the
program(s) offered. The 7 Strategic Initiatives are considered priorities for funding. Many of
the categories above align with those identified in the Community Strategic Plan, available
for view at www.roanokecountyva.gov/CSP.
We have limited funds that are reduced each year, so our funds are focused on early child
education and after school tutoring programs.

9. Funding Levels by Responding Locality
FY2017 Local
Funding in
Grant Total

Locality
ALEXANDRIA
(CITY)

$200,000

MONTGOMERY

$2 million

$2 million

$2.1 million

$2.1 million

HANOVER

$1,469,299.00

$1,469,299.00

$1,538,311.00

$1,538,311.00

ROANOKE (CITY)

$269,220.00

$269,220.00

$340,000.00

$340,000.00

FAIRFAX

$12,548,685

$11,141,700

$12,548,685

$11,141,700

STAFFORD

FY2018 Total
Grant Funding

FY2018 Local
Funding in
Grant Total

FY2017 Total
Grant Funding

$200,000

$2,043,179

FY2019 Total
Grant Funding

FY2019 Local
Funding in
Grant Total

$0
N/A

N/A

$12,548,685

$11,141,700

$2,081,332

NEWPORT NEWS
(CITY)

$11,147,870

$11,147,870

$11,182,521

$11,182,521

$11,182,521

$11,182,521

ARLINGTON

$27.2 million

Unavailable

Unavailable

Unavailable

Unavailable

Unavailable

CHESTERFIELD

$2,415,800

$745,600

$2,371,400

$778,800.

$2,371,400

$778,300

HENRICO

$4,622,165

$2,287,038

$4,729,804

$2,394,677

N/A

N/A

ROANOKE

$2,033,805

$2,033,805

$2,055,444

$2,055,444

N/A

N/A

ALBEMARLE

About $1.5
million

N/A

N/A

VIRGINIA BEACH
(CITY)

$500,000.00

NA

NA
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$500,000.00

$501,736.00

$501,736.00
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ROANOKE (CITY)

430,000 Human
Services
funding

LOUDOUN

1,058,915

1,058,915

1,090,700

1,090,700

1,123,400

1,123,400

10. How are Funding Levels Determined?
• Agency funding applications are closely evaluated for the value of the service provided to the
citizens of Spotsylvania County and to avoid duplication of services already provided by the
County. Funding levels are not guaranteed from year to year, the funding application process
must be completed each year.
• Alexandria City Public Schools 7 years ago was providing $750,000 a year to local nonprofits.
ACPS became the sole source of funding for most of the nonprofits that were awarded annually.
This amount has been reduced every year down to the present level of $200,000. We will do
this one more year and then we will no longer provide ACPS funds to nonprofits. We are
expanding our Grant Writing capacity to work with these local nonprofits to find grant money
from other sources.
• Applications are reviewed by the Budget Department of the Department of Human Services
(DHS only reviews applications that are directly related to the services the department is
associated with). Any applicants that were not previously funded are reviewed by the City
Attorney's office to determine if they meet all criteria as outlined in the application.
Recommendations on funding are given to the City Manager during a budget hearing to
determine the recommended level that will be presented to City Council.
• Comparative Analysis done based on year to year budget approvals and allocations.
• Funding for both contract years are determined through the use of a formula which computes
the funding request of the nonprofit, the proposal score and a budgetary factor.
• Funding level is determined on a case-by-case basis. One of the underlying philosophies is to be
a reliable partner to the community organizations, thus level funding from year to year is the
norm. During the most recent recession, a series of annual 10% cuts were made across the
board, rather than singling out individual agencies for steeper cuts. Few new agencies have
received funding over the past 10 years.
• Funding levels are not predetermined as they are included in the operating budget development
process. Therefore, funding levels are considered relative to all general government expenditures
in correlation to projected revenues. Through the application review process, the County
Administrator makes a recommendation on funding levels to the Board of Supervisors. The Board
may decide to adjust individual contribution levels to discretionary agencies.
• Generally, the total amount is kept relatively flat unless something pressing emerges.
• Overall funding for the nonprofit grant funding program is increased by 3% each year, which
represents an inflationary factor. During the budget process, board members also have an
opportunity to propose increases to the amount available for nonprofit grants. "
• Part of budget process. Funding was flat for several years. We had an increase because the
general fund guidelines were changed so most nonprofits had to go through our process or
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•

•
•

•

•

•

the Human service Committee process. Funding in the previous year General Fund that was
designated for arts and culture was moved to our budget.
"Please see page pg 78-79 for a summary of these processes. Additionally, the Albemarle's
Office of Management and Budget separately reviews community/regional agencies that are
more contractual in nature or including agencies that are a creation of the state.
http://www.albemarle.org/upload/images/forms_center/departments/Budget/forms/FY17/FY1
7_Adopted_Budget_D_Expenditures.pdf#page=6
On question 11, I selected moderate for all, because a significant factor is the priorities of the
Strategic Plan, which changes over time."
The Budget Office categorizes each request as to whether it is a local, regional or regionalmandated organization. The County Administrator reviews the requests and the level of direct
funding to benefit our County citizens. Those recommendations are incorporated into the
proposed budget and discussed with the Board of Supervisors.
This differs from department to department and program to program. Some agreements, if
effective for more than one year, may be adjusted based on a specific indicator, such as CPI-U.
Other grants may be increased based on funding availability and/or demonstrated community
need.
We have a formal process - we utilize performance level service data provided by the agencies
and compare the service levels to the surrounding jurisdictions and attempt to equalize funding
among the 5 jurisdictions.
We utilize a web based portal for our application requests. Each of the five localities within the
planning district utilize the same application process. Here in Stafford we have program based
funding so we prioritize each program rather than agency. We have a panel review process
where each program is scored based on a set criteria and we take that score into consideration
when determine funding level. However, due to budget constraints there are times we have to
make changes. We also meet on a regional basis to discuss regionally funding priorities and
align certain recommendations for larger intergovernmental organization. We also have a
process where we educate our BOS so that they are aware of the changes and what we have
gleaned from our review process.

11. What is the duration for approved funding?
1 year
2 years
3 years
More than 3 years
Other, please detail below...
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12. Are grant recipients required to provide outcome evaluations or regular reporting?
Answer
Yes
No
Total

%
81%
19%
100%

Briefly describe the outcome evaluation process.
•

As Arts and culture coordinator I am responsible for the monitoring. This includes quarterly written
reports and an annual site visit. The written reports must show outcomes and activities have been
completed as outlined in the grant request.

•

Budget Office reviews reported outcomes. Occasions of nonprofits losing funding because they have
not met the County's expectations for outcomes are rare.

•

Depends on the nature of the situation... a lot of political sensitivity related to this program.

•

Grant recipients are required by MOU to submit a brief midyear and end of year status report. The
reports provide recipients with an opportunity to communicate whether anything has changed that
would impact their ability to accomplish the goals they identified in their application since they were
awarded funding.

•

Our local nonprofits are just nice people trying to do "good" work. I don't believe they are making
any kind of significant impact. Most don't have any data to support what they do. We may have a
group of seniors who read to kids after school.

•

Performance measures; list of services provided

•

Please see ABRT link previously provided.

•

This is certainly possible, but differs from department to department and program to program.

•

We haven't instituted a mid-year check on outcome measurements yet. We do require they have
measurable outcomes listed within the application. We are working towards having that checks and
balances. We do reduce funding the next year if they have not met their outcomes and do not have
a reasonable and satisfactory answer as to what happened.

•

We receive a monitoring report from council of community services. Could affect their funding if
board feels they did not have good outcomes during the last year.

•

We utilize performance level service data provided by the agencies and compare the service levels
to the surrounding jurisdictions and attempt to equalize funding among the 5 jurisdictions.

•

While outcome evaluations/reports are not included in the application process, each agency
receiving discretionary funding is required to submit a recent certified audit/financial statement for
review before any funding is released. If there are concerns regarding financial stability of the
organization, funding is then reevaluated by Management & Budget staff.
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13. Do grantees lose current or subsequent year funding of performance outcome are not achieved?
Answer
Yes
No
Maybe, it's
complicated (please
provide detail below)

%
20%
33%
47%

14. Community partnerships
Answer
Yes
No
Not sure
Total

%
13%
87%
0%
100%

15. Community partnership support activities provided in your locality
Answer
Coordination of meetings among public,
nonprofit, and private service agencies
Central referral for those seeking services
Maintenance of database of service
providers
Central intake for those seeking services
Provision of training of nonprofit staff on
granting writing, fiscal management,
human resource management, etc
Provision of training for nonprofit
volunteers
Shared core function support such as
information technology, legal, human
resources, etc.
Provision of shared space for nonprofit
agencies
Shared tangible resources such as
vehicles, equipment
other (please provide detail below)
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Subject: Local Government Nonprofit Support Survey
Dear ______
Our Virginia Tech research team is working with Loudoun County to assess Loudoun’s current nonprofit
grant process and to make recommendations on how Loudoun may modify its process and supports of
community serving nonprofits.
As part of this assessment we are conducting a survey of comparative and best practices among other
Virginia localities. If we are willing to participate in this information gathering, we will share the
aggregate results of the survey with you. The survey will take approximately 15 minutes to complete.
For your convenience a list of questions included in the survey is attached for your review.
If there are others in your locality who can add to the information requested please share the survey
link listed below.
https://virginiatech.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_5amXPb3MYR0tGeh
We request completion of the survey by August 7th.
Thank you for your consideration and participation in this work. If you have any questions or concerns,
please feel free to contact me or Liz Allen at lizallen@vt.edu .
Respectfully,
Mary Beth Dunkenberger
Mary Beth Dunkenberger
Senior Program Director/Research Faculty
Virginia Tech Institute for Policy and Governance
201 West Roanoke Street
Blacksburg, VA 24061
Office: 540-231-3979
Mobile: 540-761-9246
mdunkenb@vt.edu

Qualtrics Survey Software
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Default Question Block

I. Purpose of this Survey and Research Project
Loudoun County has entered into an agreement with the Virginia Tech Institute of Policy
and Governance to conduct a needs assessment to identify the funding gaps and unmet
needs within the County’s nonprofit community.
As part of the assessment the research team is looking into best and comparative practices
among Virginia local governments regarding support of community human service
nonprofits. This survey is a starting point in collecting baseline information on how Virginia
localities support nonprofits that serve their communities. Completing the survey should
take approximately 15 minutes.
Recommendations emerging from the assessment will advise on how the County and
nonprofit organizations can:
1) Consider how to better align current and future resources and meet resident service
needs.
2) Support the nonprofit sector in creating a complete, effective continuum of services.
3) Determine appropriate mechanisms and funding levels for supporting community human
service nonprofits.
Results of this assessment will be compiled in a final report to the county along with
recommendations. We will share the results of this assessment component with
participating localities.
The results of this additional level of assessment will be presented to the Loudoun County
and related stakeholders, participating localities and may be used as dissertation research,
and in practitioner and scholarly journals. These findings will adhere to the principles of
anonymity and confidentiality as noted in section V.

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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II. Procedures
Should you agree to participate, you will proceed with this 15 minute survey.
III. Risks
There are no perceived risks to the participants.
IV. Benefits
The benefits will be a stakeholder informed plan to improve Loudoun County’s support of
nonprofit entities and coordinated programming in meeting the needs of Loudoun County
residents.
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
Information collected throught the survey will be analyzed by and presented by locality.
Individual respondenst will not be named in the analysis or reporting. The Virginia Tech
(VT) Institutional Review Board (IRB) may view the study’s data for auditing purposes. The
IRB is responsible for the oversight of the protection of human subjects involved in
research.
VI. Compensation
There is no compensation for participating in this research.
VII. Freedom to Withdraw
It is important for you to know that you are free to withdraw from the survey at any time
without penalty. You are free not to answer any questions that you choose or respond to
what is being asked of you without penalty. However some questions require responses to
continue the survey.
Please note that there may be circumstances under which the investigator may determine
that a participant should not continue as a participant.
VIII. Questions or Concerns
Should you have any questions about this study, you may contact one of the research
investigators whose contact information is:
Mary Beth Dunkenberger

mdunkenb@vt.edu/540-231-3979
E-mail / Phone number

Liz Allen

lizallen@vt.edu/540-231-6775
E-mail / Phone number

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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Should you have any questions or concerns about the study’s conduct or your rights as a
research participant, or need to report a research-related injury or event, you may contact
the VT IRB Chair, Dr. David M. Moore at moored@vt.edu or (540) 231-4991.
IX. Participant's Consent
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions
answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent as implied from
completion of the survey.

1. Please indicate the local government that you represent.

2. Does your local government have any of the following programs, offices or staff that work
with the nonprofit sector in your community? (Check all that apply)
Program that provides grant funding, donations or contributions to community nonprofits
A staff member or office that provides support in creating public, nonprofit and private sector
partnerships, and or supports nonprofit capacity building, but not direct funding to nonprofits
other, please detail below...

3. If other city/county offices that work with nonprofits indicated above, please provide
detail.

Section I. Grant or Donation Program Information

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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4. Please indicate which government office administers your locality's nonprofit grant,
donation or contribution program (check all that apply).
Budget Office
Grant Office
Contracts/Procurement Office
Human Services Office
Individual Agencies (such as Social Services, Community Services/CSB, Parks & Rec)
Other (please detail below)

5. Other offices that administer or oversee nonprofit grant funding and detail on
administration of grants, donations and contributions.

6. For your grant or donation program, how do nonprofits apply or request funding (check
all that apply)?
Through a formal Request for Proposal (RFP) Process
Application Form
Letter of Interest
Memorandum of Understanding Process
Other, please detail below...

7. If other above, please provide detail.

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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8. What time of year are applications or proposal requests typically released?
July - August
September - October
November - December
January - February
March - April
May - June

9. What time of year are applications or proposals typically due back to city or county?
July - August
September - October
November - December
January - February
March - April
May - June

10. When are decisions announced to applicants?
July - August
September - October
November - December
January - February
March - April
May - June

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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11. For grants or donations made to community nonprofits, please indicate the areas in
which funding is provided.

Highest
Priority

Moderate
Priority

Lower
Priority

Not a
Funding
Priority

Do not
Know

Aging Related Services
Arts
Behavioral Health/ Mental Health
Childcare
Dental Services
Disability Services
Domestic Violence Prevention and
Intervention
Early Child Education
Employment Services
Healthcare
Housing/ Homelessness
Hunger/Food Security
Immigrant Services
Literacy/Basic Life Skills
Recreation
Transportation Services
Youth Programs/Services

12. Are there other service areas not listed above that are a priority for nonprofit funding?

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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13. What level of annual funding is provided for the donation, contribution or grant
program? Please indicate the total amount (including federal and state flow through such
as Community Development and Community Service Block Grants) and the locally funding
amount by fiscal year.

FY2017 Total Grant Funding

FY2017 Local Funding in Grant Total

FY2018 Total Grant Funding

FY2018 Local Funding in Grant Total

FY2019 Total Grant Funding, if forecast is available

FY2019 Local Funding in Grant Total, if forecast is available

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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14. How is the level of funding determined? Please describe if there is a formal process or
formula to determine funding levels for one year to the next. You may also use this
questions to provide any additional information or clarification related to annual funding
levels, including if the funding level as varied significantly from one year to the next.

15. What is the typically funding time frame for your grant or donation program?
1 year
2 years
3 years
More than 3 years
Other, please detail below...

16. If other above, please provide detail.

17. Briefly describe the application and decision process for your grant, contribution, or
donation program.

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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18. Are grant recipients required to provide outcome evaluations or regular reporting?
Yes
No

19. Do grantees lose current or subsequent year funding of performance outcome are not
achieved?
Yes
No
Maybe, it's complicated (please provide detail below)

20. Briefly describe the outcome evaluation process.

Section II. Community Partnership Support Program Information - Community
partnership support would include a staff member or office that supports capacity
building and collaborations within and among your locality's nonprofit service
providers. Capacity building may include assistance or training on grant writing,
human resource management, marketing, financial management, legal issues, etc, or
facilitating training programs. May also include resource sharing such as space or
IT support.

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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21. Does your city or county have a community partnership office as described above, if no
please skip to Question 25?
Yes
No
Not sure

22. How many staff members are in your community partnership office?
0

Full-time staff (.75 FTE or more)

0

Part-time staff (less than .75 FTE)

0

Volunteers

23. Please indicate the community partnership support activities provided in your locality
(check all that apply)
Coordination of meetings among public, nonprofit, and private service agencies
Maintenance of database of service providers
Central intake for those seeking services
Central referral for those seeking services
Provision of shared space for nonprofit agencies
Provision of training of nonprofit staff on granting writing, fiscal management, human resource
management, etc
Provision of training for nonprofit volunteers
Shared tangible resources such as vehicles, equipment
Shared core function support such as information technology, legal, human resources, etc.
other (please provide detail below)

24. If other above please describe other activities or services provided by your locality in

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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support of nonprofits.

25. Please identify any nonprofit networks that are organized in your community to
represent the nonprofit community and/or facilitate capacity building for nonprofits.

26. Please provide any additional information that you wish to share regarding your local
goverment's support of nonprofit agencies.

Block 1

Thank you for completing the survey, and sharing the survey with others in your locality
who may have additional information on your local government's support of nonprofit
human service agencies. We will be pleased to share the results of this research once it is
completed.

If you would like to receive a copy of the findings please provide your contact

information below.

Name

7/19/17, 7:26 AM
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Email

Are you willing to be contacted if we have additional information needs related to your
locality?
Yes
No

Powered by Qualtrics
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Comparative Practices Research Summary
Attachment 3 - Comparative Funding Level Calculations
100% of Poverty

Locality
Chesterfield
County
Fairfax County
Hanover County
Henrico County
Loudoun County
Montgomery Cnty*
Newport News City
Portsmouth City
Roanoke City
Roanoke County
Stafford County*
Virginia Beach City

1

FY2018
Local
Nonprofit
Funding
$789,455
11,141,700
$284,155
$2,394,677
$1,090,700
$2,100,000
$2,451,089
$469,428
$697,000
$670,000
$2,081,332
$501,736

% Below
100 %
Poverty
Level
6.9%
6.2%
6.2%
9.3%
3.7%
20.8%
16.8%
18.6%
21.3%
7.3%
5.4%
8.2%

Number
of
persons
at 100%
of
poverty
23,043
70,512
6,523
29,875
14,257
37,073
30,781
17,889
21,224
6,856
17,700
37,197

Per
Capita
Grant
Funding
at 100%
34.26
158.01
43.56
80.16
76.50
56.64
79.63
26.24
32.84
97.72
117.59
13.49

Median
Per
capita
funding
of
Cohort
66.57
66.57
66.57
66.57
66.57
66.57
66.57
66.57
66.57
66.57
66.57
66.57

Cost of
Living
Index
(COLI)
106.70
121.60
107.20
110.20
112.70
98.30
106.30
106.40
107.30
104.30
106.10
110.90

Per
capita
rate
adjusted
for COLI
71.03
80.95
71.37
73.36
75.03
65.44
70.77
70.83
71.43
69.44
70.63
73.83

Pop
Density
Index
(PDI)
1.02
0.99
1.04
1.00
1.04
1.06
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.04
1.04
1.00

Per
capita
rate
adjusted
for COLI
& PDI
72
80
74
73
78
69
70
71
71
72
73
74

Funding Adj
for COLI & PDI

Difference
from Actual

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 871,962
$ (5,490,608)
$ 197,665
$ (202,955)
$
16,424
$ 471,706
$ (283,712)
$ 797,744
$ 811,531
$ (174,872)
$ (783,614)
$ 2,244,551

1,661,417
5,651,092
481,820
2,191,722
1,107,124
2,571,706
2,167,377
1,267,172
1,508,531
495,128
1,297,718
2,746,287

Comparative Practices Research Summary
Attachment 3 - Comparative Funding Level Calculations
200% of Poverty

Locality
Chesterfield
County
Fairfax County
Hanover County
Henrico County
Loudoun County
Montgomery Cnty*
Newport News City
Portsmouth City
Roanoke City
Roanoke County
Stafford County*
Virginia Beach City

2

FY2018
Local
Nonprofit
Funding
$789,455
11,141,700
$284,155
$2,394,677
$1,090,700
$2,100,000
$2,451,089
$469,428
$697,000
$670,000
$2,081,332
$501,736

% Below
200 %
Poverty
Level

19%
15%
13%
23%
11%
38%
38%
37%
45%
18%
17%
23%

Number
of
persons
at 200%
of
poverty

64,837
174,808
13,698
72,805
40,674
67,104
69,435
35,580
44,827
17,219
56,907
105,133

Per
Capita
Grant
Funding
at 200%

12.18
63.74
20.74
32.89
26.82
31.29
35.30
13.19
15.55
38.91
36.57
4.77

Median
Per
capita
funding
of
Cohort

29.06
29.06
29.06
29.06
29.06
29.06
29.06
29.06
29.06
29.06
29.06
29.06

Cost of
Living
Index
(COLI)
106.70
121.60
107.20
110.20
112.70
98.30
106.30
106.40
107.30
104.30
106.10
110.90

Per
capita
rate
adjusted
for COLI

31.00
35.33
31.15
32.02
32.75
28.56
30.89
30.91
31.18
30.30
30.83
32.22

Pop
Density
Index
(PDI)
1.02
0.99
1.04
1.00
1.04
1.06
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.04
1.04
1.00

Per
capita
rate
adjusted
for COLI
& PDI

31
35
32
32
34
30
31
31
31
32
32
32

Funding Adj
for COLI & PDI

Difference
from Actual

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 1,250,754
$ (5,027,340)
$ 157,435
$ (63,565)
$ 287,797
$ (68,437)
$ (317,259)
$ 630,509
$ 693,551
$ (127,304)
$ (260,361)
$ 2,885,876

2,040,209
6,114,360
441,590
2,331,112
1,378,497
2,031,563
2,133,830
1,099,937
1,390,551
542,696
1,820,971
3,387,612

Comparative Practices Research Summary
Attachment 3 - Comparative Funding Level Calculations
300% of Poverty

Locality
Chesterfield
County
Fairfax County
Hanover County
Henrico County
Loudoun County
Montgomery Cnty*
Newport News City
Portsmouth City
Roanoke City
Roanoke County
Stafford County*
Virginia Beach City

3

FY2018
Local
Nonprofit
Funding
$789,455
11,141,700
$284,155
$2,394,677
$1,090,700
$2,100,000
$2,451,089
$469,428
$697,000
$670,000
$2,081,332
$501,736

% Below
300 %
Poverty
Level

36%
26%
29%
39%
18%
53%
55%
58%
63%
39%
27%
41%

Number
of
persons
at 300%
of
poverty

120,561
290,009
30,406
125,602
67,432
93,753
100,403
55,688
62,377
36,724
88,171
185,080

Per
Capita
Grant
Funding
at 300%

6.55
38.42
9.35
19.07
16.17
22.40
24.41
8.43
11.17
18.24
23.61
2.71

Median
Per
capita
funding
of
Cohort

17.21
17.21
17.21
17.21
17.21
17.21
17.21
17.21
17.21
17.21
17.21
17.21

Cost of
Living
Index
(COLI)
106.70
121.60
107.20
110.20
112.70
98.30
106.30
106.40
107.30
104.30
106.10
110.90

Per
capita
rate
adjusted
for COLI

18.36
20.93
18.45
18.96
19.40
16.92
18.29
18.31
18.47
17.95
18.26
19.09

Pop
Density
Index
(PDI)
1.02
0.99
1.04
1.00
1.04
1.06
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.04
1.04
1.00

Per
capita
rate
adjusted
for COLI
& PDI

19
21
19
19
20
18
18
18
18
19
19
19

Funding Adj
for COLI & PDI

Difference
from Actual

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 1,457,539
$(5,133,476)
$ 296,417
$ (12,662)
$ 262,923
$ (418,840)
$ (623,532)
$ 550,258
$ 449,078
$
15,547
$ (410,225)
$ 3,030,563

2,246,994
6,008,224
580,572
2,382,015
1,353,623
1,681,160
1,827,557
1,019,686
1,146,078
685,547
1,671,107
3,532,299

Comparative Practices Research Summary
Attachment 3 - Comparative Funding Level Calculations
400% of Poverty

Locality
Chesterfield
County
Fairfax County
Hanover County
Henrico County
Loudoun County
Montgomery Cnty*
Newport News City
Portsmouth City
Roanoke City
Roanoke County
Stafford County*
Virginia Beach City

4

FY2018
Local
Nonprofit
Funding
$789,455
11,141,700
$284,155
$2,394,677
$1,090,700
$2,100,000
$2,451,089
$469,428
$697,000
$670,000
$2,081,332
$501,736

% Below
400 %
Poverty
Level

50%
36%
42%
53%
27%
65%
68%
70%
78%
54%
40%
57%

Number
of
persons
at 400%
of
poverty

167,413
408,894
44,240
168,819
105,951
116,593
123,912
67,766
77,615
50,595
131,935
259,790

Per
Capita
Grant
Funding
at 400%

4.72
27.25
6.42
14.18
10.29
18.01
19.78
6.93
8.98
13.24
15.78
1.93

Median
Per
capita
funding
of
Cohort

11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77

Cost of
Living
Index
(COLI)
106.70
121.60
107.20
110.20
112.70
98.30
106.30
106.40
107.30
104.30
106.10
110.90

Per
capita
rate
adjusted
for COLI

12.56
14.31
12.62
12.97
13.26
11.57
12.51
12.52
12.63
12.27
12.49
13.05

Pop
Density
Index
(PDI)
1.02
0.99
1.04
1.00
1.04
1.06
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.04
1.04
1.00

Per
capita
rate
adjusted
for COLI
& PDI

13
14
13
13
14
12
12
13
13
13
13
13

Funding Adj
for COLI & PDI

Difference
from Actual

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 1,344,248
$ (5,348,832)
$ 293,498
$ (205,318)
$ 363,704
$ (670,295)
$ (908,729)
$ 379,100
$ 278,173
$ (24,132)
$ (371,369)
$ 2,888,797

2,133,703
5,792,868
577,653
2,189,359
1,454,404
1,429,705
1,542,360
848,528
975,173
645,868
1,709,963
3,390,533

